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Paragraph 3 on page 14, of the school re-
port should read as follows:
"Pupils go to classes in thrse outside
buildings; th^e High School for drawing, the
Lincoln Street School for sewing, the South
Street School for woodworking. It would be
real economy to have these special classes
housed in one building, as the time consumed
going to and from these places shortens the
periods, especially during the winter months
when it is necessary to wear outdoor gar-
ments."
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Town Officers, 1928
Selectmen—William T. Eldridge, Henry W. Barnes, Ji*.,
William H. Beever, Walter E. Bent and Frank Eastwood.
Town Clerk—George B. Howland.
Town Treasurer—George B. Howland.
Collector of Taxes—Herbert W. Bartlett.
Town Accountant—Elmer R. Harlow.
Assessors—Nathaniel G. Lanman, chosen 1926 for
three years; Charles H. Sherman, chosen 1927 for three
years ; Thomas L. Cassidy, chosen 1928 for three years.
Overseers of the Public Welfare—William T. Eldridge,
chosen 1926 for three years ; Herbert W. Bartlett, chosen
1927 for three years; George L. Gooding, chosen 1928
for three years.
Water Commissioners—William R. Morton and Ernest
L. Sampson, chosen 1926 for three years. Mr. Ernest L.
Sampson deceased March 15, 1928 and Richard T. Eld-
ridge elected to fill the vacancy; Frank D. Bartlett and
John L. Morton, chosen 1927 for three years; John H.
Damon, chosen 1928 for three years.
School Committee—Edward R. Belcher and Albert L.
Mellor chosen 1926 for three years; Fannie T. Rowell
and Burt H. Corey chosen 1927 for three years. Mr.
Burt H. Corey deceased February 3, 1928 and Mr. E.
Harold Donovan chosen to fill the vacancy; Frederick D.
Bartlett and Alfred P. Richards, chosen 1928 for three
years.
Cemetery Commissioners^—Mr. Horace M. Saunders,
chosen 1926 for three years ; Arthur E. Blackmer, chosen
1927 for three years; Richard T. Eldridge chosen 1928
for three years.
Burial Hill Committee—Cemetery Commissioners.
Agawam and Halfway Pond Herring" Fishery Commit-
tee—William J. Graham, George F. Haigh and Paul H.
Manion.
Park Commissioners—Loomis R. Grant, chosen 1926
for three years; Henry T. Geary, chosen 1927 for three
years; resigned March 8, 1928 and Roy E. Beaman
elected to fill the vacancy
;
Myron L. Smith, chosen 1928
for three years.
Board of Health—Herbert S'. Maxwell, chosen 1926
for three years ; William E. Curtin, chosen 1927 for three
years; Walter D. Shurtleff, chosen 1928 for three years.
Resigned April 17, 1928 and Andrew J. Carr elected to
fill the vacancy.
Surveyors and Measurers of Lumber—Alvin A. Hall
and Warren S. Bumpus.
Surveyor of Wood and Bark—^Daniel J. Sullivan.
Town Director to County Aid to Agriculture—Porter T.
Harlow.
Planning Board—LeBaron R. Barker, Arthur E. Black-
mer, Ellis W. Brewster, George L. Gooding, and Francis
C. Holmes.
Field Drivers and Fence Viewers—Charles H. Ray-
mond, Lewis F. Smith, and Chester A. Torrance.
Sexton—Arthur L. Howland. Deceased Oct. 29, 1928.
Pound Keeper—Russell L. Dickson.
Committee on Inland Fisheries—Warren S. Gale, Geof-
frey D. Perrior, and Michael D. Welsh.
Sealer of Weights and Measures—Daniel J. Sullivan.
Milk Inspector^—Daniel J. Sullivan.
Beach Committee—Selectmen.
Superintendent of Streets—Arthur E. Blackmer.
Superintendent of Water Works—Arthur E. Blackmer.
Collector of Water Rates—George B. Howland.
Committee on Town Forest—George R. Briggs, Abbott
A. Raymond, and Charles T. Stevens.
Harbor Master—Orrin C. Bartlett.
Board of Registration—Herbert W. Clark, appointed
1926 for three years; George F. Anderson, appointed
1927 for three years. Mr. Anderson deceased March 27,
1928 and J. Ernest Beauregard appointed to fill the va-
cancy; Asa H. Burgess, appointed 1928 for three years.
Superintendent of Oak Grove and Vine Hills Ceme-
teries and Burial Hill—Edward F. Stranger.
Superintendent of Chiltonville Cemetery—Charles B.
Howland.
Superintendent of Manomet Cemetery—James W.
Hazen.
Superintendent of Cedarville Cemetery—Alberto M.
Haskell.
Superintendent of Infirmary—Russell L. Dickson.
Fire Commissioner—Henry Walton.
Town Engineer—Arthur E. Blackmer.
Chief of Police—John Armstong,
Tree Warden—Abbott A. Raymond.
Forest Warden—Ira C. Ward.
Local Moth Superintendent—Abbott A. Raymond.
Building Inspector—Thomas A. Bodell.
Committee on Sewers—Selectmen.
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Abstracts of Records of 1928
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING, MARCH 24, 1928
FRANK C. SMITH, Moderator
Article Three:
On motion of George B. Howland, Voted: That the
reports of the several boards of officers and committees
of the Town be accepted and placed on file.
Article Four:
On motion of George B. Howland, Voted: That the
Town authorize the Town Treasurer, with the approval
of the Selectmen or a majority thereof, to borrow during
the financial year beginning January 1, 1929, in antici-
pation of the revenue of said year, such sums of money
as may be necessary for the current expenses of the
Town, giving the notes of the Town therefor, payable
within one year from the dates thereof. All debts in-
curred under the authority of this vote shall be paid
from the revenue of said financial year.
Article Six:
On motion of Alton D. Edes, it was unanimously voted
:
That the Town appropriate the sum of |8,500.00, includ-
ing the dog tax for 1927 amounting to $1,815.51, in aid
of the Plymouth Public Library.
Article Seven:
Mr. Alton D. Edes moved : That the Town appropriate
the sum of $500.00 in aid of the Manomet Public Library.
Mr. William T. Eldridge moved to amend by making
this amount $750.00 and the motion was carried.
Then the motion of Mr. Edes, as amended by Mr. Eld-
ridge, was put before the meeting and unanimously car-
ried.
Article Eight:
On motion of Alton D. Edes, it was unanimously vot-
ed : That the Town appropriate the sum of $8,500.00 for
the care, maintenance and improvement of the Parks,
including the Training Green and Public Camping Place.
Article Nine:
On motion of Alton D. Edes, it was unanimously voted:
That the Town appropriate the sum of $6,500.00 for the
care, maintenance and improvement of the Public Play-
grounds.
Article Ten:
On motion of Alton D. Edes, it was unanimously voted
:
That the Town appropriate the sum of $550.00 for the
observance of Memorial Day, $50.00 of this to be appor-
tioned to the United Spanish War Veterans.
Article Eleven:
On motion of Alton D. Edes, it was unanimously voted
That the Town appropriate the sum of $750.00 for the
observance of July Fourth and Forefathers' Day, to be
expended under the direction of the Selectmen.
Article Twelve:
On motion of Alton D. Edes, it was unanimously voted:
That the Town appropriate the sum of $500.00 for public
band concerts.
Article Thirteen:
On motion of Alton D. Edes, it was unanimously voted
:
That the Town appropriate the sum of $250.00 for the
use of the Plymouth County Trustees for County Aid to
Agriculture, and choose a Town Director.
Mr. William T. Eldridge nominated Mr. Porter T. Har-
low for Town Director and he was elected.
Article Fourteen:
On motion of Alton D. Edes, it was unanimously
'voted: That the Town appropriate the sum of $125.00
for Rifle Range expenses.
Article Fifteen:
On motion of Alton D. Edes, it was unanimously voted
That the Town appropriate the sum of $2,000.00 for
reforesting and improvement in the Town Forest.
Article Sixteen:
On motion of Alton D. Edes, it was unanimously voted
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That the Town appropriate the sum of $800.00 for com-
pensation of the Inspector of Building's and to defray the
expenses of that office.
Article Seventeen:
Mr. Alton D. Edes moved : That the Town appropriate
the sum of |20,000.00 to be expended on the Fire Alarm
Signal System.
Mr. George J. Anderson moved an amendment: That
the Town take no further action at this time, and the
motion was carried.
Article Eighteen:
Mr. Alton D. Edes moved: That the Town take no
action under this article, but the motion wa^s lost.
Mr. William T. Eldridge moved: That the sum of
$10,000.00 be appropriated for construction on Water
Street Extension, including macadamizing of the section
between Lothrop and Nelson Streets, and the motion was
carried.
Article Nineteen:
On motion of Alton D. Edes, Voted : That the Town
accept and allow as a Town way that portion of Lothrop
Street from the easterly line of the right-of-way of the
Kailroad Company to Water Street, as laid out by the
Selectmen and reported to the Town.
Article Twenty:
On motion of Alton D. Edes, Voted: That the Town
appropriate the sum of $1,000.00 for construction and
hard-surfacing on the way specified in Article Nineteen.
Article Twenty-one:
On motion of Alton D. Edes, Voted : That the Town •
accept and allow as a town way Alvin Road, running
v^esterly from Oak Street, as laid out by the Selectmen
and reported to the Town.
Article Twenty-two:
On motion of Alton D. Edes, Voted: That the Town
appropriate the sum of $3,000.00 for construction includ-
ing hard-surfacing and sidewalk on Alvin Road.
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Article Twenty-three
:
On motion of Alton D. Edes, Voted : That the Town
appropriate the sum of $1,000.00 for putting- an asphalt
mixed surface on the sidewalks on Cliff Street, Sandwich
Road and River Street, as specified in this article.
Article Twenty-four:
To see if the Town will appropriate the sum of twenty-
five hundred (2,500) dollars for the purpose of continu-
ing the surfacing" of the Beaver Dam Road from the point
where it now stops to a point to include the property of
John Murray.
On motion of Alton D. Edes, Voted: That action
under this article be indefinitely postponed.
Article Twenty-five:
On motion of Alton D. Edes, Voted: That the Town
appropriate the sum of $2,500.00 for hard-surfacing" on
the Shore Road.
Article Twenty-six:
On motion of Alton D. Edes, Voted: That the Town
appropriate the sum of $1,500.00 for improvement of the
Head of the Bay Road.
Article Twenty-seven:
Mr. Alton D. Edes moved : That the Town appropriate
the sum of $2,000.00 for surfacing the way from Court
Street to Water Street at the Plymouth Memorial Build-
ing.
Mr. John E. Miles moved: That further consideration
of this article be postponed and that a committee of five
be appointed to advise with the Town at the next annual
meeting. Two hundred thirteen voting in the affirma-
tive, and three hundred fifty in the negative, the motion
was lost.
The motion of Mr. Edes was then put before the meet-
ing and carried.
Article Twenty-eight:
On motion of Alton D. Edes, Voted: That the Town
appropriate the sum of $2,000.00 for surfacing the park-
ing place in the rear of the Plymouth Memorial Building.
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Article Twenty-nine
:
Mr. Francis C. Holmes moved: That the Town accept
a-nd allow the layout of a new public way from Billin^rton
Street, northerly to land of Joseph Malaj,^uti, off Standish
Avenue, as laid out by the Selectmen and reported to the
Town, on March 14, 1927, and make an appropriation not
exceeding thirty-five thousand (35,000.00) dollars for
land damages and grading on said way. Four hundred
ninety-five voting in the affirmative, and four hundred
ninety-three in the negative, the motion was carried.
Article Thirty:
Mr. Alton D. Edes moved : That the Town erect a new
building on Lincoln Street to provide further accommoda-
tions for the Junior and Senior High Schools, substan-
tially in accordance with the plans and specifications
drawn by the Frank Irving Cooper Corporation and sub-
mitted by the School Committee, and appropriate there-
for the sum of $290,000.00. To meet the appropriation
there be raised in the tax levy of the current year the
sum of $12,500.00 and that the Town Treasurer, with the
approval of the Selectmen, be authorized to borrow a sum
not to exceed $277,500.00 and to issue therefor bonds or
notes of the Town to be payable in accordance with Sec-
tion 19 of Chapter 44 of the General Laws so that the
whole loan shall be paid in not more than fifteen years
after the date of the issuance of the first bond or note
or at such earlier date as the Treasurer or Selectmen may
determine. The erection of said new building shall be
under the direction of the School Committee and said
Committee is hereby authorized to contract for said
erection in the name of the Town.
Mr. Richmond Talbot moved: That no further action
be taken under this article at this time. Forty-five vot-
ing in the affirmative, and four hundred forty-seven in
the negative, the motion was lost.
The motion of Mr. Edes was then put before the meet-
ing, four hundred seventy-eight voting in the affirmative.
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and three hundred seventeen voting in the negative, the
necessary two-thirds not having voted in the affirmative,
the motion was lost.
Article Thirty-one:
To see if the Town will make alterations in and im-
provements to the present Junior and Senior High Schools
and make an appropriation therefor.
On motion of Alton D. Edes, Voted : That the Town
take no action under this article.
Article Thirty-two:
To see if the Town will acquire by purchase or eminent
domain the land belonging to Grace A. Pope lying on the
southwesterly side of Union Street and adjoining other
land of the Town of Plymouth upon which to move the
Lincoln Street School Building, so-called, and appropriate
therefor the sum of seventy-five hundred (7,500) dollars.
On motion of Alton D. Edes, Voted: That the Town
take no action under this article.
Article Thirty-three
:
On motion of Alton D. Edes, Voted: That the Town
take no action in regard to fixing the compensation of
the members of the Board of Health.
Article Thirty-four:
On motion of Alton D. Edes, Voted: That the salary
of the Assessors be increased to $1,600.
Article Thirty-five
:
To see if the Town will vote to dispose of any right
which it has in a parcel of land lying on the westerly side
of South Street, between the premises of Charles H. Ray-
mond and Anthony Guidetti.
On motion of Alton D. Edes, Voted: That the Town
authorize the Board of Selectmen to dispose of the right,
if any, which it has in the land described in Article Thir-
ty-five.
Mr. Francis J. Heavens moved: To reconsider Article
Thirty-one, but the motion was lost.
Article Thirty-six:
To see if the Town will pass the following vote : That
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no article appropriating- money for the uses of the Town,
or any department of the Town, shall be acted upon at
any special Town Meeting, or at any meeting other than
the annual March Town Meeting, unless the Board of
Selectmen by a majority vote shall certify that in their
opinion action upon any such article is necessary; and
that in no case shall any action be taken upon any such
article appropriating money, unless, at least two hundred
qualified voters of the Town be present. (By Petition.)
On motion of Alton D. Edes, Voted : That no action be
taken under this article.
Article Thirty-seven:
On motion of Alton D. Edes, Voted: That the Town
appropriate $30,000.00 from the surplus now standing
as a credit balance on the Excess and Deficiency Account
to reduce the tax levy of the current year.
Article Thirty-eight:
On motion of Alton D. Edes, Voted: That the Town
authorize the Transfer of the sum of |5,000.00 from the
Reserve from Overlayings of Taxes to the Reserve Ac-
count in the hands of the Advisory and Finance Com-
mittee.
On motion of George B. Rowland, Voted: That the
sum of $455,871.02 be raised and assessed upon the polls
and estates of the Inhabitants of the Town of Plymouth
and upon the estates of the non-residents, to defray the
expenses of the Town for the ensuing year.
On motion of William T. Eldridge, Voted: To adjourn.
SPECIAL TOWN MEETING, JUNE 2, 1928
FRANK C. SMITH, Moderator
Article Two:
On motion of William P. Libby, it was unanimously
Voted: That the Town appropriate the sum of three
hundred and thirty (330) dollars for pensions for town
laborers.
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Article Three:
On motion of William P. Libby, it wa^s unanimously
Voted: That the Town appropriate the sum of eleven
hundred and thirty (1,130) dollars for additional dam-
ages caused by the relocation of the westerly line of
Court Street over land of Josephine M. Crosby,
Article Four:
On motion of William P. Libby, it was unanimously
voted: That the Town appropriate the sum of twenty-
two thousand (22,000) dollars to repadr and resurface
Court, Main and Sandwich Streets from Kingston line
to Jabez Corner, and authorize the Selectmen in consid-
eration of the cancellation and surrender by the Plym-
outh and Brockton Street Railway Company of its fran-
chise or location granted by the Town of Plymouth, and
the release of all its rights thereunder, to release the
Plymouth and Brockton Street Railway Company from
all liability to remove its rails and ties from said streets
and further to release the said Plymouth and Brockton
Street Railway Company from all liability to repair and
restore said streets which may be made necessary by
reason of the removal of said rails and ties by the Town.
Article Five:
Mr. William P. Libby moved: That a committee of
five be appointed by the Selectmen to consult with the
Plymouth Electric Light Company and the Plymouth
Gas Light Company or other authorities regarding rates,
and to take such action as they may deem advisable.
Mr. Allen Loft moved to substitute : That a committee
of five be appointed by the Moderator, to represent the
consumers of the Plymouth Electric Light Company and
the Plymouth Gas Light Company in seeking for a reduc-
tion of rates, no one to be appointed who has ever been
financially interested in the above companies, and that
the sum of $5,000.00 be appropriated for such expenses as
the committee may deem necessary.
Mr. William M. Douglas then moved: That action un-
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der this article be indefinitely postponed, and the motion
was carried.
Article Six:
To see if the Town will rescind the vote passed at the
reg-ular Town meeting held March 24, 1928, under Arti-
cle 29 relative to the layout of a public way from Billing-
ton Street to land of Malaguti on Standish Avenue. (By
Petition.)
Mr. William P. Libby moved : That no action be taken
under this article. Two hundred sixteen voting in the
affirmative, and one hundred fifty-one voting in the nega-
tive, the motion was carried.
Article Seven:
Mr. Francis J. Heavens moved : That the Town accept
sections 32 to 47 inclusive, of Chapter 147 of the General
Laws of Massachusetts, relative to licensed boxing con-
tests. Two hundred two voting in the affirmative, and
one hundred forty-six voting in the negative, the motion
was carried.
On motion of George B. Howland, Voted: That the
sum of $23,460.00 be raised and assessed upon the polls
and estates of the Inhabitants of the Town of Plymouth
and upon the estates of the non-residents, to defray the
expenses of the Town for the ensuing year.
On motion of George B. Howland, Voted: To adjourn.
SPECIAL TOWN MEETING, NOV. 24, 1928
FRANK C. SMITH, Moderator
Article Two:
On motion of William P. Libby, it was unanimously
Voted : That the Town indemnify the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts against any and all claims for land, grade
and drainage damages which may be caused by or result
from the laying out, alteration, construction, or recon-
struction of the State Highway known as Warren Avenue
and Manomet Road, or any section or relocation thereof,
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and that the Board of Selectmen be authorized to sign
an indemnity agreement therefor, in behalf of the Town
indemnifying the Commonwealth as aforesaid, and that
the sum of two hundred dollars be appropriated from
money in the treasury not otherwise appropriated, tow-
ards the expense and damage thereof.
Article Three:
On motion of William P. Libby, it was unanimously
Voted : That building lines be and hereby are established
in accordance with the provisions of Chapter 82, Section
37 of the General Laws as amended by Chapter 130 of
the Acts of 1925, on the westerly side of Main Street over
land of Stoddard at No. 58, and on the westerly side of
Court Street from the northeasterly corner of the build-
ing of Josephine M. Crosby to South Russell Street.
Said lines are not more than forty feet distant from
the exterior lines of Main or Court Street, and are located
as follows
:
The first line begins at the northeasterly corner of the
brick wall of the building of Maccaferri and Penn and
runs thence North 54° 56' 10'' West 68.55 feet by land of
said Maccaferri and Penn and land of Stoddard to the
southeasterly corner of the building of Josephine M.
Crosby.
The second line begins at the northeasterly corner of
the building of Josephine M. Crosby and runs in the line
of the front of the building of Edward A. Buttner to the
northeasterly corner of the stone foundation of said
Buttner building, thence North 55° 38' West 133.92 feet
over land of Buttner, Whitman and Bartlett to the south-
erly line of South Russell Street.
Said lines are shown on a plan entitled *'Town of Plym-
outh Plan of Proposed Building Line, Court Street, Au-
gust 21, 1928. Scale 1"=:20' " to which plan reference
may be had.
And that hereafter no structures shall be erected be-
tween such building lines and said Main and Court
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Streets, except steps, windows, porticos, and other i)ro-
jections appurtenant to the front wall of a building-; all
buildings or parts of bu'ilding's, embankments, steps,
walls, fences, and gates, now existing, shall be permitted
to remain and to be maintained to such extent as they
now are, and that no person or corporation has sustained
damages by reason of establishing these lines and no
damages be awarded any person or corporation therefor.
Article Four:
On motion of William P, Libby, it was unanimously
voted : That the Board of Selectmen is hereby authoriz-
ed to release to Leon R. Scott or his attorney, upon pay-
ment of all taxes and charges thereon, the title to a par-
cel of real estate at the corner of Bradford and Water-
cure Streets taken by the Town for non-payment of taxes.
Article Five:
On motion of William P. Libby, it was unanimously
voted : That the Fire Commissioner is hereby authorized
to dispose of the steam fire engines known as Number
One and Number Two.
Article Six:
On motion of William P. Libby, it was unanimously
voted: That the Town appropriate from money in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated the sum of two
thousand (2,000) dollars for the Health Department.
Article Seven
:
On motion of William P. Libby it was unanimously
voted: That the Town appropriate from money in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated the sum of sixteen
hundred (1,600) dollars for the Public Welfare Depart-
ment.
Article Eight:
On motion of William P. Libby it was unanimously
voted : That the Town Accountant is hereby authorized
to transfer the sum of seven hundred and fifty (750)
dollars from the Park Department appropriation to the
Public Playground appropriation.
On motion of George B. Rowland, Voted: To adjourn.
REPORT OF ADVISORY AND FINANCE
COMMITTEE
ON THE ARTICLES IN THE TOWN WARRANT
MARCH 24, 1928
The Committee has held a series of meetings in the
Town House at which the several boards and officers
have presented their appropriation requirements. These
have been carefully considered with the thought of econ-
omy always in view. A notice was inserted in the local
newspaper inviting all persons to come before the Com-
mittee with any information in support of or in opposi-
tion to the items under consideration.
The following report is submitted to the voters as a
statement of the recommendations of this Committee on
all of the Articles in the Warrant.
Article 5. To make the necessary appropriations to de-
fray the expenses of the Town, and for other purposes,
and to raise such sums of money as the Town shall deem
expedient.
Re'cominended
By By
Selectmen's Department,
Departments
$3,250 00
Committi
$3,250
ee
00
Accounting Department, 2,500 00 2,500 00
Treasury Department, 2,000 00 2,000 00
Tax Collector's Department, 2,900 00 2,900 00
Assessors' Department, 6,300 00 7,000 00
Assessors' Plans, 1,000 00 1,000 00
Law Department, 1,200 00 1,200 00
Plymouth Two
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Town Clerk's Department, 1,650 00 1,650 00
Eng^ineerin^^ Depcbrtment, 1,000 00 1,000 00
Planning" Board, 1,000 00 1,000 00
Election and Registration, 1,300 00 1,300 00
Maintenance of Town House, 3,000 00 3,000 00
Maintenance of Town Hall, 7,000 00 7,000 00
Police Department, 27,600 00 27,600 00
Fire Department, 35,279 00 35,000 00
Sealing Weights and Measures, 3,150 00 3,150 00
Moth Suppression, 5,000 00 5,000 00
Tree Warden's Department, 2,500 00 2,500 00
Forest Warden's Department, 4,000 00 4,000 00
Inland Fisheries, 200 00 250 00
Plymouth County Hospital Main
tenance, 10,159 63 10,159 63
Health Department, 18,000 00 18,000 00
Health Department, for 1927 bills, 594 34 594 34
Public Sanitaries, 3,000 00 3,000 00
Sewers, 6,000 00 6,000 00
Street Cleaning, 5,000 00 5,000 00
Roads and Bridges, 40,000 00 40,000 00
Hard-Surfacing Streets, 7,500 00 7,500 00
Gurnet Bridge Tax, 1,005 29 1,005 29
Sidewalks, 7,000 00 7,000 00
Sidewalks
;
Granolithic, 6,000 00 6,000 00
Snow and Ice Removal, 5,000 00 6 500 00
Street Sprinkling, 6,000 00 6,000 00
Street Lighting, 18,000 00 18,000 00
Harbor Master, 450 00 450 00
Pensions for Town Laborers, 800 00 800 00
Public Welfare, including
Mothers' Aid, 27,000 00 27,000 00
Soldiers' Benefits, 6,500 00 6,500 00
School Department, 249,000 00 249,000 00
Sexton, 200 00 200 00
Miscellaneous Account, 3,200 00 3,200 00
Wa-ter Department, Maintenance, 28,000 00 28,000 00
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Water Department, Construction, 5,000 00 5,000 00
Oak Grove and Vine Hills Ceme-
teries, 11,500 00 11,500 00
Burial Hill Cemetery, 2,000 00 2,000 00
Chiltonville, Manomet, Cedarville
and South Pond Cemeteries, 300 00 300 00
Town Debt and Interest, 82,000 00 82,000 00
Total for Article 5, $661,038 26 $663 009 26
Plymouth Public Library, $8,500 00 %S 500 00
TVIanoTTipt Public Tjibrarv 750 00 500 00
Park DeDartment for Parks
TVaininp' Orppn Jinrl Pi i blip
Camping" Places, 11,750 00 8,500 00
Pprk Dpnartmpnt for Piiblir
PI p V crroi 1 nd 7,000 00 6,500 00
IVTpTTinripl l~)jivj.Tj.ciiivJx xdi i-j(xy
,
00 550 00
-Tnlv l^'niirf'Vi and T^'orpfjifVipr'^'
Dav 2 000 00 750 00
T^pnrl r^nnr'prf'5 500 00 500 00
Plymouth County Aid to Agri-
culture, 250 00 250 00\J^
Rifle Range, 125 00 00\J\J
Town Forest, Reforesting and
Improvement, 2,000 00 9 000^f\j\j\j 00
Inspection of Buildings, 1,000 00 5^00OUv 00
Fire Alarm Signal System, 20,000 00KJXJ 20 000 00
Water Street Extension, Con-
struction, 10,000 00
Lothrop Street, Easterly from
Railroad, 1,000 00 1,000 00
Alvin Road, Construction and
Sidewalk, 3,000 00 3,000 00
Sidewalks on Cliif Street, Sand-
wich Road and River Street, 1,000 00 1,000 00
Beaver Dam Road, Hard Sur-
facing, 2,500 00
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Shore Koiid, Hard SurfacinK, 2,500 00
Head of Bay Road, 1,500 00
Surfacing Rig-ht-of-Way at Town
Hall, 2,000 00
Surfacing Parking Place at
Town Hall, 2,000 00
New Westerly Highway, Dam-
ages and Grading, 35,000 00
New High School Building. If a
bond issue is authorized, ap-
propriation in current year, 7,000 00
High School Improvements and
Alterations, (Estimated), 15,000 00
Acquiring land on Union Street
for School House Purposes, 7,500 00
Total of Warrant,
2,500 00
1,500 00
2,000 00
2,000 00
12,500 00
7,500 00
^805,463 26 $744,984 26
Article 6. To take such action as the Town may see
fit in aid of the Plymouth Public Library.
The Committee recommends that the Town appropri-
ate the sum of $8,500.00, including the dog tax for 1927
amounting to $1,815.51 in aid of the Plymouth Public
Library.
Article 7. To see if the Town will appropriate a sum
not exceeding seven hundred and fifty (750) dollars in
aid of the Manomet Public Library.
The Committee recommends that the Town appropriate
the sum of $500.00 in aid of the Manomet Public Library.
Article 8. To see what appropriation the Town will
make for the care and maintenance and improvement of
the parks. Training Green, and public camping places.
The Committee recommends that the Town appropriate
the sum of $8,500.00 for the care, maintenance and im-
provement of the parks, including the Training Green
and Public Camping Place.
Article 9. To see what appropriation the Town will
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make for the care and maintenance and improvement of
the public playgrounds.
The Committee recommends that the Town appropriate
the sum of $6,500.00 for the care, maintenance and im-
provement of the public playgrounds.
Article 10. To see if the Town will appropriate a sum
not exceeding five hundred and fifty (550) dollars for the
observance of Memorial Day.
The Committee recommends that the Town appropriate
the sum of $550.00 for the observance of Memorial Day,
$50.00 of this to be apportioned to the United Spanish
War Veterans.
Article 11. To see if the Town will appropriate a sum
of money to pay the expenses of the observance of July
Fourth and of an Old Home Day in connection with Fore-
fathers' Day, said money to be expended by the Board of
Selectmen.
The Committee recommends that the Town appropriate
the sum of $750.00 for the observance of July Fourth and
Forefathers' Day, to be expended under the direction of
the Selectmen.
Article 12. To see if the Town will appropriate a sum
of money not exceeding five hundred (500) dollars for
public band concerts, said money to be expended by the
Board of Selectmen.
The Committee recommends that the Town appropriate
the sum of $500.00 for public band concerts.
Article 13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate for the use of the Plymouth County Trustees
for County Aid to Agriculture a sum not exceeding two
hundred and fifty (250) dollars, and choose a Town Di-
rector as provided in sections 41 and 45 of revised chapter
128 of the General Laws, and act thereon.
The Committee recommends that the Town appropriate
the sum of $250.00 for the use of the Plymouth County
Trustees for County Aid to Agriculture, and choose a
Town Director.
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Article 14. To see if the Town will appropriate a sum
not exceeding one hundred and twenty-five (125) dollars
for Rifle Range expenses.
The Committee recommends that the Town appropriate
the sum of $125.00 for Rifle Range expenses.
Article 15. To see if the Town will appropriate a sum
not exceeding two thousand (2,000) dollars for reforest-
ing and improvement in the Town Forest.
The Committee recommends that the Town appropriate
the sum of $2,000.00 for reforesting and improvement in
the Town Forest.
Article 16. To see if the Town will appropriate a sum
not exceeding one thousand (1,000) dollars for compen-
sation of the Inspector of Buildings and to defray the
expenses of that office.
The Committee recommends tha>t the Town appropriate
the sum of $800.00 for compensation of the Inspector of
Buildings and to defray the expenses of that office.
Article 17. To see if the Town will appropriate twenty
thousand (20,000) dollars to be expended on the Fire
Alarm S'ignal System.
The Committee recommends that the Town appropriate
the sum of $20,000.00 to be expended on the Fire Alarm
Signal System.
Article 18. To see if the Town will appropriate a sum
not exceeding ten thousand (10,000) dollars for construc-
tion on Water Street Extension, including macadamizing
of the section between Lothrop and Nelson Streets.
The Committee recommends that the Town take no
action under Article Eighteen.
Article 19. To see if the Town will vote to accept
and allow as a Town way that portion of Lothrop Street,
so-called, from the easterly line of the right-of-way of
the Railroad Company easterly to Water Street, as laid
out by the Selectmen and reported to the Town. (By
petition.)
The Committee recommends that the Town accept and
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allow as a town way that portion of Lothrop Street from
the easterly line of the right-of-way of the Railroad Com-
pany to Water Street, as laid out by the Selectmen and
reported to the Town.
Article 20. To see if the Town will appropriate a sum
not exceeding one thousand (1,000) dollars for construc-
tion and hard-surfacing on the way specified in the fore-
going article, and on that portion within the bounds of
the Railroad right-of-way.
The Committee recommends that the Town appropriate
the sum of $1,000.00 for construction and hard-surfac-
ing on the way specified in Article 19.
Article 21. To see if the Town will vote to accept and
allow as a Town way Alvin Road, so-called, running west-
erly from Oak Street, as laid out by the Selectmen and
reported to the Town. (By petition.)
The Committee recommends that the Town accept and
allow as a town way Alvin Road, running westerly from
Oak Street, as laid out by the Selectmen and reported to
the Town.
Article 22. To see if the Town will appropriate a sum
not exceeding three thousand (3',000) dollars for con-
struction including hard-surfacing and sidewalks on Al-
vin Road.
The Committee recommends that the Town appropriate
the sum of $3,000.00 for construction including hard-
surfacing and sidewalk on Alvin Road.
Article 23. To see if the Town will appropriate the
sum of one thousand (1,000) dollars for putting an
asphalt mixed surface on the sidewalks beginning at the
junction of Cliff S'treet and Warren Avenue, and continu-
ing on Cliff Street, Sandwich Road and River Street to
the corner of River Street and Clifford Road. (By peti-
tion.)
The Committee recommends that the Town appropriate
the sum of $1,000.00 for putting an asphalt mixed sur-
face on the sidewalks on Cliff Street, Sandwich Road and
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River Street, as specified in Article Twenty-Three.
Article 24. To see if the Town will appropriate the
sum of twenty-five hundred (2,500) dollars for the pur-
pose of continuing the surfacing of the Beaver Dam Road
from the point where it now stops to a point to include
the property of John Murray. (By petition.)
The Committee recommends that the Town take no
action under Article Twenty-Four.
Article 25. To see if the Town will appropriate a sum
not exceeding twenty-five hundred (2,500) dollars for
liard-surfacing on the Shore Road to Manomet.
The Committee recommends that the Town appropriate
the sum of $2,500.00 for hard-surfacing on the Shore
Road.
Article 26. To see if the Town will appropriate a sum
not exceeding fifteen hundred (1,500) dollars for im-
provement of the Head of the Bay Road between Long
Pond and the Bourne-Plymouth town line, as ordered by
the County Commissioners.
The Committee recommends that the Town appropriate
the sum of $1,500.00 for improvement of the Head of the
Bay Road.
Article 27. To see if the Town will appropriate a sum
not exceeding two thousand (2,000) dollars for surfac-
ing the right-of-way from Court Street to Water Street
at the Plymouth Memorial Building.
The Committee recommends that the Town appropriate
the sum S2,000.00 for surfacing the right-of-way from
Court Street to Water Street at the Plymouth Memorial
Building.
Article 28. To see if the Town will appropriate a sum
not exceeding two thousand (2,000) dollars for surfac-
ing the parking place in the rear of the Plymouth
Memorial Building.
The Committee recommends that the Town appropriate
the sum of $2,000.00 for surfacing the parking place in
the rear of the Plymouth Memorial Building.
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Article 29. To see if the Town will accept and
allow the layout of a new public way from Billington
Street, northerly to land of Joseph Malaguti, off Standish
Avenue, as laid out by the Selectmen and reported to the
Town, on March 18, 1927, and make an appropriation not
exceeding thirty-five thousand (35,000) dollars for land
damages and grading on sadd way.
The Committee recommends that the Town take no
action under Article 29.
Article 30. To see if the Town will raise and appro-
priate money for the erection of a new building on Lin-
coln Street to provide further accommodations for the
Junior and Senior High Schools, substantially in accord-
ance with plans and specifications drawn by the Frank
Irving Cooper Corporation and submitted herewith by
the School Committee, or take any action relative there-
to, and authorize issuance of notes or bonds of the Town
therefor.
The Committee recommends that the Town appropriate
the sum of Two hundred and ninety thousand (290,-
000) dollars for the erection of a new building on Lincoln
Street, to provide further accommodations for the Junior
and Senior High Schools, substantially in accordance
with the plans and specifications mentioned in Article 30.
That the sum of Twelve thousand, five hundred (12,500)
dollars be included in the tax levy of the current year,
and that a bond issue extending over a term of fifteen
years be authorized for the sum of Two hundred seventy-
seven thousand, five hundred (277,500) dollars.
Some of the members of the Advisory and Finance
Committee visited the Junior and Senior High Schools
and saw the crowded and unsatisfactory conditions.
The payment of $12,500 from this year's tax levy and
a bond issue not to exceed fifteen years, seems to be a
conservative way to finance the new building.
Article 31. To see if the Town will make alterations
in and improvements to the present Junior and Senior
High Schools and make an appropriation therefor.
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The Committee recommends that the Town take no
action under Article 31.
Article e32. To see if the Town will acquire by pur-
chase or eminent domain the land belonging to Grace A.
Pope, lying on the southwesterly side of Union S'treet,
and adjoining other land of the Town of Plymouth upon
which to move the Lincoln Street School Building, so-
called, and appropriate therefor the sum of seventy-five
hundred (7,500) dollars.
The Committee recommends that the Town acquire the
land on Union Street described in Article 32, upon which
to move the Lincoln Street School Building and appropri-
ate the sum of Seventy-five hundred (7,500) dollars
therefor.
Article 33. To see if the Town will fix the compensa-
tion of the members of the Board of Health.
The Committee recommends that the Town take no ac-
tion to fix the compensation of the members of the Board
of Health.
Article 34. To see if the Town will vote to increase
the salary of the Assessors.
The Committee recommends that the salary of the
Assessors be increased to $1,600.00.
Article 35. To see if the Town will vote to dispose of
any right which it has in a parcel of land lying on the
westerly side of South Street, between the premises of
Charles H. Raymond and Anthony Guidetti.
The Committee recommends that the Town authorize
the Board of Selectmen to dispose of the right, if any,
which it has in the land described in Article 35.
Article 36. To see if the Town will pass the following
vote: That no article appropriating money for the uses
of the Town, or any department of the Town, shall be
acted upon at any special Town Meeting, or at any meet-
ing other than the annual March Town Meeting, unless
the Board of Selectmen by a majority vote shall certify
that in their opinion action upon any such article is nec-
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essary; and that in no case shall any action be taken
upon any such article appropriating money, unless at
least two hundred qualified voters of the Town be pres-
ent. (By petition.)
The Committee recommends that the Town take no ac-
tion under Article Thirty-Six.
This recommendation is made on account of proposal
of petitioner to withdraw the Article.
Article 37. To see if the Town will vote to appropri-
ate a sum not exceeding thirty thousand (30,000) dollars
from the surplus now standing as a credit balance on the
Excess and Deficiency Account to reduce the tax levy
of the current year.
The Committee recommends that the Town vote to ap-
propriate $30,000.00 from the surplus now standing as a
credit balance on the Excess and Deficiency Account to
reduce the tax levy of the current year.
Article 38. To see if the Town will authorize the
transfer of a sum not exceeding five thousand (5,000)
dollars from the Reserve from Overlayings of Taxes to
the Reserve Account in the hands of the Advisory and
Finance Committee.
The Committee recommends that the Town authorize
the transfer of the sum of $5,000.00 from the Reserve
from Overlayings of Taxes to the Reserve Account in the
hands of the Advisory and Finance Committee.
The total recommendations this year amount to $744,-
984.26 which compared with the total appropriations of
last spring $768,396.22, indicates a substantial decrease
in the tax rate this year.
Respectfully submitted,
ADVISORY AND FINANCE COMMITTEE,
TOWN OF PLYMOUTH.
Alton D. Edes, Chairman ; Edward A. Buttner, Alfred L.
Barnes, Isaac B. Holmes, Herbert A. Stockbridge,
Roy E. Beaman, Aldo Giovanetti, William P. Libby,
Guy R. Cole, George A. Parks, Willard H. Parsons,
William H. Pridham.
ELMER R. HARLOW, Secretary.
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REPORT OF ADVISORY AND FINANCE
COMMITTEE OF THE TOWN OF PLYMOUTH
ON THE ARTICLES IN THE WARRANT FOR THE
SPECIAL TOWN MEETING, JUNE 2, 1928
The Committee, duly organized for the ensuing year,
in accordance with the Town By-Law, has considered the
several articles in this warrant. It has conferred with
the Selectmen and Planning Board, has heard the peti-
tioners and others known to be interested or in a position
to furnish information, and herewith submits its unani-
mous recommendations to the Town.
Article 2. To see if the Town will appropriate the
sum of three hundred and thirty (330) dollars for pen-
sions for town laborers.
The Committee recommends that the Town appropriate
the sum of three hundred and thirty (330) dollars for
pensions for town laborers.
Article 3. To see if the Town will appropriate the
sum of eleven hundred and thirty (1,130) dollars for ad-
ditional damages caused by the relocation of the westerly
line of Court Street over land of Josephine M. Crosby.
The Committee recommends that the Town appropri-
ate the sum of eleven hundred and thirty (1,130) dollars
for additional damages caused by the relocation of the
westerly line of Court Street over the land of Josephine
M. Crosby.
Article 4. To see if the Town will appropriate the
sum of twenty-two thousand (22,000) dollars to repair
and resurface Court, Main and Sandwich Streets from
Kingston line to Jabez Corner and authorize the Select-
men in consideration of the cancellation and surrender
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by the Plymouth and Brockton Street Railway Company
of its franchise or location granted by the Town of
Plymouth, and the release of all its rights thereunder, to
release the Plymouth and Brockton Street Railway Com-
pany from all liability to remove its rails and ties from
said streets and further to release the said Plymouth and
Brockton Street Railway Company from all liability to
repair and restore said streets which may be made neces-
sary by reason of the removal of said rails and ties by the
Town.
The Committee recommends that the Town appropriate
the sum of twenty-two thousand (22,000) dollars to re-
pair and resurface Court, Main and Sandwich Streets
from the Kingston line to Jabez Corner, and authorize
the Selectmen to act as set forth in this article.
Article 5. To see if the Town will vote that a com-
mittee of five be appointed by the Selectmen to consult
with the Plymouth Electric Light Company and the
Plymouth Gas Light Company or other authorities re-
garding rates, and to take such action as they may deem
advisable.
The Committee recommends that the Town vote that a
committee of five be appointed by the Selectmen for the
purposes mentioned in this article.
Article 6. To see if the Town will rescind the vote
passed at the regular town meeting held March 24, 1928,
under Article 29, relative to the layout of a public way
from Billington Street to land of Malaguti on Standish
Avenue. (By petition.)
The Committee recommends that the vote be NOT
rescinded.
Article 7. To see if the Town will accept sections 32
to 47, inclusive, of chapter 147 of the General Laws of
Massachusetts, relative to licensed boxing contests. (By
petition.)
The question to be settled in this article is entirely a
moral one and in no way involves the financial or busi-
ness affairs of the Town. For that reason the Advisory
and Finance Committee feel that they are not called upon
to make any recommendations.
Respectfully submitted,
ADVISORY AND FINANCE COMMITTEE
TOWN OF PLYMOUTH
William P. Libby, Chairman; Sumner A. Chapman,
James S. Swanton, George B. Sweeney, Harold A. C.
Bumpus, Mansfield S. O'Brien, George A. Parks, Jr.,
Willard H. Parsons, William H. Pridham, Henry O.
Davis, Arthur H. Luce, Harold G. Roberts, Henry W.
Royal, J. Henry Shaw.
ELMER R. HARLOW, Secretary.
REPORT OF ADVISORY AND FINANCE
COMMITTEE OF THE TOWN OF PLYMOUTH
ON THE ARTICLES IN THE WARRANT FOR THE
SPECIAL TOWN MEETING, NOVEMBER 24, 1928
The Committee has considered the several articles in
this Warrant, conferred with the officers and departments
interested, and submits its recommendations as follow\s
:
Article 2. To see if the Town will indemnify the Com-
m.onwealth of Massachusetts against any and all claims
for land, grade and drainage damages which may be
caused by or result from the laying out, alteration, con-
struction or reconstruction of the State Highway known
as Warren Avenue and Manomet Road, or any section or
relocation thereof, and will authorize the Board of Select-
men to sign an indemnity agreement therefor in behalf of
the Town, and make an appropriation therefor, or take
any other action with respect thereto.
The Committee recommends that the Town vote to in-
demnify the Commonwealth of Massachusetts against ar.y
and all claims for land, grade and drainage damages
which may be caused by or result from the laying out,
alteration, construction or reconstruction of the State
Highway known as Warren Avenue and Manomet Road,
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or any section or relocation thereof, and that the Board
of Selectmen be authorized to sign an indemnity agree-
ment therefor, in behalf of the Town indemnifying the
Commonwealth as aforesaid, and that the sum of tv/o
hundred (200) dollars be appropriated towards the ex-
pense and damage thereof.
Article 3. To see what action the Town will take in
regard to establishing building lines on the westerly side
of Main Street over land of Stoddard at No. 58, and on
the westerly side of Court Street from the northeasterly
corner of the building now or formerly of Josephine M.
Crosby to South Russell Street, as established by the Se-
lectmen and reported to the Town, and to prescribe the
extent that structures shall be erected between said linos
and the exterior lines of Main and Court Streets, and to
what extent existing structures shall be permitted to i^e-
main or be maintained in said area.
The Committee recommends the establishment of these
building lines as shown on the plan and described in the
order of the Board of Selectmen, and reported to the
Town, with the distinct proviso, agreement and under-
standing that all buildings or parts of buildings, embank-
ments, steps, walls, fences, and gates now existing sh'^ll
be permitted to remain and to be maintained to such ex-
tent as they now are; and that steps, windows, porticos
and other projections appurtenant to the front wall of
any building now existing shall be permitted.
Article 4. To see if the Town will authorize the Boaid
of Selectmen to release to Leon R. Scott or his attorney,
upon payment of all taxes and charges thereon, the title
to a parcel of real estate at the corner of Bradford and
Watercure Streets taken by the Town for non-payment of
taxes.
The Committee recommends that the Town authorize
the Board of Selectmen to release the title to the property
mentioned in the above article to said Scott or his attor-
ney upon payment of all taxes and charges thereon, and
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with the provision that the unsijrhtly and danjiferous
building- now on the land shall be removed.
Article 5. To see if the Town will authorize the Fire
Commissioner to dispose of the steam fire engines known
as Number One and Number Two.
The Committee recommends that the Town authorize
the Fire Commissioner to dispose of the steam fire en-
gines known as Number One and Number Two.
Article 6. To see if the Town will appropriate a sum
not exceeding Two thousand (2,000) dollars for the
Health Department.
The Committee recommends that the Tow^n appropriate
the sum of Two thousand (2,000) dollars for the Health
Department.
Article 7. To see if the Town will appropriate a sum
not exceeding Sixteen hundred (1,600) dollars for the
Public Welfare Department.
The Committee recommends that the Town appropriate
the sum of Sixteen hundred (1,600) dollars for the Public
Welfare Department.
Article 8. To see if the Town will authorize a transfer
of funds from the Park Department Appropriation to the
Public Playg-round Appropriation.
The Committee recommends that the Town authorize
the transfer of the sum of Seven hundred and fifty (750)
dollars from the Park Department Appropriation to the
Public Playground Appropriation.
Respectfully submitted,
ADVISORY AND FINANCE COMMITTEE
TOWN OF PLYMOUTH
William P. Libby, Chairman ; Sumner A. Chapman, Aido
Giovanetti, James S. Swanton, George B. Sweeney,
Harold A. C. Bumpus, Mansfield S. O'Brien, George
A. Parks, Jr., Willard H. Parsons, William H. Prid-
ham, Henry 0. Davis, Arthur H. Luce, Harold G.
Roberts, Henry W. Royal, J. Henry Shaw.
ELMER R. HARLOW, Secretary.
SELECTMEN'S REPORT
The Annual Report of the Selectmen is intended to pro-
vide in a condensed form, information of a general char-
acter, for those who do not care to study the somewhat
complicated financial reports of the several departments.
It must necessarily be ''sketchy" but those desiring more
definite knowledge can supplement this by referring to
the financial statements.
The business of the Town in the past year has been of
the usual routine nature. There have been no unusual
happenings to cause any heavy expenditures outside the
Appropriations, and the Departments with the exception
of Public Welfare have kept well within the sums allotted
them. The condition of industry in general throughout
New England has been felt here in some degree. At the
present time there is a considerable amount of unemploy-
ment. This naturally makes itself apparent in the De-
partment of Public Welfare, and it has been necessary to
overdraw this appropriation. This is a condition that
could not be foreseen nor averted, and the law compels
the Town to relieve distress. Nor would anyone deny to
the deserving needy—relief under such circumstances.
The Highway Department has carried out its program
as outlined at the beginning of the year and all the
projects are completed with the exception of the Water
Street Extension road a portion of which has been left to
settle as it was a new fill, until spring. There are suf-
ficient funds remaining from the appropriation to finish
this work. In the removal of the Street Railway Tracks
it was found desirable to surface to a wider extent than
contemplated, and this made the appropriation insuffici-
ent to entirely finish the whole distance. The work as far
Plymouth Three
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as completed has resulted in a very satisfactory addition
to the usable portion of the Main Street, and has been
much appreciated by those who are obliged to use the
street every day. It is intended to complete this at an
early date. The policy of hardsurfacing the side streets
has been continued and nearly all of the side streets in
the main part of the Town are now provided with a good
usable surface. It is intended to keep on with this
practice from year to year, as there are many outside
roads that can be maintained in this manner cheaply and
with great satisfaction to the users.
The sidewalks have been added to as fast as the appro-
priation would allow, and it is doubtful if any Town or
small city in this vicinity has any better public ways
than our town. It is also intended to continue this pol-
icy. It being our ambition to have every street in the
town limits provided with a water proof walk at least on
one side of the street. Granolithic walks have been laid
to the extent of the funds available, and in most cases in
cooperation with the abutting owners. This, too, should
be kept up.
The new so-called "Westerly Road" has been cut
through and rough graded in accordance with the plan
submitted at the last Annual Meeting. A very consider-
able portion of the water pipe has been laid and the stand-
pipe erected. When this is completed it will be of great
benefit to the property owners in that part of the Town
as they will now be able to get a suflftcient supply of water
which before could not be done, and also have much better
fire protection.
There are several new streets being presented to the
Town for acceptance at the coming meeting. This is some-
thing that will always be with us. As new tracts are
opened and people build it will be necessary for the Town
to add to its street mileage. In particular, Manomet has
been urging for several years to have some of the so-
called "Summer Colony streets" taken over. It has been
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difficult to do this in the past on account of insufficient
funds, but we are this year making a start on Manomet
Avenue, and hope to continue from year to year until the
more important roads are taken care of.
The question of police quarters is one that is coming
soon. The County Commissioners are preparing plans for
extensive alterations in the building now used as Police
Station. The proposition will soon be put to the Town as
to whether it is a better plan to invest from $15,000 to
120,000 in this building or to build a building of our own
in some other locality. It is a serious matter and should
be carefully thought out. The work of the Police Depart-
ment has been well done this past year. The constant
increase in traffic makes larger and larger demands on
the present force, and it is quite a problem to arrange a
schedule that will take care of traffic and at the same
time cover the other needs of the Town.
,
Should the
Town grant the not unreasonable request of the Officers
for an eight hour day (as obtains in most other Towns)
it -will be necessary to add two permanent men to the
department. This is a matter for the voters to decide.
But it seems not undesirable to keep in line with other
communities and other lines of labor. Eight hours is
being accepted as a standard day most everywhere.
The Lighting system has been added to as need has
appeared and this will probably continue. Light at night
is one of the best investments that a town can make, not
only as regards the comfort and convenience of the citi-
zens but as a deterrent of crime. Well lighted streets do
not appeal to law breaker, and while our Town is quite
free from serious crime it is much better to take every
possible preventive measure than to be sorry afterwards.
The ordinary 40 candle power lights that comprised the
larger part of the Town's lighting system have been re-
placed with others of 60 candle power, giving much more
light and very little more expense. It is intended to light
Brewster Gardens this coming season and thus do away
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with some of the minor disorder that has taken place in
that locality.
The Memorial Hall has done a trifle better this past
year than before. But the increase in receipts has been
entirely from the large hall, the use of the small one hav-
ing fallen off materially. As may be seen from the finan-
cial statement it does not pay its way and whatever ad-
vantage the Town gains must always be in the fact that
we have a desirable place in which to hold large gather-
ing, and in the advertising value that such a place gives
to the Town.
It has developed this past year that the floor in the large
hall -has given way and investigation has shown that
the timbers under the floor have completely rotted away.
This will necessitate relaying the floor on a proper foun-
dation. Most of the upper floor can probably be saved.
We have endeavored to place the blame for this defect,
but have been unable to get either architect or builder
to admit any fault. And while it is very evident that
there is fault somewhere it appears to be impossible to
place it.
The situation of the Town Wharf has not changed
much in the past year. There is a gradual increase in the
use made of it and there are a few more locations rented
than formerly. The chief value, however, to the Town
will be in the fact that possession of the wharf gives the
Town an advantage in freight rates over other places
which is reflected in the retail price of coal. This in the
long run may make the wharf a profitable investment,
although the actual receipts may never equal the outlay.
There will be many requests for appropriations at this
coming meeting. All have more or less merit. They
should be judged carefully from the standpoint of value
to the Town as a whole, and there should be the most
wide spread information given of all of them in order
that voters may act intelligently. No project should
be rushed through at this time of financial stringency.
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Labor is largely unemployed, and the outlook locally is
not too bright. While undoubtedly conditions will im-
prove still expenditures are more easily made than suf-
ficient economies can take care of at once.
The State Highway Dept. is starting to rebuild the
road from Jabez Corner to Fresh Pond. It is intended to
make the passage over the Pine Hills safer by easing
the curves and widening in such places as need it. This
work will entail an expense on the Town of an amount
sufficient to pay the land damage caused by the taking on
either side of the present road. Reference to the warrant
will show this amount as |6,000. When completed the
way to the Cape will be much safer and the danger of bad
curves largely eliminated.
In conclusion we wish to express our appreciation of
the cooperation of the different departments during the
past year. The business of the Town can be much more
effectively done if there is no friction between the dif-
ferent branches of the Town Officers and this condition
has largely obtained this past year.
It is to be hoped that a large number of voters will
appear at the Town Meeting and express themselves
freely. There can be no fault found with the result if
it is the opinion of a large majority of the voters. The
people are entitled to have what they want despite the
contrary wishes of others. And there can be no criticism
if the meeting expresses the wish of a majority of the
listed voters.
WILLIAM T. ELDRIDGE,
FRANK EASTWOOD,
WALTE'R E. BENT,
WILLIAM H. BEEVER,
HENRY W. BARNES, JR.
Selectmen.
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REPORT OF
SUPERINTENDENT OF STREETS AND
TOWN ENGINEER
To the Honoi-able Board of Selectmen,
Plymouth, Mass.
Gentlemen :
—
In accordance with an annual custom I herewith sub-
mit a report of the work done in these Departments
during- the year 1928.
REMOVAL OF CAR TRACK
In June, 1928, the Plymouth & Brockton Street Rail-
way Company discontinued operation of electric cars and
left about three and one-half miles of track and ties
to be removed.
This necessitated some new construction in the space
previously occupied by the car track and an appropria-
tion of $20,000.00 was made for same.
A graded mixture of coarse and fine stone mixed with
tar and sold by the trade name of 'Tarvialithic" was
used for this work.
All rails and ties, in the main line, and turnouts were
removed from Town Square to Jabez Corner, and from
Samoset Street to the Kingston line.
In making up the estimate for the cost of this work
it was thought that an average width of 9.0' would be
sufficient to replace the old road bed of the car track, but
as the work progressed it seemed very desirable to carry
the new work over to the west curb nearly the full length
of the work.
All street approaches and driveways were improved
and in several places the old road surfaces adjacent to the
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new work was covered with **Tarvialithic", notably on
Sandwich Street, at Cornish meadow, and at the inter-
section with Sandwich Street and Main Street Extension.
Many of the pipes under private driveways were removed
and the result has been a vast improvement along Court
and Sandwich Streets, making a much wider and safer
road than was available before.
The average width of the new work varied from 12.0'
to 14.0' and the result was that the total yardage of new
work actually built was materially in excess of the esti-
mated quantity. As a consequence there were unpaid
bills incurred amounting to $8,323.30.
NEW WESTERLY ROAD
At the regular Town Meeting, in March, 1928, an ap-
propriation of 135,000.00 was made to cover land damage
and grading on the new street laid out by the Town, ex-
tending from Town Brook near Deep Water Bridge,
northerly, to land of Joseph Malaguti, a distance of ap-
proximately 8,000 feet.
The estimated amount of material to be moved was
39,150 cubic yards.
Bids were obtained from three contractors for doing
tfiis work and the prices submitted are shown in the
table below.
BIDS RECEIVED FOR GRADING NEW WESTERLY ROAD
Price Per Cub. Yd.
Contractor Earth Rock
A. K. Finney (Plymouth) $ .70 This price to include
all rock excavation.
Otis R. Mann (Hanover) .69 $5.00
Joseph Malaguti & Sons
(Plymouth) 62 2.75
Upon receipt of these bids the contract was awarded
to Joseph Malaguti & Sons, the lowest bidders.
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The work was bejifun in July and finished in December
and left in a satisfactory condition.
It is of interest to note that the actual number of cubic
yards excavated was 36,557 as compared to an estimated
quantity of 39,150 cubic yards.
WATER STREET EXTENSION
An appropriation of $10,000.00 was made for resur-
facing on Water Street Extension, from Park Avenue to
Nelson Street Playground.
About 600' of the old road had been transferred to the
New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company
in exchange for their shore rights when the new Town
Wharf was built.
It, therefore, became necessary to build about 600' of
new road on the land thus acquired.
The material on the site of this stretch of road was
clay dredged from the channel.
This material, in the area to be occupied by the new
•road, was excavated to an average depth of 2.0' below
finished grade and then backfilled with coarse gravel and
sand after an under strain had been laid. This gravel
surface has been thrown open for travel and left to settle
during the winter.
With a balance left in the appropriation of about
$1,900.00, a crushed stone penetration surface can be laid
on this section in 1929.
The remaining piece of road to the Nelson Street Play-
ground was resurfaced as a stone penetration job.
LOTHROP STREET, EAST OF RAILROAD
This short piece of road, from the New York, New
Haven & Hartford Railroad to Water Street Extension,
was resurfaced at a cost of $772.96.
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LIGHT SURFACING STREETS
The method of Hght surfacing on side streets that has
given apparent satisfaction for the past few years was
continued during 1928 and approximately 11,500 sq. yds.
of this type of surface was put down on streets previously
untreated.
There are several streets on which this work might be
extended and I recommend an appropriation of $7,500.00
for the ensuing year to continue this light surfacing work.
SIDEWALKS
The hot asphalt mix type of sidewalk that we started
to build in 1927 has been continued during 1928.
In 1927, about 9,300 sq. yds. of this work was done and
in 1928 about 12,000 sq. yds. was constructed.
I recommend an appropriation of |7,000.00 to continue
this work in 1929.
PARKING PLACE AND DRIVE AT MEMORIAL
TOWN HALL
An appropriation of $2,000.00 was made for develop-
ing the vacant land at the rear of the Memorial Town Hall
as a parking place for automobiles.
The area was graded and then covered with coarse
gravel or cinders, after which a covering of crushed stone
dust was put on.
Space has thus been provided for approximately 275
autos.
Notices were posted at each entrance informing the
public that a free parking place was available.
In connection with the Parking Place the right of way
recently acquired by the Town bordering on the south
side of the Parking Place was graded and surfaced with
tar and pea stone, and a concrete approach from Water
Street was constructed.
This driveway permits entrance to the Parking Place
from Court Street and Water Street, but the exit must
be on to Water Street.
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ALVIN ROAD
At the March 1928 Town Meeting the Town accepted
the layout of Alvin Road, a street about 600' long leading
from Oak Street, westerly, to Vine Hills Cemetery, and
made an appropriation of |3,000.00 for building the same.
After the road had been subgraded, a 6'' layer of
gravel was spread and rolled and the road opened for
travel.
Later in the season, a surface treatment of KP and Pea
Stone was applied.
There was 944' of concrete curbing built and 245 sq.
yds. of concrete walk, in addition to 66 sq. yds. of con-
crete approach in the roadway from Oak Street.
BROOKSIDE AVENUE
Brookside Avenue was laid out by the Selectmen and
accepted by the Town in March, 1913, but no work has
been done toward improving the street.
I recommend an appropriation of $2,500.00 for gravel-
ling this street, putting in a concrete curb, asphalt mix
sidewalk and a tar and stone surface on the road.
SHORE ROAD
An appropriation of |2,500.00 was made for continu-
ing the hard surface on the Shore Road, near the old
Taylor Farm.
This work was done by Wm. A. Jones, Contractor, of
Barnstable. 2,000 sq. yds. of a 4'' two course hot mix
road was built, and I recommend an appropriation of
$2,500.00 for continuation of the work during the year
1929.
GRANOLITHIC SIDEWALK
Bids for laying concrete sidewalk and curb were re-
quested of local contractors for the work to be done
during 1928.
.
The lowest bidder was Louis Cotti, who submitted a
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price of $2.00 per sq. yd. for a 4'' concrete walk, and |0.65
per lineal foot for curbing 24'' deep, and the contract was
awarded him.
There was built 1,953 sq. yds. concrete sidewalk and
3,628 lineal feet of curbing out of this appropriation.
SEWERS
The Prince Street Sewer, so called, for which an appro-
priation was made in 1926, was completed in 1927.
There was 3,160' of this work done in 1927 on Prince
Street, Cordage Street and Hedge Road to the shore, in-
cluding 850' of cast iron outlet pipe to a guzzle.
In 1928 this sewer was extended along Hedge Road,
from its intersection with Cordage Street, westerly, about
980' to Court Street and southerly on Court Street about
735'.
A short stretch of sewer was laid on Cordage Terrace
Extension and connected with the sewer of the Plymouth
Cordage Company.
NEW EQUIPMENT
The steam roller now owned by the Town was pur-
chased in 1911 and is in need of repair.
The estimated cost of necessary repairs is $2,200.00.
During the last few years the gasoline motor roller
has been developed until, in the judgment of road builders,
it is a practical and satisfactory machine and possesses
the additional advantage of permitting the owner of such
a roller to have it operated by men who do not have an
engineers license.
I recommend an appropriation of $5,200.00 for the
purchase of a new roller.
I also recommend an appropriation of $850.00 for a
new dump truck for use in the Highway Department.
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SNOW REMOVAL
The total expenditures for snow removal and equip-
ment during 1928 was |5,512.73.
Prior to 1928, the cost of snow removal on the fourteen
miles of State Highway in Plymouth, as well as the snow
removal on our Town ways has been borne entirely by
the Town.
Beginning in 1928, the State assumed half the cost of
all snow removal on its State Highways and, also, as-
sumes the responsibility of sanding all icy hills and
curves.
CALCIUM CHLORIDE
Calcium Chloride has been applied to some of the gravel
roads in the outside districts, as usual, and I recommend
an appropriation of ^6,000.00 to take care of this work
during 1929.
The necessary lines and grades for new road construc-
tion and sewer work have been furnished from the Town
Engineer's office during the past year and record plans
of sewer construction and miscellaneous work have been
prepared and are on file.
Resectfully submitted,
ARTHUR E. BLACKMER,
Superintendent of Streets and Town Engineer
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
TOWN CLERK
Births, Deaths, Marriages
For the year 1 928
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MARRIAGES REGISTERED IN PLYMOUTH IN 1928
Jan. 7. Joseph J. Vecchi and Nella Zucchi, both of
Plymouth.
Jan. 7. Ralph F. Matinzi of Plymouth and Mary V. Hor-
gan of Kingston, married in Plymouth.
Jan. 13. Arthur J. Pimental of Kingston and Catherine
F. Griffin of Plymouth, married in Kingston.
Jan. 14. Joseph Souza and Mary Dias, both of Plym-
outh.
Jan. 14. Aldo Fornaciari and Mary Maini, both of
Plymouth.
Jan. 14. James Minelli, Jr., and Mary Henrion, both of
Plymouth.
Jan. 18. Frank A. Mitchell of Plymouth and Edith
Howes Kelley of Brockton, married in Brockton.
Jan. 21. Daniel E. Ellis and Priscilla M. Collingwood,
both of Plymouth.
Ja-n. 22. Angelo Cinto of Walpole and Alice Cianfarani
of Plymouth, married in Plymouth.
Jan. 23. Richard Higgins, Jr., and Catherine D. McDon-
ald, both of Plymouth.
Jan. 27. George Brenner and Bertha L. Duell, both of
Plymouth.
Jan. 28. John E. Eastwood of Danvers and Eva C. Chute
of Digby, Nova Scotia, married in Plymouth.
Jan, 29. Charles St. Amant of Kingston and Alice Car-
don, of Plymouth, married in Plymouth.
Jan. 30. Carl Wentworth Harris of Duxbury and Louise
Huriaux of Plymouth, married in Plymouth.
Jan. 31. George Weston Besse and Edith Veronica Roy,
both of Plymouth.
Feb. 8. Everett A. Williams and Abbiean Giberti, both
of Kingston, married in Plymouth.
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Feb. 11. Frank Hayden Blodgett, Jr., and Dorothy Stu-
art Hollis, both of Duxbury, married in Plymouth.
Feb. 18. Howard M. Wood of Plymouth and Alberta
Carr of Hyde Park, married in Boston.
Feb. 20. Joseph E. Quintal of Lowell and Augusta Quin-
tal of Plymouth, married in Plymouth.
Feb. 21. John Simon Heath and Antoinette Pelletier,
both of Plymouth.
Mar. 3. William Lincoln Payson of Brookline and Fred-
erica Watson of Plymouth, married in Cambridge.
Mar. 12. James Francis Barlow and Hazel Candace
Danielson, both of Plymouth.
Mar. 12. Lester Joseph Murdock and Elizabeth Rowe
Collingwood, both of Plymouth.
Mar. 15. Eugene Joseph Gross and Margaret Mary
Mahler, both of Plymouth.
Mar. 17. Abbott Earl Johnson and Evelyn Louise Saw-
yer, both of Plymouth.
Mar. 17. F. Joseph Yager and Hattie Mae Bruneau,
both of Kingston, married in Plymouth.
Mar. 24. Andrew Rae and Florence A. Hatfield, both of
Plymouth, married in Weymouth.
Mar. 26. Verner Greenwood West of Plymouth and
Emma Adeline Witmer of Hauto, Pa., married in
Plymouth.
Apr. 8. Renato Albert Stanghellini of Plymouth and
Margaret Mary Harkins of Kingston, married in
Boston.
Apr. 14. Enrico Ferrari of Plymouth and Leontine Delia
Lucca of Quincy, married in Quincy.
Apr. 21. Bernard Lawrence Busfield and Maybel Louise
Hadley, both of Manchester, N. H., married in
Plymouth.
Apr. 21. Manuel Fernandes and Eugenia P. Cardozo,
both of Plymouth.
Apr. 21. Joseph Bongiovanni and Caroline Palavanchi,
both of Plymouth.
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Apr. 21. Basilio Mili and Adele Romano, both of Plym-
outh, married in Taunton.
Apr. 28. Orrin William Holman of Kingston and Lucy
Hill Savery of Plymouth, married in Plymouth.
Apr. 28. Joseph Rebella and Josephine Calzolari, both
of Plymouth.
Apr. 29. Robert Edward Nichols of Plymouth and Doris
Louise Crowell of Rockland, married in Rockland.
May 1. Lawrence Eugene Higgins and Gladys May Sa-r-
gent, both of Plymouth, married in Chelmsford,
Mass.
May 2. Michael J. Caramello and Ida Agnes Bregoli,
both of Plymouth.
May 5. Rene A. Ewald and Bertha M. W. Pierson, both
of Plymouth.
May 7. James Ernest Roy of Carver a-nd Emma Frances
Fornaciari of Plymouth, married in Plymouth.
May 7. John L. Perry of Middleboro and Lucy Ferreira
of Plymouth, married in Middleboro.
May 7. John Patrick Lyons of Wareham and Dorris
Bradford Kingsley of Plymouth, married in Provi-
dence, R. L
May 12. Elwyn Samuel Beane a-nd Hazel Gertrude
White, both of Plymouth, married in Kingston.
May 16. George F. Grandi of Plymouth and Katherine
L. Cosgrove of Marlboro, married in Marlboro.
May 17. Lawrence Regis of Medford and Victoria Annie
Pasteris of Plymouth, married in Plymouth.
May 19. Kenneth Stewart Hall and Merle Arvilla
Boutemain, both of Plymouth.
June 2. Elisha Day Lacey and Evelyn Grace Corrine
Dunning, both of Plymouth.
June 2. George Benjamin Ellis and Josie Abbie Neal,
both of Plymouth.
June 2. James Henry Lovell and Eva Noyes, both of
Plymouth.
June 2. Mauro Joseph Borsari and Florence Flora
Maini, both of Plymouth.
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June 9. Charles George Darsch and Wanda Margaret
Borgatti, both of Plymouth.
June 14. Edward A. Burnett and Ellen Jenette Stod-
dard, both of Plymouth.
June 16. Frederick Charles Ruprecht and Mary Eliz-
abeth Brenner, both of Plymouth.
June 18. John J. Alsheimer of Kingston and Alice C.
Roy of Plymouth, married in Plymouth. f
June 20. Guy Paul Formica of Plymouth and Gladys
Dorothy Nielsen Houlberg of Bridgewater, married
in Kingston.
June 23. Michael A. Caspar of Plymouth and Florence
Grozinger of Kingston, married in Duxbury.
June 23. John Alexander Armstrong and Anna Eliza-
beth Raymond, both of Plymouth.
June 25. Oscar Leonardi of Kingston and Delina R.
Savard of Plymouth, married in Plymouth.
June 26. Adelio Corsini of Plymouth and Leontina Ben-
otti of Kingston, married in Kingston.
July 7. Edmond Boutemain and Mary Jane Terry,
both of Plymouth.
July 7. Joseph Richardson and Catherine McGee, both
of Plymouth.
July 11. Charles K. W. Burt and Ives E. Weimert, both
of Plymouth.
July 14. Henry Deans and Alma Irene Rowland, both
of Plymouth.
July 14. Carl Richard Krueger of Kingston and Sylvia
Marinda Pinto of Plymouth, married in Plymouth^
July 16. Edward N. Henry and Edna M. Evortz, both
of New York, N. Y., married in Plymouth.
July 19. Colburn C. Wood of Plymouth and Gladys S.
White of Abington, married in Bourne.
July 21. George Andrew Sewall and Laura Roderick,
both of Plymouth.
July 22. Andrew Mihopoulos and Belva Deliou, both of
Plymouth.
Plymcuth Four
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July 28. Raymond Edward Bligh of Boston and Edna
Martha Austin of Plymouth, married in Providence,
R. I.
Aug. 4. Clifton B. Stever of Yarmouth and Laura A.
Douglas of Plymouth, married in Yarmouth.
Aug. 4. Daniel Durnion and Anna G. Greene, both of
Plymouth.
Aug. 5. John Francis and Marjorie Louise Karle, both
of Plymouth.
Aug. 10. Leon M. Ryder of Duxbury and Ruth Hadley
Whitten of Plymouth, married in Plymouth.
Aug. 11. Quinto Baratta and Elena Marie Stefani, both
of Plymouth.
Aug. 11. Charles William Cappella of Plymouth and
Gertrude Wurster of West New York, N. J., married
in Plymouth.
Aug. 11. John H. Magee of Bristol, R. I. and Miriam A.
Downey of Plymouth, married in Plymouth.
Aug. 18. Robert D. Quirk of Middletown, Ct., and Mar-
guerite C. Gorman of Providence, R. I., married in
Plymouth.
Aug. 18. D. Eric Hogan of Plymouth and Theresa Fran-
ces Wagner of Pittsfield, Me., married in Plymouth.
Aug. 20. Ernest J. Creati of Plymouth and Ethel May
Hoadley of Middleboro, married in Plymouth.
Aug. 21. George E. Freeman of Plymouth and Elnora
G. Pratt of Freeport, Me., married in Middleboro.
Aug. 22. George L. Gray and Estella E. Denison, both
of Plymouth, married in New Bedford.
Aug. 22. Ralph E. Dexter of New Haven, Conn, and
Florrie Lee of Plymouth, married in Plymouth.
Aug. 25. Vernon M. Hawkins, Jr., and Velesta Louise
Holmes, both of Plymouth.
Aug. 25. Armando Borgatti and Mary Gilli, both of
Plymouth.
Aug. 25. Gustavo Guidaboni of Plymouth and Albertina
Gilli of Kingston, married in Plymouth.
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Sept. 1. Austin Shaw Fratus and Mildred Nancy Allan,
both of Plymouth.
Sept. 1. Pino Fantoni and Rose Maffeni, both of Plym-
outh.
Sept. 1. Charles Edwin Janvrin of Urbana, Illinois and
Elizabeth Alice Keith of Plymouth, married in Bos-
ton.
Sept. 2. Allen Damon Perkins of Plymouth and Elean-
or Gertrude Swindell of Pawtucket, R. I., married in
Harwich.
Sept. 2. Ward B. Whitman of Plymouth and Carlyne P.
Dickson of Milton, N. H., married in Milton, N. H.
Sept. 6. Robert Irving Lowe of Plymouth and Delia
Elizabeth Joubert of Kingston, married in Kingston.
Sept. 17. Joseph Perry and Sarah Henry, both of Plym-
outh.
Sept. 17. Gerald W. O'Connor and Ruth A. Brown, both
of Plymouth, married in Quincy.
Sept. 19. Stanley Wood of Plymouth and Florence Mil-
dred Noyes of Randolph, married in Plymouth.
Sept. 22. Mando Aldrovandi and Adele Corsini, both of
Plymouth.
Sept. 24. Arthur Walley of Ba^ltimore, Md., and Mary
Corrinne Gray of Plymouth, married in Plymouth.
Sept. 27. Raymond Eugene Miskelly and Jessie Eliza-
beth Bain, both of Plymouth.
Sept. 27. Lawrence L. Dale and Grace T. Bain, both of
Plymouth.
Sept. 27. Alfred Henry Muthig of Plymouth and Helen
Agnes Hickey of Kingston, married in Kingston.
Sept. 29. Manuel Victoria and Margaret Costa, both of
Plymouth.
Oct. 1. Thomas Edward Ferris of Wareham and Ellen
Mae Johns of Plymouth, married in Wareham.
Oct. 6. John 0. Cadmun and Lucy R. Reed, both of
Plymouth, married in Newton.
Oct. 6. John Almeida and Rose Pacheco, both of Plym-
outh.
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Oct. 6. August B. Govoni and Alice E. Busi, both of
Plymouth.
Oct. 7. Harold Irving Jones and Jeannette Arlene Wood,
both of Plymouth.
Oct. 10. Henry J. Decoteau and Blanche G. Hamilton,
both of Plymouth.
Oct. 10. Ernest O. Burrowes and Germaine M. Bou-
dreau, both of Plymouth.
Oct. 10. Charles L. Bobbins and Maude H. Young, both
of Plymouth, married in Salem.
Oct. 13. James Bosari and Frances M. Grozenger, both
of Kingston, married in Plymouth.
Oct. 17. Peter Borghesani of Kingston and Mafalda
Emma Minelli of Plymouth, married in Plymouth.
Oct. 19. Andrew Louis Cassella of Plymouth and Mary
Agnes Vevada of Medford, married in Boston.
Oct. 20. Arthur Woolson Beane and Elizabeth Robertson
Deans, both of Plymouth.
Oct. 20. Christian Gamarra and Fannie Ickowsky, both
of Cambridge, married in Plymouth.
Oct. 20. George Porter Brown of Plymouth and Monica
Mary Eagin of Boston, married in Boston.
Oct. 20. James Mitchell and Sarah Helen Cole, both of
Plymouth.
Oct. 20. Oliver Clifton MacDonald of Plymouth and
Myra Madeline Keene of Kingston, married in King-
ston.
Oct. 20 Manuel V. Ribeiro and Mary Pacheco, both of
Plymouth.
Oct. 20. Tony Goffrado and Delia Sallani, both of Plym-
outh, married in Nashua, N. H.
Oct. 21. Antone Gomes and Emilia Carmo, both of
Plymouth.
Oct. 22. Amedio Govoni and Helen Siebenlist, both of
Plymouth.
Oct. 22. Caspar A. Ruprecht of Plymouth and Dorothy
Hebert of Middleboro, married in Middleboro.
Oct. 27. Theodore Anthony St. Pierre of Pembroke and
Doris Mary Mclntyre of Plymouth, married in Pem-
broke.
Oct. 27. Richard Baxter Brown, Jr., of Plymouth and
Harriett Bradley Hunneman of Lexington, married
in Lexington.
Oct. 28. Earl Herbert Waterman and Hattie Rachel
Resnick, both of Plymouth, married in Boston.
Oct. 30. Arthur H. Raymond of Plymouth and Emma
E. Wilbur of Middleboro, married in Middleboro.
Nov. 3. Peter Guimares and Eleanor L. Tassinari, both
of Plymouth.
Nov. 6. Alfred Martin Legg and Evelyn Mary Lord,
both of Braintree, married in Plymouth
Nov. 10. Frederick Enos and Mary M. Hoffman, both of
Plymouth.
Nov. 11. Francis Edward Whiteley and Lena Raggaz-
zini, both of Plymouth.
Nov. 12. Walter L. Heyl of Brockton and Helen W. A.
Winter of Plymouth, married in Plymouth.
Nov. 13. Albert F. Moore of Boston and Emma M.
Armstrong of Plymouth, married in Plymouth.
Nov. 15. Carl J. Mueller of Plymouth and Mary A.
Garvey of Duxbury, married in Kingston.
Nov. 19. John D. Wyner of Plymouth and Leah E. Ruf-
fini of Kingston, married in Kingston.
Nov. 21. Barney Pretoni of Plymouth and Eleanor
Frances Bearce of Rockland, married in Plymouth.
Nov. 24. Ralph Malaguti and Adelinda C. Feci, both of
Plymouth.
Nov. 25. Charles Francis McGonagle of Rockland and
Margaret Kathryn McMahon of Plymouth, married
in Plymouth.
Nov. 28. Charles L. Gloyd and Cora F. Pierce, both of
Plymouth.
Nov. 29. Walter H. Ellis and Lucy B. Johnson, both of
Plymouth.
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Nov. 29. Arthur Frederick Hughes, Jr., of Plymouth
and Gertrude Louise Hickey of Kingston, married in
Kingston.
Dec. 11. Ernest W. Johnson and Grace B. Morrison,
both of Plymouth.
Dec. 17. Charles Herbert Smith of Plymouth and Freda
L. Hanlon of Marshfield, married in Plymouth.
Dec. 20. Florindo Benea a-nd Mary Rose Diozzi, both of
Kingston, married in Plymouth.
Dec. 27. Domero Cortelli of Plymouth and Sylvia Be-
notti of Kingston, married in Kingston.
Dec. 29. John Aranjo of Mt. Vernon, N. Y., and Mary-
White of Plymouth, married in Plymouth.
Dec. 29. Thomas Dana Hill of Cambridge and Margery
Willard Watson of Plymouth, married in Cambridge.
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SUMMARY
MARRIAGES, 1928
Number Registered in 1928, 146
Both Parties Born in—
United States, 98
Italy, 2
St. Michaels, 2
Cape Verde Islands, 1
Greece, 1
Portugal, 1
Mixed, One American, 36
Mixed, Neither American, 5
146
BIRTHS, 1928
Number registered, 274, of which 58 were non-resi-
dents.
Males, 145
Females, 129
Both Parents Born in —
United States, 164
Portugal, 18
Italy, 15
I Azores, 6
St. Michaels, 5
Madeira Islands, 3
Nova Scotia, 2
Cape Verde Islands, 2
Russia, 2
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France, • 1
Greece, / 1
Mixed, One American, 45
Mixed, Neither American, 10
274
DEATHS, 1928
Number of deaths registered, 247, of which 49 were
non-residents and 38 died out of town, burial taking place
in Plymouth.
Born in—
United States, 179
Portugal, 10
Germany, 9
Italy, 8
Nova Scotia, 6
Ireland, 5
England, 5
Canada, 5
St. Michaels, 4
New Brunswick, 3
Scotland, 3
France, 2
Sweden, 1
Cape Breton, 1
Azores, 1
Prince Edward Island, 1
Bermuda, I
Poland, 1
Finland, 1
Alsace Lorraine, 1
247:
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There have been issued from the Town Clerk's office
for the year 1928, hcenses as follows
:
1,110 Resident Citizen's Sporting Licenses.
4 Non-Resident Citizen's Sporting Licenses.
5 Non-Resident Citizen's Sporting Licenses (Prop-
erty Owners).
1,119
88 Resident Citizen's Lobster Licenses.
3 Non-Resident Citizen's Lobster Licenses.
4 Alien Lobster Licenses.
95
28 Resident Citizen's Trapping Licenses.
19 Minor Trapping Licenses.
47
9 Duplicate Licenses.
172 Female Dog Licenses.
798 Male Dog Licenses.
970
There have also been paid from this office bounties on
three seals
GEORGE B. ROWLAND,
Town Clerk.

SEVENTY-FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
Water Conimissioners^
Superintendent
AND
Collector of Water Rates
OF THE
TOWN OF PLYMOUTH
1928
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REPORT OF THE WATER COMMISSIONERS
The Water Commissioners herewith submit their sev-
enty-fourth annual report.
RECEIPTS
Appropriation, maintenance,
Appropriation, construction,
Balance, construction,
$67,546 88
128,000 00
5,000 00
34,546 88
EXPENDITURES
Maintenance, $18,850 76
Pumping, 6,138 88
Extension of mains, 12,045 26
Extension of services, 573 42
Meters and setting, 2,947 55
Stock on hand at shop, 1,504 51
Unexpended balance, maintenance, 1,290 93
Unexpended balance, construction 24,195 57
$67,546 88
MAINTENANCE
Salaries, $3,919 00
Labor, 8,041 47
Auto expense, 734 31
Leaks in main pipe, 747 63
Leaks in service pipes, 180 04
Tapping machine, 450 00
Tools and repairs, 305 00
Telephone, 238 06
Office heat, light and janitor service, 314 69
Shop heat, light and power, 112 78
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Care of reservoir and grounds, 217 18
Freight, express and trucking, 214 29
Meters in stock, 1,572 00
Hydrants and parts, 291 33
Insurance, 297 93
Miscellaneous, 1,215 05
$18,850 76
PUMPING STATION
Salaries, |2,940 00
Fuel, 2,242 03
Heat and light (Engineers' house), 311 21
Material and supplies, 259 45
Parts and repairs to machinery, 297 23
Repairs to buildings and grounds, 73 96
Freight, express and trucking, 15 00
$6,138 88
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At the March, 1928, Town Meeting the Town approved
the hiyout of the new street extending from a point near
Dee}) Water Bridge, northerly about 8,000', and began
grading this street in July. When the grading had ad-
vanced sufficiently pipe laying was begun and 3,000' of
pipe was laid during the summer.
The balance of 8" pipe necessary to complete this work
is now being made up and the work of laying the pipe will
be begun as soon as spring opens.
Bids were received for a 50,000 gallon tank and tower
and the contract was awarded to the lowest bidder, the
Chicago Bridge and Iron Works, for $3,450.00. The work
has been satisfactorily completed and the final payment
made.
The new pumping station at Deep Water Bridge will
be built in the spring of 1929 and the pumps installed
so that water should be supplied to the new system by
August.
The unexpended balance on this work is $24,195.57
and is ample to complete the job.
A few extensions will probably be requested during the
ensuing year and we ask an appropriation of $5,000.00
for this new construction work.
The regular maintenance expense of the department
does not vary much and we recommend a continuance
of the metering program. We therefore ask an appro-
priation of $28,000.00 for maintenance and new meters
for the year 1929.
For the details of the work done during 1928 reference
may be made to the report of the Superintendent.
WILLIAM R. MORTON, Chairman,
JOHN H. DAMON, Secretary,
JOHN L. MORTON,
FRANK D. BARTLETT,
RICHARD T. ELDRIDGE,
Water Commissioners.
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SUMMARY OF STATISTICS
(Published by request of the New England Water
Works Association, Plymouth, Mass., Water Works.)
Population, 13,175.
Date of construction, 1855.
By whom owned, Town.
Source of supply. Great and Little South Ponds.
Mode of supply. Gravity for low service and Pumping
for high service.
PUMPING
Builders of pumping machinery : Barr and Worthing-
ton.
Description of fuel used:
(a) Kind, Bituminous.
(b) Brand of coal, New River.
(c) Average price of coal per gross ton delivered,
$7.88.
(d) Wood, None.
Coal consumed for year:
Bituminous, 555,940 lbs.
Screenings, None.
Amount of other fuel used, None.
Total equivalent coal for year, 555,940 lbs.
Total pumpage for the year, 288,208,000 gallons, with
3% allowance for slip.
Average static head, 65 feet.
Average dynamic head, 72 feet.
Number of gallons per lb. of coal
:
Worthington, 443.
Barr, 529.
Duty of pumps:
Worthington, 26,600,000
Barr, 31,800,000.
—SO-
COST OF PUMPING FIGURED ON PUMPING
STATION EXPENSES, VIZ: $6,138.88.
Per million gallons against dynamic head into direct pipe,
121.30.
Per million gallons raised one foot high (dynamic)
10.30.
COST OF PUMPING FIGURED ON TOTAL
MAINTENANCE, VIZ : $24,989.64
Per million gallons against dynamic head into direct pipe,
$86.71.
Per million gallons raised one foot high (dynamic) $1.18.
STATISTICS OF CONSUMPTION OF WATER
Total population, estimated, 13,200.
Estimated population on pipe line, 12,000.
Estimated population supplied, 12,000.
Total consumption for the year, 489,139,000 gallons.
Passed through meters, 204,822,000 gallons.
Percentage of consumption metered, 42%.
Average daily consumption, 1,337,000.
Gallons per day to each inhabitant, 101.
Gallons per day to each consumer, 111.
Gallons per day to each tap, 451.
STATISTICS RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION
SYSTEM
Kind of pipe used: Cement lined and wrought iron,
principally cement lined.
Sizes : From 2-inch to 30-inch.
Extended : 5,764 feet.
Discontinued: 1,083 feet.
Total now in use, 59 miles, 4,227 feet.
Cost to repair per mile, $12.46.
Number of leaks per mile, 0.467.
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Small distribution pipes less than 4-inch; 9 miles, 919
feet,
Hydrants now in use: 252 public; 69 private.
Stop gates added, 26; discontinued, 4; number now in
use, 724.
Small stop gates less than 4-inch, 114.
Number blow-offs, 42.
SERVICES
Kind of pipe: Lead and cement lined.
Sizes : From one-half to four inches.
Extended: 463 feet. Discontinued, None.
Total now in use, 8 miles, 2,960 feet.
Service taps added, 36. Discontinued, None.
Number now in use, 2,962.
Average length of service, 13 feet.
Average cost of service, $15.93.
Number meters added, 206.
Number now in use, 1,788.
Percentage of services metered, 60%.
Number of motors and elevators added: None.
Number now in use, 1 motor and 1 elevator.
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SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT
To the Board of Water Commissioners
:
Gentlemen: In accordance with the custom of this
Department, I submit herewith the annual report of the
Superintendent of the Plymouth Water Works for the
year ending December 31, 1928.
TABLE SHOWING LOCATION, SIZE AND COST OF
PIPE LAID
Location
Court Street,
South Park Avenue,
Leyden Street,
Samoset Street and
Murray Street,
Hedge Road,
New High Service,
Lothrop Street and
Water Street Ext.,
North Park Avenue,
Alvin Road,
Length Size Cost
680'
342'
290'
55'
38'
165'
405'
100'
3,000'
62'
10"
8"
8"
8"
6"
8"
8"
6"
8"
6"
$2,013.78
817.40
705.56
280.53
353.98
947.26
5,680.89
550'
23'
54'
6"
6"
2"
1,099.21
102.10
44.55
5,764' $12,045.26
The year 1928 was a busy one for the Water Depart-
ment and considerable new work was completed.
NEW HIGH SERVICE LINE
At the regular Town Meeting, held in March 1928, the
Town appropriated $3'5,000.00 for grading and land dam-
age on the newly laid out street extending from Town
Brook, near Deep Water Bridge, northerly to land of
Joseph Malaguti, a distance of approximately 8,000 feet.
The contractor began grading this road in July and in
August the Water Department began laying the 8" main
along those sections of the new work that are in cut.
No pipe will be laid in the fills until the spring of 1929,
when the fills will have had a chance to settle through
the winter.
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There has been 3,000 feet of 8" pipe laid on this work
in 1928, and eleven gates and four hydrants have been set.
STANDPIPE
Two bids were received for erecting a 50,000 gallon
standpipe on a 29' tower.
One from the Pittsburgh-Des Moines Steel Company
for $4,000.00 and one from the Chicago Bridge & Iron
Works for |3,450.00
The bid of the Chicago Bridge & Iron Works was ac-
cepted and the tank wa-s completed and filled with water
October 27, 1928.
Only minor leaks developed in the standpipe when it
was filled and these were promptly repaired by the Chi-
cago Bridge & Iron Works.
An inspection of the tank by the Chairman of the
Water Commissioners and the Superintendent of Water
Works satisfied them that the work was satisfactory
and had been performed in a workmanlike manner.
Final payments were accordingly made on Oct. 31, 1928.
In the spring, the small pumping station at Deep Wa-
ter Bridge will be built and pumps installed.
While this work is going on the balance of the 8"
pipe can be laid, and possibly by August 1929 water may
be available on the new system.
METERS
There were 206 meters set during the year, making
the total now in use 1,788, or 60% of all services are now
metered.
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POND HEIGHT AND STORAGE CHART
Plate I is a chart showing- the pond height and storage
fluctuations for Great and Little South Ponds.
This chart indicates that there was approximately 600
million gallons of water in storage in Great and Little
South Ponds on January 1, 1929, a gain of 50,000,000 gal-
lons over the amount in storage one year ago.
In this connection it is interesting to note that the total
consumption for the year was about 489,000,000 gallons,
while in 1927 it was about 547,000,000 gallons, a decrease
of about 58,000,000 gallons.
CONSUMPTION
Plate II shows graphically the average daily consump-
tion for each week of 1928, on the high and low service
system and also the average daily total consumption for
each week of the year.
The average daily low service consumption was 549,-
000 gallons, compared to 679,000 gallons in 1927, a de-
crease of 130,000 gallons daily.
The average daily high service consumption was 788,-
000 gallons, compared to 821,000 gallons in 1927, a de-
crease of 33,000 gallons.
The average daily total consumption for the year was
1,337,000 gallons, compared to 1,500,000 gallons in 1927,
a decrease of 163,000 gallons.
The pumping records shown on the previous sheet give
in some detail the records kept at the pumping station for
the year.
HYDRANTS AND GATES
The regular semi-annual inspection of all hydrants and
gates has been made and all are in satisfactory condition.
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ANALYSES OF WATER
The State Department of Health has made the usual
analyses of samples of water from our supply during the
year 1928 and copies of these are on file in the office of
the Superintendent.
Respectfully submitted,
ARTHUR E. BLACKMER,
Superintendent.
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POLICE DEPARTMENT
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen:
—
Gentlemen: I have the honor to respectfully submit
my annual report of the Police Department for the year
ending December 31, 1928.
ROSTER OF DEPARTMENT
John Armstrong, Chief
Joseph W. Schilling
Jacob E. Peck
Leo M. Murphy
Lincoln S. Wixon
Peter W. Winter
Patrolmen
Edward A. Smith
John H. Barrett
John Gault
Robert M. Fogarty
Lawrence J. Savoy
John Armstrong
John Gault
Robert M. Fogarty
Lawrence J. Savoy
Joseph W. Schilling
Jacob E. Peck
Constables
Leo M. Murphy
John H. Barrett
Edwin A. Dunton
Lincoln S. Wixon
Peter W. Winter
Edward A. Smith
man W. Tower
Special
Lee W. Cole
John Nauman,
Daniel E. Beaton
Ralph E. Cook
Antonio P. Diegoli
James W. Lewis
Leon D. Badger
John F. Hollis
Police Officers
Charles Webber
Seth E. Wall
Daniel E. Ellis
Charles W. Packard
James H. Cassidy
John Smith
Nicholas Stephan
Arthur G. Mayo
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William 11. Armstrong
William Gault
Joseph Morey
Charles J. Grandi
Fred Longhi
John Kennedy
Daniel J. Sullivan
Nelson Gushing
William Armstrong
Thomas W. Regan
p]dward K. Morse
Neil Mc Kay
Henry Dries
Guy C. Bunker
Thomas A. McCormack
George E. Ginhold, Jr.
Russell Dickson
Special Officers For Limited Territory
Martin W. Holmes, Burial Hill; John Yates, Junior
High School ; Charles Coats, High School ; Abbott A. Ray-
mond, Jr., Fresh Pond; William S. Fuller, South Pond;
Ralph Matinzi, Boy's Club; Frank Thomas, R. B. Sym-
ington's Estate; Fred Smith, South Street School; John
Goodwin and Alfred Nickerson, George Mabbett & Sons
Company; William Cameron, Plymouth Theatre; Mal-
colm Robicheau, George Wood & William E. Bailey, Old
Colony Theatre ; Martin Anderson, Charles Wedell, Sam-
uel Gray, Alex. Bongiovanni, John F. Doyle, David Dean,
James Shaw, Edward White, A. M. Douglas, John Mc-
Cormack, Antone F. Lorenzo, George K. Harding, Robert
Anderson, Axel Frieburg, George Fox, John Grandi,
James Bain, Robert Fox, Arthur W. Stone, Plymouth
Cordage Company; Lewis F. Smith, Training Green;
Thomas Baldner, State Armory; Anton Rossler, Mano-
met; George F. Barlow, Beach Park; Albertus Williams,
Little Pond Grove; Nicholas Keefe, Memorial Hall;
Robert J. Meharg, and David C. Durnford, Long Pond.
ARRESTS BY THE MONTH
March,
April,
May,
June,
January,
February,
Males
14
22
19
57
53
41
Females Total
1 15
2 24
0 19
4 61
1 54
0 41
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Tnlvjmy, OQOO i Q A
August, 72 3 75
September, 60 4 64
October, 28 0 28
November, 49 3 52
December, 43 0 43
541 19 560
DISPOSITION OF CASES
Total number of cases, 560
Males, 541
Females, 19
Residents, 287
Non-Residents, 273
Number of fines imposed, 249
Amount of fines imposed, |7,197.00
Appealed cases, 20
Continued cases, 18
Discharged, 53
Released, 34
Suspended sentences, 22
Filed, 84
Probation, 24
House of Correction, 16
Taunton Hospital, 10
Arrested for out of town officers, 3
Held for Grand Jury, 13
Federal Court, 3
Sherbourne, 2
State Prison, 1
State Farm, , 1
Concord Reformitory, 2
Shirley School, 1
Home for Destitute Catholic Children, 2
Returned to their Homes, 2
560
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OFFENCES
Male Female Total
Assault, 8 1 9
Adultery, 1 1 2
Breaking- & Entering, 18 0 18
Bastardy, 2 0 2
Cruelty to Animals, 1 0 1
Drunkenness, 124 1 125
Disturbing the Peace, 43 0 43
Disorderly House, 1 0 1
Delinquent, 8 0 8
Eavesdropping, 1 0 1
Employing Minor, 1 0 1
Fornication, 1 ' 0 1
False Pretence, 2 0 2
Gambling, 12 0 12
Highway Robbery, 2 0 2
Insane, 6 2 8
Interfering with Officer, 1 0 1
Idle & Disorderly, 1 0 1
Keeping child from School, 0 1 1
Larceny, 17 0 17
Lewdness, 0 4 4
Malicious Mischief, 12 0 12
Non-Support, 16 0 16
Neglect of Family, 2 0 2
Neglected Children, 2 4 6
Murder, 1 0 1
Perjury, 2 0 2
Rape, 2 0 2
Runaway Children, 2 0 2
Suspicious Persons, 3 0 3
Threatening Language, 1 0 1
True Name Law, 3 3 6
Trespassing, 2 0 2
Vagrancy, 2 0 2
Violating Auto Laws, 169 0 169
Violating Liquor Laws, 39 2 41
Violating Probation, 6 0 6
Violating Town By-laws, 4 0 4
Violating Clam Laws, 11, 0 11
Violating Pure Food Law, 1 0 1
Violating Milk Law, 2 0 2
Violating Trancient Vender Law, 1 0 1
Unlicensed Dogs, 8 0 8
541 19 560
MISCELLANEOUS WORK OF DEPARTMENT
Night lodging given to. 25
Children lost and found, 4
Buildings found unlocked, 78
Patrol wagon called out, 116
To Jordan Hospital, 13
Accidents Investigated, 111
Strayed dogs disposed of by Dr. Bradley at Police
Station, 24
Telephone calls, 5,110
Liquor forfeited and turned over to State Police,
(Gallons), 200
The department feels that the eight hour day for police
officers should be adopted, which is the rule in the ma-
jority of nearby towns.
Should this be accepted by the town at the next town
meeting it will necessitate one officer in addition to what
we now have, it will also mean an additional expense for
the ensuing year.
In anticipation of the above I respectfully recommend
an appropriation of |31,500.00 for the year 1929.
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN ARMSTRONG,
Chief of Police.
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ASSESSORS' REPORT
Aggregate Valuation, $25,459,050 00
Exempt under Clauses 11, 17, 18, 23, 106,725 00
Available for Revenue, $25,352,325 00
Valuation, Personal, |4,455,275 00
Valuation, Real, 20,897,050 00
Loss on Valuation, 1,472,775 00
To be raised by Taxation
:
1927 Overlay, 116 83
State, 34,340 00
State Highway, 3,489 98
County, 56,875 98
Auditing Tax, 85 36
Town, 773,694 26
Overlay, 9,737 19
$878,339 60
Estimated Receipts, and free
cash and dog tax voted by
the town to be used by the
Assessors, 282,745 40
$595,594 20
April 1. Division of Taxes,
Personal, $103,328 74
Real, 484,147 46
Moth, 470 25
Dec. 31. Additional, 697 74
July 1. Polls, 8,118 00
Dec. 31. Polls, 182 00
S596,944 19
Rate of Taxation, $23.20 on $1,000.00.
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Warrants to Collector
Property,
Polls,
,644 19
8,300 00
$596,944 19
Exempted under Chap. 59, Sec. 5, Gen. Laws
:
Charitable, Benevolent, Literary, Edu-
cational, $866,675
Houses of Religious Worship, 345,150
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 177,500
United States of America, 118,200
Town of Plymouth, 1,656,375
County of Plymouth, 598,550
Tables of Aggregates
:
Residents assessed on property, 3,511
Corporations, Firms, Etc., 686
Non-residents, 1,340
Polls assessed, 4,150
Polls exempted. Clause 18, 38
Polls exempted, Clause 23, 12
Horses, 148
Cows, 335
Neat Cattle, 14
Sheep, 23
Swine, 2
Fowl, 4,354
Dwelling Houses, 4,042
Acres of Land, 48,000
00
00
00
00
00
00
ABATEMENT ACCOUNT
Levy of 1927,
Dec. 31, 1927, Balance, $1,026 09
Appropriation from 1928 Levy, 116 83
Dec. 31, 1928, Abatements:
Personal,
Real,
$625 25
870 87
SI,142 92
1,496 12
Overdraft to be assessed in 1929, $353 20
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Levy of 1928,
Sept. 29, 1928, Overlay, ^9,737 19
Dec. 31, 1928, Abatements:
Polls, $228 00
Personal, 440 22
Real, 1,550 92
2,219 14
$7,518 05
Reserve Overlay
Dec. 31, 1927, Balance, $9,837 05
Transferred to Reserve Account, 701 42
$9,135 63
We recommend an appropriation of $7,000.00 for sal-
aries and other expenses.
NATHANIEL G. LANMAN,
^
CHARLES H. SHERMAN,
THOMAS L. CASSIDY,
Assessors.
REPORT OF THE BOARD OF PUBLIC WEL-
FARE FOR THE YEAR ENDING
DECEMBER 31, 1928
Infirmary
Number of inmates remaining Jan. 1, 1928, 10
Admitted during the year, 8
18
Discharged,
Died,
3
1
4
Number remaining Dec. 31, 1928, 14
Nothing especially worthy of note has occurred at the
Infirmary. Mr. and Mrs. Russell L. Dickson remain as
Superintendent and Matron, respectively, with the
same good care of the inmates as usual. Especially hard
on the Superintendent was the care of Henry Buchanan,
who died on March 3rd, 1928, as he was practically help-
less for months before his death, and for weeks before
the end needed care both day and night.
We have expended this year for the upkeep of the
building $812.61, $438.00 of which was for reshinghng
the roof of the wood house, putting up steel ceiling to
replace fallen plaster in the basement of the main build-
ing, and some carpentry work, the balance being general
repairs from time to time.
From the increase in the number applying for admit-
tance to the Infirmary, and the record of those aided out-
side, it is apparent that the year 1928 was harder for
many people to get along in than any year recently. We
have had also from six to a dozen people, mostly men with
families, that we have given part time work to during
Plymouth Seven
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the fall and winter to offset aid either already granted or
asked for. *
The income of $13.64 from the Julia P. Robinson fund
was expended by the Matron, Mrs. Dickson, for the ben-
efit of the inmates.
Outside Aid
This form of aid has been given to 289 persons living
in Plymouth and to 21 living elsewhere in the State, but
retaining their settlements here. To this larger number
both at the Infirmary and Outside, we attribute our
extra expenditure and the overdraft of $3,554.51 with
which we closed the year. A factor in this higher cost
to the town in aiding its poor is the larger weekly amount
given as compared to a few years ago. During the past
year we have issued 735 written orders for food and fuel
totaling $6,592.59, a little less than an average of nine
dollars for each order, as a matter of fact the orders run
from $3.50 to the single person for food, to $5.00, $10.00
and even $12.00 in one or two instances of large families.
It is not many years ago that many a family got along
on $3.00 per week, under about the same conditions.
However taking the present day figures of the weekly
budget for a family as prepared by some of the experts of
today, we are apparently giving about half enough.
Occasionally we get a call from some of the younger,
improvident, people who living up to the weekly wage as
fast, or faster, than it comes, find that with the cessation
of work, and with no credit in their "cash and carry"
system of trading, that hunger is right at their own door,
and thus some of them are obliged to apply to the town
temporarily. At the same time we appear to be adding
a slow but constant stream of expensive cases that stretch
into the future with no promise of a quick ending. Dur-
ing the past year death has closed three cases in which
we had been paying at the average rate of $16.75 each
for care and board, and in two of them the town had been
interested for quite a term of years.
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Mother's Aid
This form of aid has remained at a standstill and we
have to report the same three mothers and their eleven
children as was reported at the close of 1927. For the
amount of expenditures and reimbursements reference
is made to the Accountant's figures appended at the close
of this report.
Our total expenditure during the year for all classes of
aid was $32,271.21, of which |3,491.81 was returned to
the town from various sources, leaving $28,779.40 as the
net cost to the town of aid expended in behalf of those
persons needing relief.
We recommend an appropriation of |3,554.51 to care
for the overdraft, and $32,000.00 for the use of this Board
during the year 1929.
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE
Ai)])roi)riali()ii, (Including Mothers'
Aid), $27,000 00
Appropriation Nov. 24, 1,600 00
Income from Trust Funds, 116 76
Payments
General Administration
—
Salary of Chairman, $50 00
Salary of Secretary, 350 00
Stationery and Postage, 87
All Other, 37 00
Infirmary
—
Salary of Superintendent, |624 00
Other Salaries and Wages, 1,245 60
Groceries and Provisions, 2,392 92
Dry Goods : Clothing, 340 43
Building, 812 61
Fuel and Light, 1,022 36
Equipment, 208 24
Hay and Grain, 276 22
Ice, 146 96
All Other, 472 36
Outside Relief by Town
Cash, $7,613 00
Rent, 2,823 00
Groceries and Provisions, 5,394 94
Coal and Wood, 1,197 65
Dry Goods: Clothing, 9 53
Medical Attendance, 243 70
Burials, 279 00
State Institutions, 182 00
Institutions other than State, 583 05
Care and Nursing, 1,792 24
$28,716 76
$437 87
7,541 70
20,118 11
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Relief Given by Other Cities
and Towns
—
Cities, $1,495 79
Towns, 567 00
2,062 79
Other Expenses
—
All Other, 4 80
$30,165 27
MOTHERS' AID
Payments
Cash, 2,106 00
Total Payments, 32,271 27
Balance Overdrawn to be Appropriated by Town, S3,554 51
INCOME FROM JULIA P. ROBINSON FUND
Expended by the Board of Public Wel-
fare for Inmates of Infirmary, $13 64
PUBLIC WELFARE RECEIPTS AND REIMBURSEMENTS
Sale of Produce, $199 16
Board in Infirmary, 555 00
Miscellaneous, 22 46
Individuals, 133 21
Cities and Towns, 1,189 60
State, 640 05
State (Mothers' Aid), 752 33
S3,491 81
WILLIAM T. ELDRIDGE,
GEORGE L. GOODING,
HERBERT W. BARTLETT,
Members of Board of Public Welfare, Plymouth, Mass.
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PLYMOUTH PUBLIC LIBRARY
The following reports of the Librarian and the Presi-
dent for the year ending Dec. 31, 1928, are respectfully
submitted to the tax payers of the town
:
It is hardly necessary for the President to make an ad-
ditional report after the detailed one of the Librarian, but
I feel that we should endorse some of the recommenda-
tions in the Librarian's Report and express our apprecia-
tion of the efficient service rendered by the working force
of the Library during the past year.
We have added one full-time assistant who had been
serving only part time. This seemed advisable and, of
couise, made an additional expense, but as the Library
is growing in circulation, as you will see by the report of
the Librarian, it must follow that the expense will in-
crease.
At the time of our last report we were just complet-
ing the room in the basement for the Children's Depart-
ment. This Department has been in operation during the
past year and is working very satisfactorily. This, of
course, means some additional help and necessarily a
slight increase in expense, but we feel that this change is
a great benefit to both the Children's and Adult's De-
partments as the children now use the side entrance and
do not go through the main room of the Library, thus
avoiding much confusion.
The three full-time assistants are doing very satisfac-
tory work and we feel that they are entitled to some in-
crease in salary, and it will be necessary to ask for a
slight increase in our appropriation to meet this expense
and to provide for additional books.
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We feel that the Town appreciates the work that the
library is doing both at the Library and also its activities
in connection with the Jordan Hospital and the branch
library at Long Pond and hope that the Town will appro-
priate the sum of $9,000 for the use of the library for tha
coming year.
Respectfully submitted,
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS,
Edward L. Burgess, President.
REPORT OF THE LIJiRARIAN FOR THE
YEAR 1928
To the Directors of the Plymouth Public Library
:
1928 has come and gone, and with it the busiest and
most progressive year of our Library history. It is in-
teresting to review briefly the events which have made
this history, and which have contributed to the steady
growth of our Public Library, which is sharing, as far as
its resources will allow, the continued and rapid develop-
ment of all other public libraries throughout North Amer-
ica. The public library in the United States is an estab-
lished institution, and as one foreign visitor remarked,
**An American town would as soon think of being with-
out a church, as without its public library."
It is most important to note here that the greatly in-
creased use of the Library, which has practically doubled
in every department since 1924, has taken place in almost
the same population as that of 1924, and is not the result
of a large, new influx of residents. It would seem that
the granting of as many privileges as possible, the abol-
ishing of all unnecessary red-tape, the untiring efforts of
the staff to assist the public in every way, and to make
the public feel that the Library belongs to them, that
every request will be filled so far as it is in any way pos-
sible, and last, but not least, the attempt to furnish a
wide and unbiased variety of books for a wide and varied
reading public has brought results.
However, with all this appreciated growth, the Library
is far from being able to supply all of the demands made
upon it. Our book supply, which should equal at least five
books per capita, is still only one and three-fifths books
per capita. In order to take care of the amount of work
which has been done during the past year, another full
time assistant is absolutely necessary. The American
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Library Association recommends one assistant to every
20,000 books circulated, and with a total circulation of
104,789 for 1928, five full time assistants should be pro-
vided instead of the four which are now trying to carry
all of this work. The response with which all of the Li-
brary's extension activities have been met, has been more
than gratifying, and the only problem is, how are thes 3
growing demands made by the schools, the branch li-
braries at Long Pond, Ellisville and the Jordan Hospital,
to say nothing of our immediate public, to be supplied?
When a request comes from a teacher for a set of books
for reference work in her school-room, and there is not
one book left to send her, then it is forcibly borne in on
one that the need for more books is real and acute. After
having considered the detailed record of the year's work
which follows, it is to be hoped that the residents of
Plymouth will feel that the Library has proved itself to
be worthy of continued and increased support, as the
demands made upon it multiply and as it grows in use-
fulness and scope.
The big event in our 1928 history, was the completion
and opening of the new Children's Room on March 15th,
which was made possible by Miss Appleton's generous
bequest of $10,000. This new room, which was remod-
elled from a large part of the basement which had been
used as a store-room, has proved to be most satisfactory
in every way, and an immense relief to the congested con-
ditions upstairs, as well as a great joy to the children
under 14 (and many others who are older) who make
use of it. The outside entrance eliminates all of the con-
fusion caused by the children going in and out of the main
door, and the large windows admit plenty of fresh air
and sunlight. The most up-to-date and attractive equip-
ment furnished by the Yawman & Erbe Company, com-
pletes what everyone concedes to be a most attractive
room. The chief result of the opening of this new room
is the large increase in the circulation of the children's
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books, and the necessity for having additional help in the
Children's Room at times. Miss Babcock, the Children's
Librarian, finds it impossible to attend to all matters per-
taining- to the Children's Room, and there should be an
assistant available vv^henever she is needed. This has not
been possible during the past year, because of the rush
of work and demands made on the assistants upstairs.
The development of the Intermediate Department, at
one end of the Children's Room, for those boys and girls
who are advanced readers, is proving to be a most v^^orth
w^hile and interesting project, and helps tremendously in
solving the problem for those readers v^ho are not 14 in
years, but who are much older mentally. "The Children's
Story Hour" has been held as usual on every other Satur-
day morning, from November until May. The first story
hour of the winter took place in ''Book Week," which was
celebrated during the week of November 11th. Miss
Margaret Kyle, the author of ''Little Sister" was the
story-teller, and the children were much delighted to have
as their entertainer, the author of their beloved book.
On December 21st, in honor of Forefather's Day, Miss
Rose Briggs told many thrilling and inspiring incidents
in the lives of the Pilgrim children. The other story-
hours have been most successfully conducted by Miss
Babcock. 269 children attended the Story Hours in 1928,
and on these mornings, every chair, table, and window-
sill is often occupied
!
The 1928 "Book Week Celebration" was the first one
to be held in the new room, and it was a most attractive
exhibit in every way. The new books were arranged on
a special table and in every nook and corner, and the
walls were decorated with pictures and posters which
most aptly portrayed the love of good books and encour-
aged the habit of reading. Many parents visited the ex-
hibit, as well as the hundreds of children. In connection
with the celebration, a Poster Contest was held, and two
books were offered as prizes for the best and second best
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posters presented by the pupils of the 7th grade in the
Junior High school, which most effectively suggested the
results to be obtained from an intimate contact with
books. The posters were on exhibition in the Children's
Room for several weeks, and brought forth much admir-
ing and enthusiastic comment. The judges finally
awarded the first prize to Carlo Guidoboni for his poster
entitled "Enter This Place," and the second to Willis
Roberts for "Let Us All Read." A "Book Week" film
was also exhibited at the Old Colony Theatre throughout
the entire week.
A large and important part of the work carried on by
both the Children's Room and the Adult Department is
the work in connection with the schools. The develop-
ment and growth of this phase of our library activities
has been a steadily increasing one, until now it is impos-
sible to supply the demands made upon our small collec-
tion of books. 7750 books were circulated by the schools
in 1928, 5456 more than in 1926, and 1152 more than in
1927. This would be still larger if the necessary books
were available. Since neither the High School nor the
Junior High School maintains a library, all of their ref-
ence work is done at the Public Library. In 1928, 11,457
reference questions were recorded at the Desk, more than
three times the total number listed in 1926, and 3686 more
than in 1927. When it is realized that the majority of
these questions is the result of class assignments in home-
work, the definite contribution from the Library to the
educational system of the town can hardly be overesti-
mated. The public library of today helps to finish what
the schools begin, and the modern project method of
teaching, which might use fifty books for one subject, in
place of the one text-book of years ago, could scarcely be
carried on without the aid of the public library. These
facts should be realized by our citizens, because it is im-
possible for the Library to supply the just demands made
upon it by the pupils and teachers alike, without the neces-
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sary funds with which to employ adequate assistance and
to buy the necessary books. During 1928, every school-
room below the Junior High School, three rooms in the
Junior High School, and three rooms in the High School
were furnished with deposits of books. These deposits
are changed as soon as the classes have finished with
them.
An important development in connection with our
school work has been that of instructing the 8th grade
pupils of the Junior High School in the use of the Li-
brary. Last year, from January until June, each English
class was given two lessons, first in how to use the cat-
alogue and find the books upon the shelves, and the sec-
ond in how to know and use the reference books.
The interest in the State Certificate reading continues
to increase each year, until in 1928, every 4th, 5th, and
6th grade in town was working for the Honor Certificates
which are awarded by the Mass. Dept. of Education,
through the Division of Public Libraries, to every boy or
girl who has read 20 books on the State Certificate Read-
ing List, five of which must be non-fiction. On Friday,
June 22nd, for the sixth successive year, these schools
observed the presentation of the Honor Certificates. The
Librarian and Children's Librarian attended the exer-
cises at the Cornish and Knapp Schools, where short
dramas of the favorite books were presented and a long-
er play, called "The Libr'y and the Joneses," which called
forth peals of amusement from everyone present. So
much interest is taken in these exercises, devoted entirely
to portraying the benefits to be derived from loving good
books, that this celebration is looked forward to more
eagerly each year. After the plays were finished, the
Librarian gave a short talk on the value of the "Certifi-
cate Reading" and the love of books in general. 117
"Honor Certificates" were presented, 16 more than last
year, showing that 2340 books were read for the Honor
Certificates alone.
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490 children earned one or more Certificates toward
their Honor Certificates, indicating that in all, 4790 books
were read in connection with this one phase of our li-
brary's work, as each Honor Certificate represents 20
books, and each separate certificate represents five books.
The total circulation of the past year was 104,789, the
largest circulation in the history of the Library, and a
gain 14,640 over that of last year, nearly twice the 54,943
of 1924, and over four times the 25,456 of 1916.
The total attendance of 59,964 for reading and study
alone, again exceeded that of any other year by 6889.
The adult attendance was 35,427, and the juvenile w'as
24,537. The gain of 6889 in the attendance was entirely
in the adult department, but because of the separation of
the two departments last March, a more definite line be-
tween adult and juvenile has been drawn, and many over
14 in the past were probably counted as juvenile, while
all over 14 are now counted as adults. Another year will
give more accurate information about this.
The total circulation of 104,789 consists of 95,077 at
the main desks, 7750 school circulation, 1186 at the Jor-
dan Hospital, 604 at Long Pond, and 172 at EUisville.
Of the 95,077 circulated at the main desks, 70,286 w^as
the adult total and 23,691 was the juvenile, which with its
7750 circulated by the schools, reached a total of 30,298,
largest juvenile circulation on record. 1275 prints were
circulated and 1838 periodicals. 321 Yiddish, German,
Italian, French, Spanish, and Russian books were issued.
The total non-fiction circulation from the main desks
was 21,036, 14,058 of v/hich was adult, and 6978 was
juvenile.
180 books were borrowed through the Inter-Library
Loan system, books which are too expensive or of too
limited appeal for the Library to buy. The resources of
the departmental libraries in Washington, the State
House Library, the Massachusetts Division of Public Li-
braries, the Boston Public Library, the Brookline Public
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Library, and that of Brockton, as well as the Medical,
ConjifreKational and New England Historical Society Li-
braries are all available. Deposits in Italian, German
and Yiddish are borrowed regularly from the Division of
Public Libraries and exchanged when they have been
read through.
During 1928, 1829 borrowers registered at the Library,
980 more than in 1927. Of these, 585 were new names,
391 were adult, and 184 were juvenile. The largest num-
ber of new temporary borrowers, 187, was also recorded
this year. The total number of active borrowers is now
3647. With our automatic expiration of the borrower's
card at the end of every three years, only the active regis-
trations are contained in the file.
1869 books were added to the Library including new
books, gifts, and replacements. 58 books were discard-
ed, and there are now approximately 22,008 books upon
the shelves.
The Literary and Library Extension Committee of the
Woman's Club has contributed its usual assistance in
the collecting and distribution of the periodicals from
Club members to the Boy's Club, the Marines, Jordan
Hospital, County Farm, the Norwell State Police Bar-
racks, and the Open-Air Hospital at South Hanson.
The Librarian has continued her weekly visits to the
Jordan Hospital, and whenever it has been impossible for
her to go, Miss Sampson has gone instead. This has
been a most gratifying and satisfying experience, and
1186 books were circulated as a result of our efforts
there. The little Branch Library at Long Pond is flour-
ishing and growing under the generous and careful ad-
ministration of Mrs. W. E. Randall, and 604 books were
issued in that village during 1928, over 200 more than a
year ago. This has been the first year of the Branch Li-
brary at Ellisville, in the home of Mrs. Ernest Ellis, and
172 books were given out to the residents of that small
hamlet. Mrs. Ellis wrote a most appreciative note, telling
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^vhat great pleasure and comfort the books had given to
everyone of the villagers, and how very grateful they
were for this privilege.
In addition to the improvements in tiie basement, a
new delivery desk, which was built and made to order,
was installed in the Adult Department. This has been of
immense assistance in the serving of our increasing pub-
lic and is most satisfying in every way. The original
desk was cut down and placed in the Children's Room.
Two new^ double tiers of stacks were placed on the bal-
cony floor, and a new bulletin-board was purchased for
the Reading Room. That part of the Reading Room
which had been the Children's Corner, has been con-
verted into the Reference Corner, much to everyone's
comfort and advantage. The dead linden tree at the cor-
ner of the Library grounds has been removed, and a new
cement sidewalk is a great improvement to the front of
the Library. A fine new rubber mat, which was very
much needed, adorns the entrance.
In concluding this report, the Librarian hopes that the
following summary and recommendations will be care-
fully considered : that with a circulation of 104,789, five
full-time assistants are absolutely necessary in place of
the four which we now have ; that this last year it was
possible to add only 16 more books than in 1927, and
with our large increase in the circulation, it is clearly
evident that many more books are needed to supply any-
where near the varied demands which are made upon us.
Our income is still the lowest of that of any library of our
size in this part of Massachusetts, and our salaries among
the lowest. In 1928 our total income amounted to about
79 cents per capita, 63 cents of which came from the
town appropriation. It is earnestly hoped that the Di-
rectors will do all in their power to obtain a larger ap-
propriation for 1929, which will bring our income near-
er the $1.00 per capita, which the American Library As-
sociation recognizes as a minimum for a library's sup-
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])()i-t. The salai-i(!S of the assistants should be raised, since
after several years' work the junior assistants are not yet
receiving the |1,000 per annum, w^hich the Mass. Division
of Public Libraries recommends as an initial salary. The
Library is also in urgent need of a new cabinet for the
self-list and a new case for periodicals.
It has once again been of great benefit to the Library
that there has been no change in the Staff during 1928,
and the Librarian wishes to express her sincere apprecia-
tion of the loyal co-operation of the Staff and the Board
of Directors without which no library can be successfully
conducted. The Librarian and members of the Staff have
attended the meetings of the Mass. Library Club, the Old
Colony Library Club, and the Children's Librarians'
Round Table of Boston. The Librarian was elected Pres-
ident of the Old Colony Library Club in October, 1928,
and was invited in August, 1928, to serve on the Mass.
Library Club's ''Committee on Work with Foreigners."^
The Library is most grateful for a bequest of |500.00
from the late Miss Caroline Warren, and for several fine
pictures from her home ; also for a gift of $50.00 from the
Woman's Club to be used in the purchase of children's
books ; to Mr. Charles Moning for space on the screen at
the Old Colony Theatre; to Mr. Paul Bittinger for the
generous amount of space in the Old Colony Memorial for
our library articles, and for those which he has written
himself; for pictures from the late Miss Anne P. Apple-
ton's home, and from the estate of Miss Carrie Small,
and from Miss Lucretia Watson; and to the following
donors for many gifts of flowers and books and periodi-
cals: Mr. B. F. Walker, Miss Lucretia Watson, Mrs.
Wm. S. Townsend, Mrs. George Stephens, Jr., Elizabeth
Sampson, Mrs. Vinal Burgess, Mrs. Oscar Huntley, Mrs.
Thomas Lee, Mrs. Edward Blackmer, Miss Elizabeth
Rutan, the Misses Grozinger, Mrs. Heard, Rev. Alfred R.
Hussey, Miss Minnie Batchelder, Miss A. E. Lucas, Car-
rie Mace estate. Dr. Edith Cave, Miss Amelia Elhs, Mr.
Frank Lanman, Miss Barclay, Mrs. H. G. Bartol, Mrs.
Grace Burnham, Mrs. Hiram McFall, Mr. John Courtney,
Miss Margaret Kyle, Miss F. E. Thayer, Mrs. W. V. Col-
lender, Mrs. Joanna Morgan, Dr. and Mrs. Henry Hitch-
cock, Howland Davis, and the Plymouth Book Club.
Respectfully submitted,
MINNIE BURKE FIGMIC,
Librarian.
Plymouth Eight
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REPORT OF PARK COMMISSIONERS
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen :
—
Gentlemen: We respectfully submit the following
report for the past year.
BEACH PARK
As in the past seasons this beach has been largely pa-
tronized. We have put a surface in the rear of the fish
houses thus somewhat enlarging the parking facilities.
This season we recommend an appropriation for a sur-
face and some filling on the opposite side of the street
where the waiting room formerly was, this space to be
used for parking. The private bath houses were let for
the entire season. Received from rooms |959.40; suits
$89.80; towels $150.65.
STEPHENS FIELD
Improvements are still going on at this popular play-
ground. The pond at the southerly end of the field has
been completed and trees planted around it. The filling
has nearly been completed. The bath house proved very
popular. More playground equipment will be added from
time to time as it can be obtained. Bath house receipts
:
rooms $74.10 ; suits $16.60 ; towels $9.80. Circus rental
$150.00.
BREWSTER GARDENS
Due to the change of ownership of the property on
Leyden Street known as the "first house site" the beauty
of this park has been greatly increased. Also changes
being made by the Plymouth Electric Light Company will
aid in beautifying that section. It is recommended that
an appropriation be made for the purchase of the lot on
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Leyden Street next to the Power Station to be added to
the park.
SOUTH STREET PLAYGROUNDS
This playground proves very popular with the children
of this section of the town. It has received the usual
attention.
BURTON PARK
This park has received the usual care.
BATES PARK
Needed repairs were made on this park during the
season.
NELSON STREET PLAYGROUND
The usual care was given the playground and much
needed repairs made on the bath house. The bath house
is very popular although not a great deal of money is
taken in. Receipts for rooms |63.00 ; suits |17.60 ; tow-
els $9.90.
MUNICIPAL CAMP
This proves more popular each year. We made a small
charge the past season for each car parked. Number of
cars parked during the season were 2,403. Amount re-
ceived for parking $600.75.
We have had the wet place on the southerly side drained
and filled in. It is all seeded and will be ready for camp-
ers the coming season. This filling greatly adds to the
camping area. The new fence was started on the south-
erly side, this will eventually be carried around the whole
camp and playground.
DEPOT PARK
The usual care was given this park. Some more shrub-
bery was set out and a connection was made to the water
main so that a hose can be used for watering in dry
seasons.
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VETERAN'S FIELD
This playground is certainly very popular with the
children of the north end. The work of the summer play-
ground instructor was carried on here. The gate posts
have been erected and the flag pole moved to a point near
the memorial tablet. More playground equipment will be
added as funds are provided.
TRAINING GREEN
The usual care was given this park during the season.
MORTON PARK
The bath house proved more popular the past season.
Over 300 pine trees were set out and considerable work
done in cutting out blind corners. Trees were sprayed
as the work of moths was again noted in the park. There
should be an appropriation for electric light and tele-
phone lines into the park. Bath house receipts : rooms
1188.55; suits $21.40; towels $17.65.
INDIAN LANDS
The usual care was given this reservation the past
season.
LOOMIS R. GRANT,
MYRON L. SMITH,
ROY E. BEAMAN,
Park Commissioners.
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REPORT OF PLANNING BOARD
The principal activity of the Planning Board the past
year has been a continuation of the study of the Zoning
Map and By-law, prepared for the Town by Mr. John P.
Fox in 1927.
Public hearings have been held, at which effort has
been made to explain in detail the whole zoning project,
and interested citizens have appeared before the Board
at the regular Planning Board meetings to ask for infor-
mation, suggest changes and offer criticisms.
The Board has made an earnest effort to incorporate
all helpful suggestions, and it feels that there has re-
sulted in the revised Zoning By-law and Map an improve-
ment, both in provisions, in districts, and in simplification.
This revised Zoning Map and By-law will be presented
to the Town at the regular meeting in March, 1929, and
it is the hope of the Board that it will receive favorable
consideration from the citizens.
Zoning is a method of regulating community growth
along right lines, with special reference to the health, the
comfort, the safety, and the general welfare of the people.
It prevents confusion of buildings and uses of property,
and permits of logical and dependable development. It
is protection to the property owner. Sixty percent, of
the people of the state are living in zoned communities;
the Planning Board believe that zoning is a good thing
for the people of Plymouth.
WESTERLY ROUTE
The Board is gratified to note that at the Town Meeting
held in March, 1928, the Town accepted the lay-out of the
Westerly Route, so-called, and made an appropriation for
grading the same.
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That this was a wise action on the part of the Town
seems to be evident from the comments heard, and from
the more tangible evidence that building has already
begun on this street. It seems certain that such develop-
ment will continue, along this very well located way,
which can, when the time comes, become a link in a by-
pass route around the centre of the Town.
APPROPRIATIONS
We recommend an appropriation of $500 for the en-
suing year.
Respectfully submitted,
FRANCIS C. HOLMES, Chairman,
ARTHUR E. BLACKMER, Secretary,
ELLIS W. BREWSTER,
GEORGE L. G00DIN;G.
BOARD OF HEALTH
DIRECTORY
Term Expires
Herbert S. Maxwell, Chairman, 1929
Dr. William E. Curtin, Secretary, 1931
Andrew J. Carr, 1929
Dr. Walter D. Shurtleff, Health Officer and Agent
George W. Wood, Inspector of Slaughtering
Edward K. Morse, Inspector and Fumigating Officer
Daniel J. Sullivan, Inspector of Milk
Arthur A. Sampson, Inspector of Plumbing
Michael D. Welsh, Inspector of Plumbing
Dr. Walter D. Shurtleff, Director of Clinics
Almeda Chandler, Clerk
Harry A. Taft, Charles Cranford, E. E. Farnham and
Augustus B. Rogers, Special Inspectors.
The regular meetings of the Board of Health are held
on every Tuesday evening at five o'clock.
FINANCIAL REPORT FOR 1928
RECEIPTS
Appropriation, March, 1928, $18,000 00
PAYMENTS
General and Administrative
Expenses, $1,865 67
Quarantine and Contagious Dis-
eases, 5,234 96
Tuberculosis, 2,935 70
Vital Statistics, 145 00
Inspection (animals, meat, milk) 2,761 64
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Public Dump, 2,826 63
Tuberculosis Dispensary Ex-
penses, 1,422 21
Dental Clinic Expenses, 1,425 71
Plumbing- Inspection, Fumigat-
ing and various Expenses, 1,435 91
$20,053 43
Overdrawn (to be appropriated by Town) $2,053 43
In the matter of contagious diseases this tabulation
speaks for itself, although undoubtedly a good many cases
where there was no doctor called in, were not reported,
and we are calling the attention of the householders to
the fact that all contagious cases must be reported where
a doctor is not called.
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1-^ 7^, < 1^ ^. < V. o ^ b-
Chicken Pox, 61111 3 1 10 4 28
Diphtheria, 2 114 11 10
Dog Bite, 1 1
German Measles, 2 5 2 3 1 1 14
Ophthalima
Neonatorum, 1 1
Influenza, 1 1
Lobar
Pneumonia, 2 114 1 2 11
Broncho
Pneumonia, 15 12 1 10
Measles, 2 18 206 65 10 2 1 1 2 307
Mumps, 111 3
Scarlet Fever, 6 14 9 3 1 3 5 41
Septic Sore Throat, 111 3
Small Pox, 1 1
Pulmonary
Tuberculosis, 1 11 2 117
Other Forms
Tuberculosis, 1 4 16 12
Whooping Cough, 16 8 1 16
Gonorrhea, 2 6 5 1 1 3 18
Syphillis, 2 114
Scabies, 2 3 5
23 45 237 78 34 7 3 12 6 13 19 16 493
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To the Inhabitants of the Town of Plymouth : —
The following- report of the Board of Health is hereby
rendered, trusting that you will one and all carefully
consider it and give it the attention that it deserves.
Too few of us really consider how important a part this,
department plays in the well being" community.
A great number of calls are made upon the Health
Officer for minor things which while of not much im-
portance at the time if neglected would lead to serious
conditions arising.
Plymouth is a steadily growing community and health
education while being carefully taught in our schools^
does not include sanitation about the home. School chil-
dren are taught how to eat, bathe and clean their teeth hy
music, and then go home and throw empty cans and gar-
bage out upon the ground in the back yard. If we are to
curb contagion, we must educate our people to home sani-
tation. This can be successfully done if we have a whole
time Health Officer or Sanitary Inspector. The time has
come when the town cannot expect part time men to
have whole time success, and a full time man on either
of these positions with sufficient salary to enable him to
devote his best efforts to his work will save the town
money and afford better protection to the inhabitants.
Water inspections have been made by the Engineering
Department of the State upon request, and the drinking
water at all public drinking fountains and bathing beach-
es is in satisfactory condition. This department has been
requested from time to time to have water examined for
private individuals desiring approval of their wells. At
this time it will be well to say that the State will not ex-
amine wells for private citizens unless suspicion of infec-
tion of the water, or unless the well is used by the public.
Plymouth should be proud of its milk supplies and of
our local dealers who so carefully observe our Milk Regu-
lations which in most instances are adopted by them. No
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cases of disease have occurred in town during the year
that can be traced to milk supply.
Food and meat inspection has been quietly and efficient-
ly carried on as usual, and only a few minor violations
found.
An appropriation of $18,000.00 is asked for the year
1929.
HERBERT S. MAXWELL,
Chairman.
WM. E. CURTIN, M. D.,
Secretary.
ANDREW J. CARR,
WALTER D. SHURTLEFF, M. D.
Health Officer.
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Plymouth, Mass., January 1, 1929
To the Board of Health,
Gentlemen
:
I hereby render the report of the Clinic for the year
1928:
Number of Clinic visits, 130
Tuberculosis, 63
Venereal disease, 67
Number of examinations for Tuberculosis, 27
Number of Wassermann examinations, 16
Number patients admitted to Plymouth County
Hospital, 8
Number of patients to other Hospitals, 0
The results obtained in the treatment of patients com-
ing to our Clinic are very gratifying, Negative Wasser-
mann are of patients v^ho have been treated v^hose forma
report was Positive.
Respectfully submitted,
WALTER D. SHURTLEFF, M. D.,
Director of Clinics.
To the Board of Health,
Gentlemen
:
I herev^ith render my report for the year 1928
:
Food handlers inspected, 116
Roadside Lunch rooms and stands inspected, 27
Boy Camps inspected by request, 3
Boy Camps inspected on account of illness, 2
Inspection for contagious diseases, Halfway Pond, 1
Inspection for contagious diseases, Indian Hill, 1
Inspection for contagious diseases Cedarville, 1
Inspection for contagious diseases in Town, 28
Assisting Mr. Morse in Fumigating for Small Pox, 1
Total Inspections, 180
Respectfully submitted.
WALTER D. SHURTLEFF, M. D.
Health Officer.
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REPORT OF INSPECTOR OF SLAUGHTER-
ING FOR THE YEAR 1928
During the past year the following animals have been
slaughtered and examined as required by law.
Cattle Calves Hogs
January, 8 5 7
February, 9 3 4
March, 10 3 1
April, 8 5 1
May, 10 15 3
June, 8 9 0
July, 8 14 2
August, 9 8 0
September, 4 4 4
October, 5 6 2
November, 6 6 1
December, 6 9 4
91 87 29
1 lamb
One cow and one calf condemned as unfit for food.
GEORGE W. WOOD,
Inspector.
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REPORT OF INSPECTION OF MILK
Jan. 7, 1929
To the Honorable Board of Health
:
Gentlemen
:
In accordance with the Gen. Laws, Mass., Chapter 40,
Sec. 49, I herewith submit a report as Inspector of Milk
for the year ending December 31, 1928.
Work Performed
Licenses or permits issued in 1928
:
Type Class A Class B Class C Total
Milk Dealers Licenses, 68 42 50 160
Oleomargarine Licenses, 8 8
Permits, 27 27
Total, 50 77
Summary of Inspections Made:
Class A—Hotels, restaurants, tea rooms, lunch-
counters, drug stores, 58
Class B—-Stores, markets, etc., 37
Class C—Producers or those primarily deal-
ing in milk, 107
Dairies, 21
Ice Cream Dealers, 10
Pasteurization Plants, 18
Total, 251
Average Percentage per class for Sanitary Conditions
:
Class A.—Dealers, 82.78
Class B.—Dealers, 86.7
Class" C—Dealers, 67.4
Dairies, 85.5
Ice Cream Dealers, 81.05
Pasteurizing Plants, 85.1
A-verage Percentage of Sanitary Conditions, 81.42
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Summary of Tests Made
:
Testing milk for Butter Fats, 196
Testing milk for Solids, 392
Testing milk for Sediment, 56
Testing cream for Butter Fats, 2
Testing milk for Bacteria, 77
Testing milk for Tubercle Bacilli (T.B.), 14
Testing milk for Tubercle Bacilli (Chicken Pox), 8
Total, 745
Tuberculin Test:
Cattle tested under State Supervision in 1928, 881
Cattle tested and reacted, 87
Cattle tested and passed, 794
Percentage passing test, 90.1
Expenditures for 1928
Salary of Milk Inspector, |425 00
Salary of Collector of Samples, 415 30
Equipment, 525 84
Auto Expense, 91 55
Printing and Advertising, 65 00
Electricity, 3 50
Total, $1,526 19
DANIEL J. SULLIVAN,
Inspector.
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REPORT OF INSPECTORS OF PLUMBING
Plymouth, Mass., Jan. 1, 1929
To the Honorable Board of Health
:
We herewith submit our report for the year 1928
:
Number of Permits, 146
Number of Inspections, 178
Number of Old Buildings, 54
Number of New Buildings, 92
Respectfully submitted,
ARTHUR A. SAMPSON,
MICHAEL D. WELSH,
Inspectors of Plumbing.
J
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REPORT OF FIRE COMMISSIONER
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen:
—
Gentlemen : By comparing the accompanying report
of the year 1927 and 1926, it will be noticed that a steady
decline in the fire 'loss is shown, which certainly is very
gratifying and a credit to the Town and especially to the
Fire Department, as it certainly indicates that a high
rate of efficiency is maintained.
Following is a brief summary of the conditions of the
personnel, buildings, apparatus and signal system.
PERSONNEL
An excellent spirit of enthusiasm and co-operation con-
tinues to exist throughout the entire department which
it seems needless to say is a valuable asset.
BUILDINGS
Both the Central and North Station with the exception
of minor repairs that are contemplated, are in excellent
condition.
APPARATUS
Apparatus Housed in Central Station
Combination A, 400 gallon pump, hose and chemical.
Combination D, 400 gallon pump, hose and chemical.
Combination B, 750 gallon pump and hose.
Ladder Truck, 2 Service Cars and Chief's Car.
All of these are in good condition.
Apparatus Housed in North Station
Combination Chemical and Hose, in good condition.
Horse-drawn Ladder Truck. This machine was pur-
chased in 1893 and compared with apparatus of todaj^ is
obsolete and serious consideration should be given to
replace it at an early date.
'Plymouth Nine
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STEAM FIRE ENGINES
Both Steam Fire P]ngines have been disposed of under
vote of the October Town Meetinjr, 1928.
FIRE ALARM SYSTEM
I can but continue to refer to previous reports and
again call to the attention of the voters, the fact, that very-
serious consideration should be given to the article in the
Tov^n Warrant calling for an appropriation to at least
make a st^rt and remedy this condition.
ORGANIZATION
Fire Commissioner,
Chief of Department,
Deputy Chief of Department,
Fire Department Surgeon,
Henry Walton
Albert Hiller
Clyfton Hatton
Walter D. Shurtleff
Percy Gardner
Charles Schroeder
Everett Wood
Central Station
Captain Fred Paty
Captain Henry F. Robbins
Charles T. Shaw
James Farris
Augustus Burgess
Peter Bibeau
(Call Force)
Lieut. Alfred Nickerson
Elmer Chandler
Peleg Chandler
Charles Baumgartner
Charles Carr
Warren Sampson
Norman Holmes
Samuel
John Sampson
Daniel Sullivan
George Banker
Milton Howland
Arthur Lovell
Max Siever
Philip Vacchina
Nickerson
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Ladder No. 1
Lieut. Guy Bunker Ernest Beauregard
Charles Hatton Robert Fogarty
Angelo Barbieri John Kenedy
William Baker George Wood
John White
(North Station)
Captain Henry T. Cash Frank Pimental
Lieut. John Stephen Robert Thorn
Edward Hardy Michael Maiers
William Delano William Pearce
Bernard Wolf Burton Grey
FIRE CALLS
Automobiles, 8 Playing with Matches, 3
Grass, 23 Sparks on Roofs, 6
Unknown, 3 Smoke, 1
Dump Fires, 5 Gas Burner, 1
False Alarms, 9 Grease Boiled Over, 1
Gas Leaks, 4 Rubbish Barrel, 6
Soot, 47 Brush Fires, 2
Hot Ashes, 1 Oily Rags, 2
Lungmotor, 5 Tar Boiled Over, 2
Smoking, «> Smoke from Heater, 5
Defective Chimneys, 3 Electric Wires, 3
Gasoline, 3 Truck Tipped Over, 1
Steam, 3 Kerosene Exploded, 1
Sparks from Chimneys, 4 Burning Corn Stalks, 1
Over-heated Stoves, 1 Smoke House, 1
Woods, 8 Smoking in Bed, 2
Bon Fires, 18 Over-heated Stove Pipe, 3
Back-fire of Automobiles, 4
Total, 192
OUT OF TOWN CALLS
Manomet, 24 EUisville, 1
East Carver, 1 Great Herring Pond, 2
Kingston, 8
Vallerville, 1 Total, 37
FIRES DURING 1928
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May 34.7 5 2 33 62 7
June 42.4 1 4 '500 44 38 i 6
July 120.8 3 31 2 1 II 2,000 511 50 2 39
August 11.6 5 6
II
100 56 38 11
September 38.8 i 4 4 1 li 1,600 118 14 10
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3,700 72 226 13
November 55.2 2| 10 II 1,750 191 311 12
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1
127
1
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9 II 17,725|2,623 1,541 51192
VALUATIONS AND LOSSES
Value of Buildings, $100,100 00
Loss on Buildings, $15,035 00
Insurance on Buildings, $90,600 00
Insurance paid on Buildings, $15,262 00
Value of Contents, $73,495 50
Loss on Contents, $7,174 40
Insurance on Contents,
.
$27,500 00
Insurance paid on Contents, $2,110 00
Total Value Involved, $173,595 50
Total Loss on Value Involved, $22,209 40
Total Number of Alarms during 1928, 192
1929
Salary and Wages
:
Permanent Force, $22,854 00
Call Force, 3,430 00
Vacations, 910 00
Janitor, 100 00
$27,294 00
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Equipment and Repairs:
New, $500 00
Repairs,
.
200 00
Maintenance, 200 00
900 00
Hose
:
New, 500 00
Equipment for Men, 50 00
Motor Apparatus:
New, 1200 00
Repairs, 600 00
Maintenance, 600 00
Fire Alarm:
New, 11,000 00
Repairs, 750 00
Maintenance, 200 00
Fuel and Light
:
Coal, |450 00
Gas and Electricity, 600 00
Buildings and Grounds:
Carpt. and Paint, $500 00
Plumbing, 150 00
Janitor Supplies, 300 00
Other Expenses
:
Stationery and Postage, $25 00
Printing, 100 00
Telephone, 200 00
1,400 00
1,950 00
1,050 00
950 00
325 00
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All Others
:
Furniture and Fixtures, $200 00
Dormitory, • 50 00
Freight and Express, 30 00
Sundry Accounts, 400 00
685 00
Total, 135,104 00
Pension for Capt. Robbins, half pay for 11
months, 950 00
All, $36,054 00
HENRY WALTON,
Fire Commissioner.
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REPORT OF CEMETERY COMMISSIONERS FOR
THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1928
OAK GROVE AND VINE HILLS CEMETERIES
Appropriation, $11,500 00
Income from Trust Funds, 2,281 09
113,781 09
Payments
Salaries and Wages
—
Superintendent, \Pl,225 80
Labor, 8,519 90
Clerical Assistance, 228 90
Other Expenses
—
Teams, 1407 04
Loam and Fertilizer, 304 25
Trees, Shrubs, Grass Seed, 213 25
Tools, Paint, 177 01
Telephone, 30 04
Stationery and Postage, 101 83
Macadamizing, 2,072 70
Calcium Chloride, 138 00
Pipe and Cement, 194 10
Markers, 95 90
Another, 71 10
19,974 60
3,805 22
Total Payments, 13,779 82
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $1 27
Receipts
Sale of Lots, $1,028 65
Care of Lots, 1,528 85
Miscellaneous (Including Graves and
Foundations), 3,356 98
^ $5,914 48
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We recommend an ai)})r()i)riation of eleven thousand five hun-
dred dollars ($11,500.00) for the year 1929.
We also ask for a Special Appropriation of Fifteen Hundred
dollars (,$1500.00) to be used for macadamizing avenues in Oak
Grove and Vine Hills Cemeteries.
BURIAL HILL CEMETERY
Appropriation, $2,000 00
Income from Trust Funds, 59 22
$2,059 22
Payments
Salaries and Wages
—
Superintendent, S482 60
Labor, 1,465 90
Clerical Assistance, 17 43
Other Expenses
—
Teams, $15 50
Loam and Fertilizer, 6 75
Tools, Paint, 44 72
All Other, 25 48
$1,965 93
92 45
Total Payments, 2,058 38
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $ 84
Receipts
Care of Lots, $41 60
Miscellaneous, 52 31
$93 91
We recommend an appropriation of tv^o thousand dollars
($2,000.00) for the year 1929.
CHILTONVILLE, MANOMET, CEDARVILLE AND
SOUTH POND CEMETERIES
Appropriation, $300 00
Income from Trust Funds, 88 80
$388 80
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Payments
$22 85
$131 00
11 00
4 00
146 00
$132 00
1 00
80
133 80
$24 00
3 00
27 00
Total Payments, 329 65
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $59 15
Receipts
Chiltonville
—
Sale of Lots, $57 60
We recommend an appropriation of three hundred dollars
($300.00) for the year 1929.
Twenty-three new funds have been established the past year,
amounting to $3,246.00, all of which can be found in the report
of the Town Accountant.
Respectfully submitted,
HORACE M. SAUNDERS,
ARTHUR E. BLACKMER,
RICHARD T. ELDRIDGE,
Cemetery Commissioners.
Clerical Assistance,
Chiltonville
Labor,
Repairs,
Loam,
Manomet
—
Labor,
Team,
Grass Seed,
South Pond-
Labor,
Truck,
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REPORT OF BUILDING INSPECTOR
January 2, 1929.
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen :
—
Gentlemen: The following is a summary of building
operations, within the Town, during the year ending
December 31, 1928.
No. Kind Est. Cost
58 Single Family $245,700
5 Two Family 37,000
19 Other Buildings 84,050
41 Garages 20,250
42 Alterations and Additions 68,400
165 1455,400
Respectfully submitted,
THOMAS A. BODELL,
Inspector of Buildings.
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SEALER OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen:
Gentlemen : In compliance with the Gen. Laws, Mass.,
Chapter 98, Section 34, I herewith submit a report for
the year 1928 as Sealer of Weights and Measures. Period
from January 1st to December 31st, 1928.
OFFICE STANDARDS
Balance—1. Yard Measure—1. Meter—1. Kilogram—1.
Avoirdupois Weights.
50 Ibs.-l, 25-1, 20-1, 10-1, 5-1, 4-1, 2-1, 1-1, 8 oz.-l, 4-1,
2-1, 1-1, 1/2-1, 1/4-1, 1/8-1, 1/16-1.
Capacity Measures.
1/2 bu.-l, 1/4-1, 1/8-1, 1/16-1, 1/32-1, 1 gal.-l, 1/2-1, 1/4-1,
1/8-1, 1/16-1, 1/32-1, 1/64-1.
STANDARDS OTHER THAN THOSE FURNISHED
BY THE COMMONWEALTH
Apothecary Weights.
4 drams-1, 2-1, 1-1, i/^-l, 2 scruples-1, 10 grains-1, 5-1,
2-1, 1-1, 0.5-1, 0.2-1, 0.1-1.
Metric.
500 grams-1, 200-1, 100-2, 50-1, 20-1, 10-2, 5-1, 2-2, 1-1,
500 mil.-l, 200-1, 100-2, 50-1, 20-1, 10-2, 5-1, 2-1, 1-1.
Troy.
1 Ib.-l, 6 oz.-l, 2-2, 1-1.
Clyindrical Glass Graduates.
32 oz.-l, 16-1, 8-1, 4-1, 2-1, 1-1, 35 cu. inches-1, 10-1, 3-1.
SEALER'S WORKING EQUIPMENT
Test Balance—1.
Test Balance for Apothecary Weights—1.
Avoirdupois Weights.
50 lbs.-21, 25-2, 20-1, 10-2, 5-2, 2-4, 1-3, 8 oz.-2, 4-2,
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2-2, 1-2, yo-2, l/j^-l, '^{-2, 1/16-2, 1/32-1.
Metric.
500 ^n-ams-1, 200-1, 100-2, 50-1, 20-1, 10-2, 5-1, 2-2, 1-1,
500 mil.-l, 200-1, 100-2, 50-1, 20-1, 10-2, 5-1, 2-1, 1-1.
Apothecary.
12 oz.-l, 6-1, 2-2, 1-1, 4 drams-1, 2-1, 1-1, 2 scruples-1,
1-1, 10 grains-l, 5-1, 2-1, 1-2, 0.5-1, 0.2-2, 0.1-1.
Capacity Measures.
5 gal.-l, 3-1,, 2-1, 1-1, 1/2-1, 1 Pt.-l, y^-l, 1 gill-1,
2 bu.-l, l^ bu.-l, 1/8-1, 1/16-1.
Testing Measures for Gasoline Pumps.
1.0 gal.-l, 5-1, 4-2, 3-1, 2-2, 1-2.
Standard Measuring Flasks.
Metric Units.
500 mils.-l, 250-1, 100-1, 50-1, 25-1.
Pipettes.
6 liq. drams, graduated in minims-1.
10 millimeters, graduated in 1/10-1.
30 minims, graduated in 1 min.-l.
Tools, Record Books, etc.
Yard measure-1, steel tape-1, inside caliper-1, steel
dies-6, lead press-1, lead seals-200, illuminum seals-200,
liquid clamp-1, paper seals, red-10, green, 200, non-seal
labels-0, rubber seals-1, condemning tags-100, drill-6,
punches-4, adjusting lead-5 lbs., levels-2, slicker plates-1,
receipt books-12, sealing record books-2, commodity re-
weighing books-1, coal reweighing books-11, reweighing
j pads-5, inspection pads-6, ice weighing kit-1, chain-1,
hooks-6, point remover-1, dry measure guage-1, 14 inch
stilson-1, 6 inch stilson-1, hammers-3, screw drivers-4,
flat wrenches-4, hand drill-1, cutters-2, pliers-2, slide
rule-1, emery stone-1, vice-2, files-6.
OfRce Equipment.
All steel desk-1, fire-proof files (3 compartment) -2,
Remington Standard No. 10 Typewriter-1, Safe-1,
Chairs-2,
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SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURES
Appropriations for 1928, |3,150 00
Salary, $1,200 00
Labor, 684 00
Equipment, 101 93
Printing and Advertising, 10 00
New Auto, * $627 00
Allowance for old car, 125 00
Balance, 502 00
Auto Expense, 549 76
Stationery and Postage, 74 27
Telephone, 57 70
Total, 13,179 66
Deficiency, |29 66
DANIEL J. SULLIVAN,
Sealer.
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Work Performed by Department of Weights and
Measures for Which Fees are Collected
DEVICE
Scales
Platform over 5,000 lbs.,
Platform 100 to 5,000 lbs..
Counter 100 lbs. or over,
Counter under 100 lbs.,
Beam 100 lbs. or over,
Beam under 100 lbs..
Spring 100 lbs. or over,
Spring: under 100 lbs..
Computing 100 lbs. or over,
Computing under 100 lbs..
Personal Weighing,
Prescription,
Jewelers',
Weights
Avoirdupois,
Apothecary,
Metric,
Troy,
Capacity Measures
Liquid,
Ice Cream Cans,
Glass Graduates,
Dry,
Fuel Baskets,
Auto. Meas. Devices
Gasoline Pumps,
Gasoline Meters,
Kerosene Pumps,
Oil Measuring Pumps,
Quan. Meas. on Pumps (ea.
Molasses Meas. Devices,
Leather Meas. (Semi-ann.),
Linear Measures
Yard Sticks.
Tapes,
Surveyors' Measures,
Taxi Meters,
Cloth MeasuriLg Devices,
Adjusting, Charges,
Miscellaneous Veh. Tanks,
Total,
Unpaid Fees, 1927,
Jan. 4, 1929.
,^
1/
=
1
y o
11.00 31 '12 25 4 2 fin
.50 237 101 188 27 22 94.00
.50
.10 lie ii 73 41 2 7.30
.ou 1 / A4 17 8.50
.10 34 2 25 9 2.50
.50 49 5 35 2 12 17^50
.10 195 79 143 11 41 14.30
.50 8 7 7 1 3.50
.10 112 53 101 3 8 10.10
.50 16 11 5 5.50
.10 7 2 7 .70
.10 2 1 2 .20
.03 1343 15 1336 1 6 40.08
.03 94 92 2 2.76
.03 26 26 .78
.03 26 26 .78
.03 965 962 3 28.86
.03
.03 2 2
"
.06
.03 22 21 i .63
.03 46 38 8 1.14
.10
190
3
48
. . 131
), .10 1192
.10 7
1.00
13 160 19
2 . .
44 2
89 42
543 1192 ..16
11
1
2
.03 86
.03 1
.25
1.00
.03 1
.20
119.20
.10
2.58
.03
.03
75,30
14.50
5016 848 4722 167 127 $476.13
1.26
$477.39
DANIEL J. SULLIVAN,
Sealer.
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SUMMARY OF INSPECTIONS MADE
Clinical Thermometers, 47 Paper or fibre cartons. 107
Coal certificates, 19 Milk jars. 102
Ice scales, 71 Pedlers licenses. 154
Junk scales, 1 Pedlers scales. 73
Marking of bread, 708 Transient vendors. 8
Marking of food pkgs.. 909 Wholesale milk cans. 83
Metal ice cream con- Cranberry boxes, 34,050
tainers. 437
SUMMARY OF
Berry baskets, 2
Climax baskets, 4
Gas. devices (other than
sealing) , 254
Cartons (approved as
measured), 24
Ice cream cartons, 155
Mass. standard boxes, 9
TESTS MADE
Manufacturers' sealed
milk jars, 90
Reweighings and meas-
urements (made for
municipalities), 1
Cranberry boxes, 335
Oil jars, 450
Glass graduates, 27
TRIAL WEIGHINGS AND MEASUREMENTS OF
COMMODITIES SOLD OR PUT UP FOR SALE
Total Number Incorrect
Item No. Tested Correct Under Over
Bread, 708 79 270 359
Butter, 26 . . . . 26
Charcoal, 12 9 . . 3
Coal, 46 6 7 33
Coke, 38 . . . . 38
Confectionery,
Dry Commodity, 13 1 . . 12
Dry Goods,
Flour, 42 11 15 16
Fruits and Vegetables, 27 7 6 14
Grain and Feed, 1 1
Hay, 6 3 .. 3
Ice, 1 . . . . 1
Liquid Commodity, 442 418 2 22
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Meats and Provisions, 28
Wood, 11
Miscellaneous, 672
Total, 2,073
4
562
1,107
80
380
22
7
30
586
RECORD OF COURT CASES
Defendant Address Nature of Offence Date Result
1 Kingston Possessing & Using 8/28/28 Not Guilty
False Scales
DANIEL J. SULLIVAN,
Sealer.
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REPORT OF MEASURER OF WOOD AND
BARK FOR 1928
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen :
—
Gentlemen : In compliance with the Gen. Laws, Mass.,
Chapter 94, Section 296, I herewith submit a report for
the year 1928 as Measurer of Wood and Bark.
CORD WOOD
Date Kind Length Tested Correct Under Over
May 23 Oak Stove 1 . . . . 1
Sept. 24 Oak Stove 1 . . . . 1
Total, 2 .... 2
May 3 Pine
May 18 Pine
June 26 Pine
Sept. 6 Pine
Total,
KINDLING
Stove 1 1
Stove 1 1
Stove 1 1
Stove 6
CONVEYANCES MEASURED
Jan. 17
Jan. 24
Feb. 17
May 3
May 18
May 23
June 13
June 26
Sept. 6
Sept. 24
Oct. 4
Dec. 28
1 truck
1 truck
1 truck
29 baskets
5 baskets
3 baskets
2 baskets
2 baskets
1 basket
2 baskets
6 baskets
14 baskets
Total, 3 trucks 64 baskets
DANIEL J. SULLIVAN.
Plymouth Ten
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GYPSY AND BROWN TAIL MOTH ACCOUNT
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen, the following
report is respectfully submitted
:
Appropriation, $5,000 00
Payments
—
Salaries and Wages
—
3,494 90
Superintendent, $1,208 60
Labor, 2,286 30
Other expenses
—
Insecticides, 259 24
Hardware and Tools, 39 06
Teams and Trucks, 327 00
Auto and Sprayer ex-
pense, 830 31
Telephone, 49 49
1,505 10
15,000 00
The year 1928 has passed, and no special damage done
in Plymouth by the moths, although they were reported
plentiful in the towns around us. I think by spraying
the roads leading into Town, we keep them out pretty
well. There is nothing to do except keep right on with
the methods used during the past year, hoping that we
can keep them under control until the parasites become
plentiful enough to do our work.
I respectfully recommend an appropriation of |5,000.00
for labor and supplies for this department for the en-
suing year.
A. A. RAYMOND,
I Moth Superintendent.
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TREE WARDEN ACCOUNT
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen the following
report is respectfully submitted:
Appropriation, |2,500 00
Payments
—
Salaries and Wages
—
Superintendent (Tree
Warden) |630 00
Labor, 1,159 33
11,789 33
Other expenses
—
Insecticides, $352 80
Hardware and Tools, 33 05
Trucking, 51 25
Storage, 96 00
Sprayer Expense, 59 78
Sprayer Hose, 107 80
All other 9 57
710 25
$2,499 58
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, 42
The usual trimming and spraying has been done to our
street trees throughout the Town ; also such other care as
has come to my attention, such as trimming roots that
have outgrown the sidewalks, filling cavities, etc. There
is much more of the latter work to be done. Several trees
were run down by automobiles this year, and these were
replaced with new trees.
There are two new streets to have trees the coming
year, taking about thirty trees. I am planning on about
the same amount of work to be done the coming year as
was done last year.
I respectfully recommend an appropriation of $2,500.00
for labor and supplies for this department for the en-
suing year.
A. A. RAYMOND, Tree Warden.
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REPORT OF FOREST FIRE WARDEN
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen
—
Gentlemen
:
The following report will show the most favorable con-
ditions in many years. The fires in 1928 were few in
number and the amount of damage was very small.
Under date of March 28, a fire that started in Kingston
came into Plymouth and burned over about 300 acres
with an estimated damage of |600. This sum comprises
the total loss of the year. The other fires, seven in
number, were small in extent and no damages resulted.
A new chemical tank has been installed on the fire truck.
This will make it possible to reach the tops of trees in
case of a crown fire, when the ordinary fire extinguisher
is not effective. The expenses during the year were as
follows
:
Fire Patrol, |840 01
Fighting Fires, 791 02
Labor on Woods Roads, 321 00
Forest Warden's Salary, 300 00
New Chemical Tank and Hose, 521 40
Apparatus, 431 84
Auto Hire, 36 00
Telephone, 46 78
Miscellaneous, 123 79
Total, $3,411 84
Balance on hand, $588.16.
I recommend an appropriation of |4,000 for the year
1929.
IRA C. WARD,
Forest Fire Warden.
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REPORT OF THE TOWN FORESTRY COM
MITTEE FOR THE YEAR ENDING
DECEMBER 31, 1928
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen and Citizens of
Plymouth
:
Balance from 1927, $1,349 73
Appropriation, 2,000 00
Transfer from Public Welfare
Department, 100 00
$3,449 73
Payments
—
Secretary, $50 00
Labor, 1,156 12
Ploughing fire belts, 175 00
Fire Tower, 2,033 22
All other, 34 65
3,448 99
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $ .74
The necessary work has been done as usual, such as
keeping the fire guard clean, roads trimmed, etc., and
20,000 trees planted, making a total of 87,000 during the
past four years. We also had about i/^ mile of fire belt
ploughed twelve feet wide.
Ploughing a strip twelve feet wide on each side of our
50 ft. fire guard, we think is very essential, but is quite
expensive on account of stumps, various grades, etc., but
we intend to do what we can each year until it is com-
pleted.
Our 50 ft. steel fire tower was erected and painted one
coat of aluminum paint at a cost of $2,033.22. The ob-
servatory on top of said tower was not completed, as our
appropriation would not allow it, but we hope to be able
to do this early in the Spring.
—ISO-
There is plenty of weeding and pruning which we have
to do gradually, as we feel that fire prevention comes
first.
Ninety percent, of the trees planted are doing fine;
some of them growing eighteen inches in height last
season.
We sincerely hope that the Town will keep up the good
work they have started in establishing a Town Forest.
With the proper care and management for a few years
the Town of Plymouth will not only feel that they have
made a good investment, but will have something to be
very proud of.
Your Committee recommends an appropriation of
$2,000.00 for the ensuing year.
Respectfully submitted,
GEORGE R. BRIGGS,
ABBOTT A. RAYMOND,
CHAS. T. STEVENS.
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REPORT OF THE PLYMOUTH COUNTY
EXTENSION SERVICE — 1928
Appropriations for the Trustees County Aid to Agri-
culture apply to the funds of the organization known
more commonly as the Plymouth County Extension
Service. The Plymouth County Extension Service, sup-
ported by federal, state, county, and local funds, co-oper-
ates with the Massachusetts Agricultural College in
teaching agriculture and home-making through group
instruction, correspondence, and individual service to
any man, woman, boy, or girl, in the county who desires
such information.
Plymouth farmers attended the extension service meet-
ings and received literature on dairying and poultry
raising. Several were given personal service by the
county agent who visited their farms to leave specific
advice.
Outstanding in the women's extension program was
a series of meetings in Child Feeding and Child Guidance
which was widely attended and which has laid the foun-
dation for more extension work along these lines. The
Annual Garden Tour of the home section included visits
to many Plymouth gardens.
The 4-H girls' clothing clubs have continued and still
are doing good work. The members of these clubs are
given practical work to do at home which requires use of
the information furnished by the extension service.
PORTER T. HARLOW,
Town Director.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON INLAND
FISHERIES
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen
—
Gentlemen
—
Your committee on Inland Fisheries report that they
expended two hundred and fifty dollars for stocking the
various ponds and streams with small mouth bass and
trout during the past year. They recommend that the
sum of three hundred dollars be appropriated for the
coming year.
Very truly yours,
WARREN S. GALE,
MICHAEL D. WELSH,
GEOFFREY D. PERRIER.
LIST OF JURORS
Prepared by the Selectmen of Plymouth, Mass., for 1929
Adams, Richard W., River St., mason.
Adamson, William, 113 Summer St., mill emp.
Alexander, Earl, 65 Alden St., weaver.
Alsheimer, Albert P., 58 Summer St., rivet maker.
Anderson, Robert, 12 South Spooner St., Cordage emp.
Armstrong, Robert, 5 South Spooner St., Cordage emp.
Armstrong, William, 370 Court St., machinist.
Ashton, John W., 28 Vernon St., weaver.
Austin, Arthur E., 261 1-2 Court St., designer.
Bagnell, George F., 33 South Spooner St., Cordage emp.
Bain, James, 1 1-4 South Spooner St., Cordage emp.
Baker, Harold W., 8 Chilton St., store manager.
Barnes, George C, 9 Washington St., clerk.
Bartlett, Cornelius, River St., caretaker.
Bennett, George V., 208 Court St., clerk.
Bennett, Harry T., 125 Sandwich St., laundryman.
Besse, Loring P., 66 Sandwich St., carpenter.
Beytes, Leon H., 430 Court St., civil engineer.
Bittinger, Fritz John, 140 Court St., managing editor.
Bowditch, Arthur L., 6 Massasoit St., engineer.
Brenner, Gregory J., 26 Hamilton St., mill emp.
Brenner, Henry, 191 Standish Ave., laborer.
Brewster, William W., 2nd, 8 South Spooner St., foreman.
Briggs, James A., 10 Lothrop St., percher.
Briggs, Lyman W., 22 Oak St., clerk.
Brink, Otto, 192 Summer St., dresser.
Butland, Elmer E., 4 Massasoit St., clerk.
Butler, Willard C, 42 South Spooner St., machinist.
Butts, Frank E., 246 Court St., Cordage emp.
Cameron, William, 51 South Spooner St., foreman.
Ca-rr, Charles F., 26 Middle St., laborer.
Cash, Henry T., 49 South Spooner St., Cordage emp.
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Coakley, Dennis P., 75 Samoset St., weaver.
Cole, Charles F., Jr., 128 Sandwich St., machinist.
Dale, Lawrence L., 96 Court S't., clerk.
Damon, Harold S., 258 Court St., second mate.
DeCost, Normain J., off Oak St., laundryman.
Donovan, Richard J., 33 Allerton St., weaver.
Doten, Elmer T., 246 Court St., weaver.
Douglas, Harold E., South Pond, clerk.
Erickson, Charles H., 85 Samoset St., weaver.
Fox, George H., 35 South Spooner St., Cordage emp.
Freeman, Charles M., 129 Court St., clerk.
Freyermuth, John J., 18 North Spooner St., mili emp.
Fries, Harry, 62 Alden St., chauffeur.
Gardner, William H., 13 Brewster St., engineer.
Cellar, Peter, Jr., 59 South St., dresser.
Gifford, Alfred N., 17 Allerton St., salesman.
Girard, Raymond F., 76 Standish Ave., electrician.
Gleason, Samuel F., 160 Sandwich St., clerk.
Goddard, Fred A. 271 Court St., antique dealer.
Goddard, Harrison F., 14 Chilton St.
Goldthwaite, George A., 3 Whiting St., woodworker.
Goodwin, Bernard J., 28 1-2 Middle St., electrician.
Goodwin, Frank J. Jr., 24 Brewster St., chauffeur.
Goodwin, Hugh P., 14 Alden St., weaver.
Gordon, Arthur P., 13 Mt. Pleasant St., carpenter.
Gordon, Samuel, Summer St., farmer.
Graham, William J., 1 Murray St., weaver.
Grandi, Charles J., 10 Brewster St., Cordage emp.
Greaves, Robert, 92 Allerton St., dresser.
Greene, Harold F., 12 Alvin Rd., bookkeeper.
Griffin, Chester D., 92 Sandwich St., machinist.
Griffin, Edward P., 102 Warren Ave., illustrator.
Gunther, Herbert E., 23 Standish Ave., assistant foreman.
Haidaway, Augustus S., Chiltonville, carpenter.
Hagen, Frank A., 16 Atlantic St., foreman.
Haigh, Tom, 3 Wood St., cloth inspector.
Hale, Norman L., 2 Sandwich St., laborer.
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Hanson, George, 4 Phoenix Ct., loom fixer.
Harlow, Benjamin G., Oak Ridge, laborer.
Harlow, Everett T., River St., salesman.
Harriman, William H., 150 Court St., salesman.
Haskell, Chester B., Cedarville, cranberry grower.
Hatton, Charles H., 15 Oak St., painter.
Hawkins, Vernon M., Jr., 28 Warren Ave.
Hay, Donald G., 64 Oak St., printer.
Hemmerly, William H., 11 Bartlett S't., chauffeur.
Higgins, Lawrence E., 156a Sandwich St., gardener.
Hodges, Henry 0., 27 Samoset St., weaver.
Holmes, Isaac T., 189 Court St., poultry raiser.
Holmes, Lyman A., 149 Summer St., cranberry grower.
Holmes, Roland T., 11 Whiting St., clerk.
Hultenius, Axel, 37 Spooner St., Cordage emp.
Igo, James, 84 Court St., weaver.
Jewell, Albion G., 5 Chiltonville St., musician.
Kane, Harry J., 56 Summer St., student.
Kierstead, Russell B., 1 South S'pooner St., Cordage emp.
Kingan, Ernest A. J., 143 Sandwich St., clerk.
Kyle, Morton, 8 Lothrop St., clerk.
Leach, George A., Clifford Rd., farmer.
Lewis, Warren E., 28 Whiting St., foreman.
Luce, Arthur H., 17 Clyfton St., retired.
Lumb, Fred, 11 Fremont St., harness raiser.
Lumb, Thomas, 66 Samoset St., weaver.
Luther, Nathaniel C. L., 30 Whiting St., machinist.
Maloney, Matthew E., 17 South Russell St., salesman.
Matinzi, Ralph F., 66 Oak St., Supt. Boys' Club.
McCosh, John A., Manomet, clerk.
McEwen, Thomas G., 18 Fremont St., cloth examiner.
Morrison, Henry E., 53 Russell St., weaver.
Morse, Arthur L., 21 Mayflower S't., clothier.
Morton, Louis, 4 South St., Cordage emp.
O'Connell, John J., Jr., 6 Phoenix Ct., laborer.
Paty, George L., 68 Samoset St., Cordage emp.
Perkins, Isaac H., 41 Mayflower St., mason.
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Peterson, Harold W., 2:M Sandwich St., chaufleur.
Phillips, George L., 38 South Spooner St., Cordage emp.
Pierce, Charles H., River St., fisherman.
Pratt, Ernest B., 62 Court St., laborer.
Pratt, Henry L., 121 Court St., Cordage emp.
Priestley, Edmund J., 9 Russell Ave., weaver.
Richardson, Robert, Vallerville, fisherman.
Rogan, Joseph S., Newfields St., clerk.
Rosenthal, George J., 54 Samoset St., clothier.
Sampson, Earl C, 14 Cushman St., clerk.
Sampson, Harry G., 4 Bradford St., weigher.
Sampson, Ossian M., 47 Pleasant St., tack maker.
Sears, Harold P., 9 Bay View Ave., clerk.
Sears, Luther F., 240 Sandwich St., Cordage emp.
Sgarzi, William, 354 Court St., garage man.
Shaw, Elwood A., 70 Court St., retired.
Siebenlist, Albert, rear 61 Alden S't., carpenter.
Simmons, Gordon B., 36 Mayflower St., clerk
Smith, Charles H., 119 Summer St., carpenter.
Stas, Francis J., 8 Royal St., weaver.
Stevens, Fred J., 6 Stoddard St., letter carrier.
Swanton, James S., 54 Allerton St., carpenter.
Swift, Allen R., Beaver Dam Rd., laborer.
Swift, Russell, Cliff St., farmer.
Tavernelli, Sebastian, 117 Sandwich St., barber.
Taylor, Herman, Brookside Ave., weaver.
Wall, Seth E., 158 Court St., Cordage emp.
Whiting, Roger W., 215 Sandwich St., machinist.
Wirzburger, Edward, Nicks Rock Rd., steam fitter.
Wood, William R., 74 Summer St., sign painter.
FRANK EASTWOOD,
GEORGE J. ANDERSON,
HERBERT K. BARTLETT,
WILLIAM H. BEEVER,
ANDREW J. CARR,
Selectmen of Plymouth.
Seventeenth
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
Town Accountant
OF THE
Town of Plymouth
For the Year Ending December 31st
1928

SEVENTEEKTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
TOWN ACCOUNTANT
For the year ending December 31, 1928
Plymouth, Mass., February 28, 1929.
To the Board of Selectmen,
Town of Plymouth.
Gentlemen
:
I submit herewith the report of the financial transac-
tions of the Town for the year ending December 31, 1928,
arranged in the usual order.
Schedule A. Shows all receipts and payments for the
year from Jan. 1, to Dec. 31, classified in accordance with
the requirements of the Division of Accounts of the
State.
Schedule B. Is a detailed account of the several appro-
priations, showing the amounts appropriated at town
meetings, any additions to same, payments made, bal-
ance remaining or transferred to surplus.
Schedule C. Is a statement of Estimated Receipts. The
charges are amounts used by the Assessors in making
the 1928 tax rate. The credits are amounts actually re-
ceived in 1928 from the respective sources.
Schedule D. The Revenue Account for the year.
Schedule E. List of unexpended appropriation balances
transferred to Excess and Deficiency Account, generally
spoken of as surplus.
Schedule F. Balance Sheet, January 1, 1929, of all open
ledger accounts.
Schedule G. Summary of Outstanding Indebtedness
(bonds) showing debt at the beginning of the year 1928,
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amounts paid during that year, also the requirements for
])rincipal and interest for 1929.
Schedule H. Detailed statement of bonded indebled-
ness, giving the particulars of each bond issue.
Schedule 1. List of all Trust Funds not including uhet
January, 1929, dividends.
Schedule J. Calculation of the Town's borrowing limit.
Overdrafts as follows are shown on the balance sheet
for the, year,
Public Welfare, $3,554.51
Overlay, Tax of 1927, 353.20
The first item is explained in the report of the Public
Welfare Department, and the other in the Assessors'
report. Both amounts should be added to the tax levy
of 1929.
An unpaid bill of |8,323.30 for Resurfacing on Court,
Main and Sandwich Streets is also reported and an article
inserted in the warrant for the annual town meeting to
provide funds for its payment.
In my last annual report I recommended a gradual re-
duction of the balance on the Excess and Deficiency
Account by transfer of |25,000 a year to reduce the tax
levy of each successive year until the surplus should be
down to 150,000. This plan was approved by the Advis-
ory and Finance Committee and by the Assessors. The
sum of 130,000 was voted to be used for this purpose in
1928. I would recommend like action in the current
year.
Respectfully submitted,
ELMER R. HARLOW,
Town Accountant.
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SCHEDULE A
RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS
RECEIPTS
Revenue for Revenue for
Sources of Receipts Expenses Outlays Total
GENERAL REVENUE
1. TAXES
Current Year
—
1. Property, $501,843.68
2. Poll, 8,076.00
Previous Years
—
3. Property, 87,632.13
4. Poll
From State
—
5. Corporation, 99,317.21
6. Street Railway
7. Bank, 2,623.88
8. Income, 91,310.00
9. Soldiers' Exemption, 66.24
Reimburse for Loss of
Taxes, 463.99
Total from Taxes, $791,333.13 $791,333.13
2. LICENSES AND PERMITS
Licenses
—
10. Liquor, $3.00
11. All Other, 1,712.50
Permits^
12. Marriage
13. All Other .
Total from Licenses and
Permits, $1,715.50 1,715.50
3. FINES AND FORFEITS
14. Court, $2,028.47
Total from Fines and
Forfeits, $2,028.47 2,028.47
Total forward, $795,077.10
Plymouth Eleven
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RECEIPTS
Rovenue for Revenue for
Sources of Receipts Expenses Outlays To^al
Total forward, " $795,077.10
4. GRANTS AND GIFTS
Grants from Other Civil Divisions
—
17. From State, for Education
a, b,
c. Aid to Industrial
Schools, $20.51
d, e,
f. English-speaking
Classes, 648.25
18. From State, for Armories
19. From State, for Highways
20. From State, for Other Purposes
21. From County, for Dog
Licenses, for Schools
or Libraries, 1,756.80
Gifts from Individuals—
22. For Expenses
23. For Outlays
Total from Grants and Gifts, |2,425.56 2,425.56
5. ALL OTHER GENERAL REVENUE
24.
25.
Total forward. $797,502.66
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RECEIPTS
Revenue for Revenue for
Sources of Receipts Expenses Outlays Total
Total forward, $797,502.66
COMMERCIAL REVENUE
6. SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS
26. Street Sprinkling
27. Moth Extermination, $549.75
28. Sewers, 1,901.00
29. Sidewalks and Curbing
30. Other Purposes
Total from Special
Assessments, $2,450.75 2,450.75
7. PRIVILEGES
31. Public Service
32. Minor
Total forward, $799,953.41
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Sources of Receipts
Total forward
Offsets to
Outlays Total
$799,953.41
8. DEPARTMENTAL
8a. General Government
Legislative
—
33. Aldermen and Council ; Moderator
Executive
—
34. Mayor; Commission; Selectmen
Financial
35. Auditor, Accountant, and Auditing
36. Treasurer
37. Collector, $279.87
38. Assessors
39. License Commissioners
40. Other Finance Offices and Accounts
Other General Departments
—
41. Law
General Government forward, $279.87
Total forward, $799,953.41
—IBS-
PAYMENTS
Objects of Payments Expenses Outlays Total
1. DEPARTMENTAL
la, General Government
Leg"islative-—
1. Aldermen and Council; Moderator
a. Salaries and Wages, $90.00
b. Other Expenses, 74.65
Executive
—
2. Maiyor; Commission; Selectmen
a. Salaries and Wages, 2,705.00
b. Other Expenses, 501.35
Financial
3. Auditor, Accountant, and Auditing
a. Salaries and Wages, 2,232.00
b. Other Expenses, 299.37
4. Treasurer
a. Salaries and Wages, 1,560.00
b. Other Expenses, 448.28
5. Collector
a. Salaries and Wages, 1,818.83-
b. Other Expenses, 1,012.97
6. Assessors
a. Salaries and Wages, 5,232.33
b. Other Expenses, 2,373.79
7. License Commissioners
a. Salaries and Wages
b. Other Expenses
8. Other Finance Offices and Accounts
a. Sinking Fund Commissioners
b. Miscellaneous, 36.00
Other General Departments
9. Law
a. Salaries and Wages, 1,148.00
b. Other Expenses, 35.23
General Government
forward. $19,567.80
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Sources of Receipts
Total forward,
General Government
Offsets to
Outlays Total
$799,953.41
forward,
42. City or Town Clerk,
$279.87
6.00
43. City Messenger
44. Public Works
45. Engineering
46. Superintendent of Buildings
47. Election and Registration
48. Other General Departments
Municipal Buildings
49. City or Town Hall, 4,714.30
Total from General
Government, $5,000.17 5,000.17
8b. Protection of Persons and Property
Police Department
—
50. Services of Officers
51. Sale of Materials
52. Miscellaneous
Total forward, $804,953.58.
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PAYMENTS
Objects of Payments Expenses Outlays Total
General Government
forward, $19,567.80
10. City or Town Clerk
a. Salaries and Wages, 1,447.00
b. Other Expenses, 233.66
11. City Messenger
12. Public Works
13. Engineering
a. Salaries and Wages, 912.86
b. Other Expenses, 41.55
14. Superintendent of Buildings
15. Election and Registration
a. Salaries and Wages, 939.00
b. Other Expenses, 653.07
16. Other General Departments
Planning Board, 446.18
Municipal Buildings—
17. City or Town Hall
a. Salaries and Wages, 3,751.00
b. Other Expenses, 4,094.68 $842.11
Total for General
Government, $32,086.80 $842.11 $32,928.91
lb. Protection of Persons and Property
Police Department—
18. Salaries and Wages, $24,284.30
19. Equipment, 1,912.24 $465.25
20. Fuel and Light, 452.20
21. Maintenance of Buildings
and Grounds, 391.91
22. New Buildings
23. Other Expenses, 342.86
Protection of Persons and
Property forward, $27,383.51 $465.25
Total forward, $32,928.91
—168—
RECEIPTS
Sources of Receipts
Total forward,
Rovonuo for
Exponsos
Offsets to
Outlays Tolal
$804,953.58
Protection of Persons and Property for ward
Fire Department
—
54. Miscellaneous
Militia—
55. Armories
56. Rifle Ranges
Inspection
—
"57. Inspection of Buildings
58. Inspection of Wires
59. Sealing of Weights and
Measures, 477.39
Forestry
—
60. Insect Pest Extermination, 74.60
61. Planting and Trimming
Trees,
62. Forest Fires, 5.37
Other Protection of Persons and Property
—
63. Bounties 12.00
53. Sale of Materials, $250.00
64.
65.
Total from Protection of
Persons and Property, $819.36 819.36
Total forward, $805,772.94
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PAYMENTS
Objects of Payments Expenses Outlays Total
Total forward, $32,928.91
Protection of Persons and
Property forward, $27,383.51 $465.25
Fire Department
—
24. Salaries and Wages, 26,582.95
25. Equipment, 4,812.51 923.23
26. Hydrant Service
27. Fuel and Light, 858.37
28. Maintenance of Buildings
and Grounds, 1,237.57
29. New Buildings
30. Other Expenses, 582.81
Militia—
31. Armories
32. Rifle Ranges, 127.10
Inspection
—
33. Inspection of Buildings, 807.28
34. Inspection of Wires
35. Sealing of Weights and
Measures, 3,179.66
Forestry
—
36. Insect Pest Extermina-
tion, 5,000.00
37. Planting and Trimming
Trees, 2,499.58
38. Forest Fires, 3,417.84
Other Protection of Persons and Property
—
39. Bounties, 6.00
40. Fish Wardens
41. Inland Fisheries, 232.58
42. County Aid to Agriculture, 250.00
Total for Protection of Per-
sons and Property, $76,977.76 $1,388.48 78,366.24
Total forward. $111,295.15
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RECEIPTS
Revenue for Offsets to
Sources of Receipts Kxpenses Outlays Total
Total forward, $805,772.94
8c. Health and Sanitation
Health—
66. Quarantine and Contagious
Hospitals, $345.30
67. Tuberculosis, 1,053.12
68. Miscellaneous
69. Inspection of School
Children (Includ-
ing Dental Clinic), 133.86
Sanitation
—
70. Sewers and Sewage Disposal, 5.25
71. Sewer Construction
72. Refuse and Garbage Disposal
73. Street Cleaning
Other Health and Sanitation
—
74.
75.
Total from Health and
Sanitation, $1,537.53 1,537.5a
Total forward, $807,310.47
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PAYMENTS
Objects of Payments Expenses Outlays Total
Total forward, $111,295.15
Ic. Health and Sanitation
Health—
43. General Administration, $1,865.67
44. Quarantine and Contagious
Hospitals, 5,234.96
45. Tuberculosis, 14,517.54
46. Vital Statistics, 145.00
47. Other Expenses,
.
1,435.91
48. Inspection
a. Inspection of School
Children,
^
8,378.87
b. Inspection of Animals, 400.00
c. Inspection of Meat and
Provisions, 845.15
d. Inspection of Milk and
Vinegar, 1,199.49 $317.00
Sanitation
—
49. Sewer Maintenance and
Operation, 6,000.00
50. Metropolitan Sewer
Maintenance
51.Sewer Construction, 1,405.78
52. Refuse and Garbage
Disposal, 2,826.63
53. Street Cleaning, 4,939.24
Other Health and Sanitation-
—
54. S'anitaries and Con-
venience Stations, 2,903.76 4,847.21
55. Care of Brooks and Streams
56. Mosquito Nuisance
Total for Health and Sani-
tation, $50,692.22 $6,569.99 57,262.21
Total forward, $168,557.36
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Sources of Receipts
Total forward.
RECEIPTS
Revenue for
Expenses
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
8d. Highways
General
Construction
Sidewalks and Curbing
Snow and Ice Removal
Sprinkling
'
a. Water
b. Other
Lighting
Miscellaneous, $4.01
$4.01
83.
Total from Highways,
8e. Charities
Infirmary or Town Farm
a. Sale of Produce and
Stock,
b. Board,
c. Miscellaneous,
Reimbursements for Relief
a. From Individuals, 133.21
b. From Other Cities and
$199.16
555.00
24.61
84.
Towns,
c. From the State,
85. Reimbursements for
Mothers' Aid
a. From Individuals
b. From Other Cities
and Towns
c. From the State,
86. Municipal General
Hospitals
87. Miscellaneous
Total from Charities,
1,189.60
640.05
752.33
$3,493.96
Offsets to
Outlays Tol.c)!
$807,310.47
4.01
3,493.96
Total forward, $810,808.44
—ITS-
PAYMENTS
Objects of Payments Expenses Outlays Total
Total forward, $168,557.36
Id. Highways
57. Genleral Administration, $2,678.57
58. General Highway Exp., 38,708.53 $681.40
59. Construction, 85,292.77
60. Sidewalks and Curbing, 7,000.00 5,485.27
61. Snow and Ice Removal, 5,512.73
62. Sprinkling a. Water
b. Other, 4,546.18
63. Lighting, 17,696.38
64. Other Expenses
a. Signs, Guide Boards,
Street Numbering, 796.36
b. Traffic Guides and
Beacons, 77.80
c. Fences, 162.90
d. Harbor Master, 150.00
e. Landing Float, 89.84
f. Drinking Fountains, 492.82
Total for Highways, $77,912.11 $91,459.44 169,371.55
le. Charities
65. General Administration, $442.67
66. Infirmary or Town Farm, 7,555.34
67. Outside Relief by City
or Town, 20,118.11
68. Relief by Other Cities
and Towns, 2,062.79
69. Mothers' Aid
a. Rehef by City or Town, 2,106.00
b. Relief by Other Cities
70. Municipal General Hospitals
71. Other Expenses
Widows, from Income from
Old Colony National Bank
Stock, 43.00
Total for Charities, $32,327.91 32,327.91
Total forward, $370,256.82
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RECEIPTS'
Revenue for Offsets to
Sources of Receipts Expenses Outlays Tf)tal
Total forward, $810,808.44
8f. Soldiers' Benefits
88. State Aid, $962.00
89. Military Aid,
90. Soldiers' Burials, 60.00
91. Soldiers' Relief, 324 00
Total from Soldiers' Benefits, $1,346.00 1,346.00
8g. Schools
92. Tuition and Transportation, State Wards
93. Other Tuition, $695.00
94. Sale of Text Books and
Supplies, 259.43
95. Miscellaneous, 29.23
Total from Schools, $983.66 983.66
8h. Libraries
96. Fines, Rentals, and Sales
97. Miscellaneous
Total forward, $813,138.10
—ITS-
PAYMENTS
Objects of Payments Expenses Outlays Total
Total forward, $370,256.82
If. Soldiers' Benefits
72. General Administration
73. State Aid, $900.00
74. Military Aid, 120.00
75. Soldiers' Burials
76. Soldiers' Relief, 5,029.14
Total for Soldiers' Benefits, 6,049.14
Ig. Schools
77. General Expenses
a. Administrative
Salaries, $4,320.00
b. Other Gen'l Salaries, 4,420.00
c. Other Gen'l Expenses, 2,311.93
78. Teachers' Salaries, 156,070.68
79. Text Books and Supplies, 13,444.37
80. Tuition, 1,369.86
81. Transportation, 17,009.60
82. Support of Truants,
83. Janitors' Services, 12,610.25
84. Fuel and Light, 13,041.84
85. Maintenance, Buildings
and Grounds, 12,519.06
86. New Buildings $2,000.00
87. Furniture and Furnish-
ings, 2,938.74
88. Rent, 420,00
89. Other Expenses, 238.22
Total for Schools, $240,714.55 2,000.00 242,714.55
Ih. Libraries
90. Salaries and Wages, $5,978.73
91. Books, Periodicals, etc., 2,044.00
92. Binding, 218.25
93. Fuel and Light, 811.78
94. Buildings, 151.02
95. Other Expenses, 152.62
Total for Libraries, $9,356.40 9,356.40
Total forward, $628,376.91
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RECEIPTS
Sources of Receipts
Total forward,
Revenue for
Kx pen sen
Offsets to
Outlays Total
$813,1'"8.10
8i. Recreation
98. Parks and Gardens, $15.30
99. Playground and Gym-
nasia, 175.00
100. Bathhouses and
Beaches, 2,365.04
101. Celebrations and Enter-
tainments,
Total from Recreation, $2,555.34 2,555.34
Total forward, $815,693.44
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PAYMENTS
Obiects of Payments Expenses Outlays Total
Total forward, $628,376.91
li. Recreation
96. General Administration
a. Salaries and Wages, $91.66
b. Other Expenses
97. Parks and Gardens
a. Salaries and Wages, 4,195.68
b. Improvements and
Additions
c. Metropolitan Park
Maintenance
d. Other Expenses 1,713.52
98. Playgrounds and Gym-
nasia
a. Salaries and Wages, 1,196.70
b. Improvements and
Additions, $2,597.30
c. Other Expenses, 2,094.02
99. Bathhouses and
Beaches,
a. Salaries and Wages, 1,486.00
b. Improvements and
Additions, 211.00
c. Other Expenses, 1,738.14
100. Celebrations and
Entertainments
a. Fourth of July, 450.00
b. Labor Day
c. Band Concerts, 495.00
d. All Other, 585.57
Total for Recreation, $14,046.29 $2,808.30 16,854.59
Total forward, $645,231.50
Plymouth Twelve
—ITS-
RECEIPTS
Revenue for Offsets to
Sources of Receipts Expenses Outlays Tutai
Total forward, $815,693.44
8j. Pensions
,102.
8k. Unclassified
103. Receipts not Previously Recorded
Total forward, $815,693.44
I
—ITS-
PAYMENTS
Objects of Payments Expenses Outlays Total
Total forward, $645,231.50
Ij. Pensions
101. Retirement made from:
—
a. Highway
Department, $1,153.50
b.
c.
Total for Pensions, 1,153.50
Ik. Unclassified
102. Damages to Persons and Property
103. Memorial Day, $548.50
104. City and Town Clocks, 239.58
105. Searching Parties
106. Ice for Drinking Fountains
107. Payments not Previously
Recorded
a. Printing City or Town
Reports, 1,714.95
b. Sexton, 200.00
c. Recording, 57.50
d. Printing, 27.00
e. Auctioneer, 20.00
Total for Unclassified, 2,807.53 2,807.53
Total forward. $649,192.53
—ISO-
RECEIPTS
Total forward, $815,693.44
Revenue for Offsets to
Sources of Receipts Expenses Outlays Total
9. PUBLIC SERVICE ENTERPRISES
104. Eilectric
a. Sale of Light and Power
b. Miscellaneous
105. Gas
a. Sale of Gas
b. Sale of By-products (coke, tar, etc.)
c. Miscellaneous
106. Water
a. Sale of Water, $36,917.30
b. Miscellaneous, 127.00
107. All Other
a. Markets
b. Public Scales
c. Docks and Wharves, 975.00
d. Ferries
e. Herring and Alewife
Fisheries, 1,525.00
f. Miscellaneous
Total from Public Service
Enterprises, $39,544.30 39,544.30
10. CEMETERIES
108. Sale of Lots and Graves, $1,086.25
109. Care of Lots and Graves, 1,570.45
110. Care of Endowed Lots
(Int. of Funds), 2,424.19
111. Miscellaneous, 3,409.29
Total from Cemeteries, $8,490.18 8,490.18
11. ADMINISTRATION OF TRUST FUNDS
112.
113.
114. .
Total forward, $863,727.92
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PAYMENTS
Objects of Payments Expenses Outlays Total
Total forward, $649,192.53
2. PUBLIC SERVICE ENTERPRISES
108. Electric
a. Maintenance and Operation
b. Construction
109. Gas
a. Maintenance and Operation
b. Construction
110. Water
a. Maintenance and
Operation, $26,709.07
b. Metropolitan Water
Maintenance
c. Construction, $15,351.31
111. All Other
a. Markets
b. Public Scales
c. Docks and Wharves, 250.00
d. Ferries
e. Herring and Alewife
Fisheries, 103.50
f. Miscellaneous
g. Town Forest, 3,448.99
Total for Public Service
Enterprises, $27,062.57 $18,800.30 45,862.87
3. CEMETERIES
112. Maintenance, $16,167.85
113. Improvements and
Additions
Total for Cemeteries, $16,167.85 16,167.85
4. ADMINISTRATION OF TRUST FUNDS
114.
115.
116.
Tota-l forward. $711,223.25
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Sources of Receipts
Total forward,
RECEIPTS
Revenue for
Expenses Indebtedness
12. INTEREST
115. On Deposits
116. On Deferred Taxes,
117. On Deferred Special
Assessments
118. On Sinking Funds
119. On Investment Funds,
120. On Public Trust Funds
a. Charity,
b. School,
c. Library,
d. Cemetery (General Care), 4.92
e. All Other (Parks), 121.80
121. Miscellaneous
;3,752.40
500.00
130.40
22.21
106.40
Total
$863,727.92
Total from Interest, $4,638.13 4,638.13
13. MUNICIPAL INDEBTEDNESS
122. Anticipation Revenue Loan, $300,000.00
123. Anticipation Serial Debt Loans
124. Other Temporary Loans
125. Loans, General Purposes
126. Loans, Public Service Enterprises
127. Loans, Cemeteries
128. Premiums
129. Unpaid Warrants or Orders,
Current Year, 2,092.50
Total from Municipal Indebtedness, $302,092.50 302,092.50
Total forward, $1,170,458.55
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PAYMENTS
Obiects of Payments Expenses Indebtedness Total
Total forward, $711,223.25
5. INTEREST
117. Anticipation Revenue
Loans, $5,144.14
118. Other Temporary Loans
119. Loans, General
Purposes, 17,276.25
120. Loans, Public Service
Enterprises, 1,777.50
121. Loans, Cemeteries
122. Metropolitan Requirements
123. State Assessment, Grade
Crossings
124. All Other, 115.75
Total for Interest, $24,313.64 24,313.64
6. MUNICIPAL INDEBTEDNESS
125. Anticipation Revenue Loans, $300,000.00
126. Other Temporary Loans
127. Bonds and Notes from Sinking Funds
a. General
b. Public Service Enterprises
c. Cemeteries
128. Bonds and Notes from Revenue
a. General, $44,500.00
b. Public Service
Enterprises, 10,666.66
c. Cemeteries
129. Metropolitan Debt
Requirements
130. State Assessment,
Grade Crossings
131. Warrants or Orders,
Previous Years, 2,092.50
Total for Municipal
Indebtedness, $55,166.66 $302,092.50 357,259.16
Total forward. $1,092,796.05
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RECEIPTS
Sources of Receipts Non-Revenue Total
Total forward, Ij;!, 170,458.55
14. SINKING FUNDS
From Commissioners for Loans for—
130. General Purposes
131. Public Service Enterprises
132. Cemeteries
Temporary
Accounts
15. AGENCY, TRUST, AND INVESTMENT
Agency
—
133. Taxes
a. State
1 Included in Gen-
b. Non-resident Bank y , • ^
^ ^ / eral Receipts
c. County
J
134. Liquor Licenses for the State
135. Reimbursements, Grade Crossings
136. All Other
Trust—
137. Perpetual Care Funds, |2,846.00
138. Other Public Trust Funds
139. Income for Investment
140. Private Trust Funds and Accounts
Investment
—
141. Sinking Fund Securities
142. Investment Fund Securities
Total from Agency, Trust and
Investment, $2,846.00 2,846.00
Total forward, $1,173,304.55
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PAYMENTS
From From
Objects of Payments Revenue Non-Revenue Total
Total forward, $1,092,796.05
7. SINKING FUNDS'
To Commissioners for Debt
—
132. From Taxes, Earnings, etc.
133. From Special Assessments
134. From Sale of Real Estate, etc.
Temporary
Accounts
8. AGENCY, TRUST, AND INVESTMENT
Agency
—
135. Taxes
a. State, $34,340.00
b. Non-resident Bank
c. County, 57,881.27
136. Liquor Licenses to the State
137. Abolition of Grade Crossings
138. All Other
Trust—
139. Perpetual Care Funds, 2,846.00
140. Other Public Trust Funds
141. Income Invested
142. Private Trust Funds and Accounts
Investment^
—
143. Sinking Fund Securities
144. Investment Fund Securities
Total for Agency, Trust, and
Investment, $95,067.27 95,067.27
Tota.l forward. $1,187,863.32
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RECEIPTS
Temporary Accounts
Sources of Receipts and Cash Baltinccs Total
Total forward, $1,173,304.55
16. REFUNDS
143. Taxes
144. Licenses
145. Special Assessments
146. General Departments, $1,152.07
147. Public Service Enterprises
148. Cemeteries
149. Accrued Interest
150. All Other
Total Refunds, $1,152.07 1,152.07
17. TRANSFERS
151. Departmental
a. Law, from Misce. Account, $36.90
b. Sewers, from Public Sanitary, 200.00
c. Highways, from Highway Const., 2,201.70
d. Highways, from Sidewalks, 308.90
e. Highways, from Snow Removal, 28.50
f. Highways, from Water Dept., 228.00
g. Granolithic Walks, from Fire Dept., 103.08
h. Street Sprinkling, from High-
way Construction, 124.20
i. St. Sprinkling, from Cemeteries, 138.00
j. Water Dept., from Cemeteries, 72.00
k. Water Dept., from Pub. Sanitary, 200.00
1. Town Forest, from Public Wel-
fare Department, 100.00
Total Transfers, $3,741.28 3,741.28
18. BALANCES
152. General, $123,945.93
153. Sinking Fund
154. Investment Fund
155. Perpetual Care Fund
156. Other Public Trust Fund
157. Private Trust Funds and Accounts
Total Cash on Hand Beginning of Year, $123,945.93 123,945.93
Grand Total Receipts and Cash on Hand, $1,302,143.83
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PAYMENTS
Temporary Accounts
Objects of Payments and Cash Balances Total
Total forward, $1,187,863.32
9. REFUNDS
145. Taxes, $84.32
146. Licenses
147. Special Assessments, 50.00
148. General Departments, 1,152.07
149. Public Service Enterprises
150. Cemeteries
151. Accrued Interest
152. All Other, .37
Total Refunds, $1,286.76 1,286.76
10. TRANSFERS
153. Departmental
a. General, to Several Depart-
ments as listed on opposite
page (except last item), $3,641.28
Total Transfers, $3,641.28 3,641.28
11. BALANCES
154. General, $109,352.47
155. Sinking Fund
156. Investment Fund
157. Perpetual Care Fund
158. Other Pubhc Trust Fund
159. Private Trust Funds and Accounts
Total Cash on Hand End of Year, $109,352.47 109,352.47
Grand Total Payments and Cash on Hand, $1,302,143.83
—IBS-
SCHEDULE B
Being a detailed statement of each appropriation, showing the
additions to and payments from
SELECTMEN'S DEPARTMENT
Appropriation, $3,250.00
Payments,
Salaries and Wages
—
Chairman, $1,200.00
Other Selectmen, 600.00
Clerk, 500.00
Clerical Assistance, 405.00
$2,705.00
Other Expenses
—
Stationery and Postage, |96.82
Printing and Advertising, 267.64
Auto Hire, 11.00
All Other, 125.89
501.35
Total Payments,^ 3,206.35
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $43.65
ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT
Appropriation, $2,500.00
Payments,
Salaries and Wages
Salary of Town Accountant, $1,800.00
Clerk, 432.00
$2,232.00
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Other Expenses
—
Stationery and Postage, $104.26
Printing and Advertising, 22.00
All Other, 87.75
214.01
Total Payments, ' 2,446.01
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $53.99
State Audit
—
Books and Supplies Furnished,
^
$85.36
Paid from Revenue of 1928, $85.36
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
Appropriation, $2,000.00
Transfer from Reserve, 10.00
Payments,
Salary of Town Treasurer, $1,560.00
Other Expenses
Stationery and Postage, $118.18
Premium on Treasurer's Bond, 232.50
Burglary and Hold-up Insurance, 97.60
448.28
$2,010.00
Total Payments, 2,008.28
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $1.72
TAX COLLECTOR'S DEPARTMENT
Appropriation, $2,900.00
Payments,
Salaries and Wages
—
Salary of Tax Collector, $1,740.00
Clerk, 78.83
$1,818.83
—100—
other Expenses
—
Stationery and Posta^^e, $412.22
Printing and Advertising, 135.75
Premium on Collector's Bond, 465.00
1,012.97
Total Payments, 2,831.80
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, |68.20
ASSESSORS' DEPARTMENT
Appropriation, $7,000.00
Payments,
Salaries and Wages
—
Assessors' Salaries, $4,433.33
Assistant Assessors, 166.50
Clerks, 632.50
$5,232.33
Other Expenses
Stationery and Postage, $112.42
Printing and Advertising, 1,011.87
Auto Hire, 146.05
All Other. 103.45
1,373.79
Total Payments, 6,606.12
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $393.88
ASSESSORS' PLANS
Appropriation, ' $1,000.00
Payments
Surveying and Plans, $1,000.00
V
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^LAW DEPARTMENT
Appropriation, " $1,200.00
Payments,
Salary of Town Counsel, $100.00
Legal Services, 1,023.00
Special Attorney, 25.00
$1,148.00
Other Exenses
—
Printing List of Jurors, $6.50
All Other, 28.73
35.23
Total Payments, 1,183.2S
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $16.77
TOWN CLERK'S DEPARTMENT
Appropriation, $1,650.00
Transfer from Reserve, 30.66
$1,680.66
Payments,
Salaries and Wages
—
Salary of Town Clerk, $100.00
Fees for Recording, 515.00
Clerk, 832.00
$1,447.00
Other Exenses
Stationery and Postage, $65.26
Printing and Advertising, 157.50
All Other, 10.90
233.66
Total Payments, $1,680.66
—192—
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
Appropriation, $1,000.00
Payments,
Salaries and Wages
—
S'ala-ry of Town Engineer, $600.00
Labor, Surveying, Drafting, 312.86
$912.86
Other Expenses
—
Stationery, Tools, etc., 41.55
Total Payments, 954.41
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $45.59
PLANNING BOARD
Appropriation, $1,000.00
Payments,
Services and Plans
—
Delano & Keith, $106.50
Work on Plans, 93.08
Typist, 24.00
$223.58
Other Expenses
Printing Maps, etc., $115.60
Pictures and Lantern Slides, 62.65
All Other, 44.35
222.60
Total Payments, 446.18
Balance Remaining, $553.82
ELECTION AND REGISTRATION
Appropriation, $1,300.00
Transfer from Reserve, 292.07
Sl,592.07
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Payments,
Salaries and Wages
—
Registrars, $264.00
Clerk, 100.00
Clerical Assistance, 7.00
Election Officers, 568.00
$939.00
Other Expenses
—
Stationery and Postage, $29.70
Printing and Advertising, 344.75
Meals, 253.50
Auto Hire, 5.00
All Other, 20.12
653.07
Total Payments, $1,592.07
MAINTENANCE OF TOWN HOUSE
$3,000.00Appropriation,
Payments,
Salaries and Wages
Salary of Janitor, $600.00
Other Labor, 25.00
Other Expenses
Fuel, $247.20
Lighting, 170.56
Repairs, 254.91
Janitor's Supplies, 176.96
Telephones, 153.59
New Equipment, 535.45
All Other, 69.30
$625.00
1,607.97
Total Payments, 2,232.97
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $767.03
Plymouth Thirteen
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TOWN HALL MAINTENANCE
Appropriation, $7,000.00
Payments,
Salaries and Wages
—
Janitor, $1,716.00
Assistant Janitor, 1,404.00
Other Labor, 6.00
$3,126.00
Other Expenses
—
Fuel,
'
$946.80
Light and Power, 696.25
Repairs, etc., 306.24
Janitor's Supplies, 136.89
New Equipment, 306.66
Telephone, 62.08
Insurance, 823.90
All Other, 50.00
3,328.82
Total Payments, 6,454.82
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $545.18
TOWN HALL CONSTRUCTION
Balance from 1927, $42.35
No Payments
TOWN HALL FURNISHINGS
Balance from 1927 $1,654.80
No Payments
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Appropriation, $27,600.00
Transfer from Reserve, 250.00
$27,850.00
—195—
Payments,
Salaries and Wages
—
Salary of Chief, $2,300.00
Patrolmen, 18,720.00
Special Officers, 2,729.30
Janitor, 500.00
All Other, 35.00
$24,284.30
Transportation
—
Auto and Motor-cycle Exp., $1,172.52
Auto Hire, 4.15
1,176.67
Buick Car, 300.00
New Motor-cycle, 465.25
Equipment and Repairs
—
New Equipment, $307.87
Repairs, 127.70
435.57
Fuel and Light
Coal and Wood, $292.89
Gas and Electricity, 159.31
452.20
Maintenance of Buildings and Grounds-
Repairs, $78.59
New Furniture, 203.75
Janitor's Supplies, 109.57
391.91
Other Expenses
—
Stationery, Printing, Postage, $78.49
Telephones, 189.35
All Other, 75.02
342.86
Total Payments, 27,848.76
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $1.24
—IDG-
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Appropriation, .$.'^,5,000.00
Payments,
Salaries and Wages
—
Salary of Chief,
_
$2,730.00
Assistant Chief, 2,398.50
Firemen (Regular), 18,001.95
Call Men, 3,345.00
All Other,
,
107.50
$26,582.95
Equipment and Repairs
—
Apparatus, $2,622.03
Hose, 813.40
Equipment for Men, 548.39
Fire Alarm, 1,746.92
Horse Hire, 5.00
5,735.74
Fuel and Light
—
Coal and Wood, $377.97
Gas and Electricity, 480.40
858.37
Maintenance of Buildings and Grounds
—
Repairs, $665.92
Dormitory, 11.58
New Furniture, 304.40
Janitor's Supplies, 255.67
1,237.57
Other Expenses
—
Stationery, Printing, Postage, $273.87
Telephones, 187.11
Freight and Express, 27.81
All Other, 94.02
582.81
Total Payments, 34,997.44
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $2.56
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SEALING WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
Appropriation, $3,150.00
Transfer from Reserve, 29.66
Payments,
Salaries and Wages
—
Salary of Sealer, $1,200.00
Labor, 684.00
$1,884.00
Other Expenses
—
New Truck, $502.00
Auto Expense, 537.76
Stationery and Postage, 74.27
Printing and Advertising, 10.00
Telephone, 57.70
Auto Hire, 12.00
Equipment, 98.33
All Other, 3.60
1,295.66
Payments,
Salary of Building Inspector, $780.00
Other Expenses
Stationery, Postage, Printing, 27.28
$3,179.66
Total Payments, $3,179.66
INSPECTION OF BUILDINGS
Appropriation, $800.00
Transfer from Reserve, 10.00
$810.00
Total Payments, 807.28
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, S2.72
—1OS-
GYPSY AND BROWN TAIL MOTH SUPPRESSION
Appropriation, |5,000.00
Payments,
Salaries and Wages,
Superintendent, ^1,208.60
Labor, 2,286.30
$3,494.90
Other Expenses
—
Insecticides, $259.24
Hardware and Tools, 39.06
Teams and Trucks, 327.00
Auto and Sprayer Expense, 830.31
Telephone, 49.49
1,505.10
Total Payments, $5,000.00
TREE WARDEN'S DEPARTMENT
Appropriation, $2,500.00
Payments,
Salaries and Wages
—
Superintendent (Tree Warden) $630.00
Labor, 1,159.33
$1,789.33
Other Expenses
Insecticides, $352.80
Hardware and Tools, 33.05
Trucking, 51.25
Storage, 96.00
Sprayer Expense, 59.78
Sprayer Hose, 107.80
All Other, 9.57
710.25
Total Payments, 2,499.58
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $ .42
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FOREST WARDEN'S DEPARTMENT
Appropriation, $4,000.00
Payments,
Salaries and Wages
—
Warden,
.
$300.00
Patrol, 840.01
Fighting: Fires, 791.02
Labor on Woods Road, 321.00
Clerical Assistance, 100.00
$2,352.03
Other Expenses
—
New Chemical Tank, Hose, and
Extinguisher, $521.40
Apparatus, 431.84
Trucks and Auto Hire, 36.00
Telephone, 46.78
All Other, 23.79
1,059.81
Total Payments, 3,411.84
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $588.16
RIFLE RANGE
Appropriation, $125.00
Transfer from Reserve, 2.10
Payments,
Rental of Land, $50.00
Labor, 27.00
Material, 1.21
Use of Range at Camp Curtis Guild, 48.89
S127.10
Total Payments, $127.10
—200—
INLAND FISHERIES
Appropriation, $250.00
Payments,
Clearing Outlet at Ship Pond, $10.00
Black Bass Fry and Delivery, 222.58
Total Payments, 232.58
IBalance to Excess and Deficiency, $17.42
PLYMOUTH COUNTY AID TO AGRICULTURE
Appropriation, $250.00
Payments,
To Trustees of County Aid to Agriculture, $250.00
PLYMOUTH COUNTY HOSPITAL MAINTENANCE
Appropriation, $10,159.63-
Payments,
To Treasurer of Plymouth County,
(Assessment for 1927 Maintenance), $10,159.63
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Appropriation March 24, $18,000.00
Appropriation November 24, 2,000.00
Transfer from Reserve, 53.43
$20,053.43
Payments,
Salaries and Wages
—
Salary of Health Officer, $485.00
Clerical Assistance, 1,032.05
$1,517.05
Other General Expenses
—
Stationery and Postage, $63.97
Printing and Advertising, 67.50
Freight and Express, 10.91
All Other, 206.24
348.62
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Quarantine and Contagious Diseases-
(Including Venereal Disease Clinic)
Board and Treatment, $57.00
Medical Attendance, 678.50
Guards and Nurses, 588.00
Drugs and Medicines, 521.13
Groceries and Provisions, 55.41
Dry Goods and Clothing, 22.01
Maintenance of Contagious Ward
in the Jordan Hospital, $3,000.00
All Other, 312.91
Tuberculosis
—
Board and Care, $2,176.20
Groceries and Provisions, 573.00
Medical Attendance, 53.50
All Other, 133.00
Vital Statistics
—
Births, $57.50
Deaths, 87.50
Other Expenses
—
Plumbing Inspectors, $556.00
Fumigation and Disinfection, 260.00
Inhalator, 188.16
All Other, 431.75
Inspection
—
Salary of Inspector of Animals, $400.00
Salary of Inspector of Meats, 800.00
Expenses of Inspector of Meats, 45.15
Salary of Inspector of Milk, 425.00
Assistant Inspector of Milk, 415.30
New Equipment, 317.00
Expenses, 359.19
5,234.96
2,935.70
145.00
1,435.91
2,761.64
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Public Dump-
Labor,
Expenses,
$2,687.80
138.83
2,826.63
Tuberculosis Dispensary
—
Physicians, ^ $345.00
Nurses, 395.00
Janitor's Services, 3.25
Rent, ' 540.00
Light, 12.80
Supplies, 91.11
All Other, 35.05
Dental Clinic
—
Dentist,
Dental Supplies,
Total Payments,
11,250.00
175.71
1,422.21
1,425.71
PUBLIC SANITARIES
$20,053.43
$3,000.00Appropriation,
Payments,
Janitor, $480.00
Other Care and Labor, 1,472.40
Supplies, 384.09
Repairs, 567.27
Total Payments, 2,903.76
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $96.24
NEW PUBLIC SANITARY BUILDING
(On State Reservation on Water Front)
Balance from 1927, $4,879.56
Payments,
Contract for Building, $2,025.00
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Contract for Plumbing, 2,285.00
Extra Labor and Material, 537.21
Total Payments, 4,847.21
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $32.35
SEWER DEPARTMENT
Appropriation, $6,000.00
Payments,
Labor, |3,518.10
Teams, 254.21
Equipment, 102.45
Pipe and Fittings, 1,587.28
Brick and Cement, 531.57
Another, 6.39
Total Payments, |6,000.00
ROBBINS LANE SEWEll OUTLET
Balance from 1927, 1508.81
No Payments,
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $508.81
ALDEN STREET DRAIN
Balance from 1927, $1,500.00
No Payments,
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $1,500.00
SEWER ON PRINCE STREET, COURT STREET AND
HEDGE'S ROAD
Balance from 1927, $1,405.78
Payments,
Labor, $1,257.85
Teams and Trucks, - 36.00
Pipe, 49.29
All Other, 62.64
Total Payments, $1,405.78
—204—
STREET CLEANING
Appropriation, $5,000.00
Payments,
Labor, $3,874.38
Teams and Trucks, 935.94
Equipment, 128.92
Total Payments, 4,939.24
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, |60.76
ROADS AND BRIDGES
Appropriation, $40,000.00
From Revenue for State Highway Tax, 3,489.98
843,489.98
Payments,
General Administration
—
Superintendent, $1,000.00
Clerical Assistance, 583.00
All Other, 1,095.57
General Highway Expenditures
—
Labor, $18,166.74
Teams and Trucks, 6,603.61
Stone, Gravel, etc.. 1,702.02
Tar and Oils, 2,420.31
Pipe and Cement, 54.93
Equipment, 942.02
Repairs, 278.88
New Dodge Truck,
(one half cost). 480.00
New Mixer and Engine, 201.40
Auto Expense, 993.60
Gasoline and Oil, 1,150.16
Horseshoeing and Care, 189.50
Freight and Express, 19.46
State Highway Tax, 3,489.98
All Other, 691.22
$2,678.57
37,383.83
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Other Expenses
—
Drinking Fountains, $492.82
Street Signs, 796.36
Traffic Signals, 77.80
Fences, 162.90
1,529.88
Liability Insurance, 1,891.07
Total Payments, 43,483.35
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, S6.63
GRADING AT TOWN WHARF
Balance from 1927, $209.83
Payments,
Labor and Trucks, • 115.03
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, S94.80
SURFACING PARKING PLACE AT
PLYMOUTH MEMORIAL BUILDING
Appropriation, $2,000.00
Payments,
Labor, $415.77
Teams and Trucks, 67.63
Stone, 907.27
All Other, 296.86
Total Payments, 1,687.53
Balance Remaining, S312.47
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SURFACING WAY AT PLYMOUTH MEMORIAL BUILDING
Appropriation, $2,000.00
Payments,
Labor, $1,145.32
Teams and Trucks, 45.51
Stone, " 233.04
Tar, 190.80
Fence, 267.00
All Other, 23.00
Total Payments, 1,904.67
Balance Remaining, $95.3
HARD SURFACING STREETS
Appropriation,
^
$7,500.00
Payments,
Labor, $1,019.05
Teams and Trucks, 702.25
Stone, " 2,353.37
Tar, 3,171.52
All Other, 25.80
Total Payments, 7,271.99
Balance Remaining, $228.01
WATER STREET EXTENSION CONSTRUCTION
Appropriation, $10,000.00
Payments,
Labor, $2,160.26
Teams and Trucks, 2,241.60
Stone, 2,994.20
Tar,
All Other,
627.00
219,80
Total Payments,
Balance Remaining,
LOTHROP STREET CONSTRUCTION
(Easterly from Railroad)
Appropriation,
Payments,
Labor, $262.73
Team and Trucks, 52.20
Stone, 150.25
Total Payments,
Balance Remaining,
ROUNDING OFF STREET CORNERS
Balance from 1927,
Payments,
Labor, $208.04
Teams and Trucks, 91.25
Stone, 59.60
Gasoline, 10.20
Sidewalk and Curb, 47.77
Total Payments,
Tar,
All Other,
296.03
11.75
Balance Remaining,
—208—
COURT, MAIN AND SANDWICH STREETS
REPAIRS AND RESURFACING
Appropriation, June 2, ^22,000.00
Payments,
John B. Finney (Account of Repairs
and Resurfacing), $21,805.10
Labor, 157.08
All Other, 37.65
Total Payments, 21,999.83
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $ .17
MAIN STREET EXTENSION
ALTERATIONS AND SIDEWALK
Balance from 1927, 1271.73
No Payments,
NEW PUBLIC WAY FROM BILLINGTON STREET,
NORTHERLY, LAND DAMAGES AND GRADING
Appropriation, $35,000.00
Payments,
Contract for Grading, $22,778.23
Land Damages, 3,645.74
Surveying, 3,067.27
Labor, 258.22
Extra Labor, 141.37
Pipe, 79.58
Stakes and Posts, 321.43
All Other, 3.00
Total Payments, * 30,294.84
Balance Remaining, $4,705.16
—209—
LAND DAMAGE. (JOSEPHINE M. CROSBY)
FOR RELOCATION OF WESTERLY LINE OF COURT ST.
Appropriation 1927, $3,500.00
AppropriatioTa June 2, 1,130.00
$4,630.00
Payments,
Land and Property Damage in Full, $4,630.00
RELOCATION OF STATE HIGHWAY (DAMAGES)
VALLERVILLE TO COSTELLO'S CORNER
(COUNTY COMMISSIONERS' DECREE NO. 724)
Balance from 1927, $4,100.25
Payments,
Awards, |278.75
Relocating Buildings, 1,275.00
Total Payments, 1,553.75
Balance Remaining, $2,546.50
RELOCATION OF STATE HIGHWAY (DAMAGES)
WARREN AVENUE AND MANOMET ROAD
Appropriation Nov. 24, $200.00
No Payments
PRINCE STREET: PROPERTY DAMAGE
Appropriation 1927, $2,080.00
Payments,
Land Damages, 280.00
Balance Remaining, $1,800.00
PRINCE STREET: CONSTRUCTION
Balance from 1927, $2,506.40
No Payments,
Plymouth Fourteen
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ALVIN ROAD
(Construction and Sidewalk)
Appropriation, $3,000.00
Payments,
Labor, $805.95
Trucks, 5.38
Tar, 180.00
Curb and Sidewalk, ' 1,246.15
Total Payments, 2,237.48
Balance Remaining, $762.52
SHORE ROAD: HARD-SURFACING
Appropriation, $2,500.00
Payments,
William A. Jones, (Asphalt Paving as per Contract) $2,500.00
HEAD OF THE BAY ROAD
(Improvement ordered by County Commissioners)
Appropriation, $1,500.00
Payments,
Labor, $785.50
Teams and Trucks, 714.50
Total Payments, $1,500.00
SIDEWALKS
Appropriation, $7,000.00
Payments,
Labor, $2,574.97
Trucks, 372.42
Stone, 979.36
Tar, 2,921.34
All Other, 151.91
Total Payments, $!7,000.00
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SIDEWALKS: GRANOLfrHIC
Balance from 1927, |222.10
Appropriation, March 24, 6,000.00
1,222.10
Payments,
Granolithic (Contract), $4,424.91
Labor, 47.66
All Other, 12.70
Total Payments, 4,485.27
Balance Remaining, $1,736.83
SIDEWALK : GRANOLITHIC
(EASTERLY SIDE OF MARKET STREET)
Balance from 1927, $84.79
No Payments,
SIDEWALKS ON CLIFF STREET
SANDWICH ROAD AND RIVER STREET
Appropriation, $1,000.00
Payments,
Labor, $836.47
Teams and Trucks, 12.00
Material, 151.53
Total Payments, $1,000.00
SNOW AND ICE REMOVAL
Appropriation, $6,500.00
Payments,
Labor, $2,721.80
Teams and Trucks, 1,051.39
Equipment and Repairs, 986.04
Use of Crane, 50.00
Use of Snow Plows, 675.00
All Other, 28.50
Total Payments, 5,512.73
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $987.27
—212—
Api)ropriation,
Payments,
Solvay Process-
Labor,
Trucks,
Calcium Chloride,
All Other,
STREET SPRINKLING
$43.96
173.92
3,880.80
65.00
Oiling
—
Oils and Tar (Applied)
$4,163.68
382.50
Total Payments,
Balance to Excess and Deficiency,
STREET LIGHTING
Appropriation,
Payments,
White Way and Ornamental Lights, |5,369.88
Ordinary Lights, 10,323.98
Manomet, 1,384.89
Cedarville, 560.63
Range Lights, 57.00
Total Payments,
Balance to Excess and Deficiency,
HARBOR MASTER
Appropriation,
Payments,
Salary of Harbor Master,
Care of Wharf,
$150.00
250.00
.^6,000.00
4,546.18
$1,453.82
118,000.00
17,696.38
1303.62
S450.00
Total Payments, 400.00
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, 150.00
—213—
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE
Appropriation (Including Mothers' Aid), $27,000.00
Appropriation November 24, 1,600.00
Income from Trust Funds,
Payments,
General Administration
—
Salary of Chairman, $50.00
Salary of Secretary, 350.00
Stationery and Postage, .87
All Other, 37.00
Infirmary
—
Salary of Superintendent, $624.00
Other Salaries and Wages, 1,245.60
Groceries and Provisions, 2,392.92
Dry Goods: Clothing, 340.43
Building, 812.61
Fuel and Light, 1,022.36
Equipment, 208.24
Hay and Grain, 276.22
Ice, 146.96
All Other, 472.36
Outside Relief by Town
Cash, $7,613.00
Rent, 2,823.00
Groceries and Provisions, 5,394.94
Coal and Wood, 1,197.65
Dry Goods: Clothing, 9.53
Medical Attendance, 243.70
Burials, 279.00
State Institutions, 182.00
Institutions other than State, 583.05
Care and Nursing, 1,792.24
116.76
$28,716.76
$437.87
7,541.70
20,118.11
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Relief Given by Other Cities a>nd Towns
—
Cities, $1,495.79
Towns, 567.00
2,062.79
Other Expenses
—
All Other, 4.80
$30,165.27
MOTHERS' AID
Payments,
Cash, 2,106.00
Total Payments, 32,271.27
Balance Overdrawn to be Appropriated by Town, $3,554.51
INCOME FROM JULIA P. ROBINSON FUND
Expended by the Board of Public Welfare for
Inmates of Infirmary, $13.64
WIDOWS' ACCOUNT
Balance from 1927, $264.00
Income from Bank Stock, 100.00
$364.00
Payments,
To Widows, 43.00
Balance Remaining, $321.00
SOLDIERS' BENEFITS
Appropriation, $6,500.00
Payments,
State Aid
—
\
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On Authorization of State Aid Com-
missioner, Militairy Aid, 900.00
On Authorization of State Aid Com-
missioner, Soldiers' Relief, 120.00
Cash, 13,786.00
Groceries and Provisions, 387.00
Fuel, 98.65
Medical Attendance, 494.24
Board and Care, 121.80
Nursing and Care, 112.00
All Other, 29.45
5,029.14
Total Payments, Soldiers' Benefits, 6,049.14
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, 1450.86
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
Appropriation, $249,000.00
Income from Trust Fund, 22.21
1249,022.21
Payments,
General Expenses
—
Superintendent's Salary, 4,320.00
Clerk, 1,520.00
Truant Officer, 300.00
Stationery and Postage, 595.74
Telephone, 125.28
Traveling Expense, 358.94
Automobile Expense, 500.00
Freight and Express, 113.18
School Census, 264.30
All Other, 354.49
Teachers' Salaries
Day, $154,263.18
Evening, 1,807.50
$8,451.93
156,070.68
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Text Books and Supplies
—
Text and Reference Books, $7,063.17
Paper, Blank Books, etc., 4,143.26
Manual Training Supplies, 693.00
Domestic Science Supplies, 394.68
Athletic Supplies, 246.46
Typewriters, 503.95
All Other,
, 399.85
13,444.37
Tuition— 1,369.86
Transportation— '
Automobiles (Pupils), $14,497.35
Automobiles (Teachers), 287.25
Car Fares, 2,225.00
Janitors' Service
—
Day, $12,368.75
Evening-, 178.50
Watchman, July 4th, 63.00
17,009.60
12,610.25
Fuel and Light
—
Coal and Wood, $11,584.75
Gas and Electricity, 1,457.09
13,041.84
Maintenance of Buildings and Grounds
—
Salary of Building Super-
visor, $2,600.00
Carpentry, Painting, Mason-
ry 5,984.35
Heating, Plumbing, Wiring, 2,817.63
Building Materials, 557.33
Flags and Flagstaffs, 147.38
Janitors' Supplies, 827.39
Telephones, 354.29
Ashes, etc. Removed, 399.50
All Other (Labor and Mater-
ial on Grounds), 1,193.19
14,881.06
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Furniture and Furnishings
—
Desks and Chairs, $1,081.02
Manual Training Equipment, 848.00
All Other, 1,009.72
2,938.74
Rent— 420.00
Diplomas and Graduation— 238.22
Medical Inspection
—
Physician, $1,620.00
Nurse and Assistant, 2,400.00
Dental Nurse, 1,540.00
Dental Clinic, 635.50
All Other, 757.66
6,953.16
Total Payments, 247,429.71
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $1,592.50
PLANS' AND SPECIFICATIONS FOR
SENIOR AND JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS
Appropriation, Dec. 1927, 2,000.00
Payments,
Frank Irving Cooper Corporation, $2,000.00
HEDGE SCHOOL PLAYGROUND ADDITION
Balance from 1927, $801.40
Payments,
The Anchor Post Fence Company (for fence), 238.00
Balance Remaining, $563.40
PLYMOUTH PUBLIC LIBRARY
Appropriation, Including 1927 Dog Tax, $8,500.00
Income from Gates Fund, 106.40
$8,606.40
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Payments,
Salaries
—
Librarian, $1,780.00
Assistants, 3,295.00
Janitor, 560.00
Books and Periodicals
—
Book Repairs, $218.25
Books and Periodicals, 1,849.71
$5,635.00
2,067.96
Other Expenses
—
Fuel, $385.46
Light, 381.57
Repairs,
^
37.71
All Other, 98.70
903.44
Total Payments, $8,606.40
MANOMET PUBLIC LIBRARY
Appropriation, $750.00
Payments,
Salaries
Salary of Librarian, $274.98
Salary of Janitor, 68.75
$343.73
Books and Periodicals, 194.29
Other Expenses
Fuel and Light, $44.75
Insurance, 53.92
Repairs, 113.31
21L98
Total Payments, S750.00
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PARKS, TRAINING GREEN, PUBLIC CAMPING PLACES
Appropriation,
Income from Morton Fund,
Transfer to Playgrounds, Nov. 24,
Payments,
General
—
Labor,
Teams and Trucks,
Clerk,
Mowing Grass,
Supplies,
Repairs,
Improvements,
All Other,
Bathing Beaches-
Labor,
Teams and Trucks,
Caretakers,
Supplies,
Repairs,
All Other,
$4,195.68
567.55
9L66
368.00
223.25
472.43
80.39
1.90
$146.00
43.50
651.00
108.87
769.27
150.28
$8,500.00
121.80
$8,621.80
750.00
$6,000.86
1,868.92
Total Payments,
Balance to Excess and Deficiency,
PUBLIC PLAYGROUNDS
Appropriation, $6,500.00
Transfer from Parks, Nov. 24, 750.00
$7,871.80
7,869.78
$2.02
$7,250.00
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Payments,
General
—
Labor, $1,196.70
Teams and Trucks, 280.66
Caretakers, 508.40
Instructors, 23'5.00
Supplies, 507.71
Repairs, 505.10
Improvements, ' 2,597.30
All Other, 57.15
$5,888.02
Bathing Beaches
—
Teams and Trucks, $8.00
Caretakers, 689.00
Supplies, 122.78
Repairs, 411.14
Improvements, 64.20
All Other, 60.10
1,355.22
Total Payments, 7,243.24
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $6.76
NEW BATHING HOUSE AT STEPHEN'S FIELD
Balance from 1927, $517.16
Payments,
Labor, $26.25
Hardware and Paint, 100.00
Equipment, 27.50
All Other, 57.25
Total Payments, 211.00
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $306.16
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EQUIPMENT FOR PLAYGROUND IN NORTH PLYMOUTH
Balance from 1927, S60.00
No Payments,
LAND ON EASTERLY SIDE OF WATER STREET
FOR PARK PURPOSES
Appropriation, March 27, 1926, $1,600.00
No Payments,
BAND CONCERTS
Appropriation, $500.00
Payments,
To Plymouth National Band (2 concerts), $216.00
To Pilgrim Band, 150.00
To Plymouth National Band
(Armistice Day Parade), 124.00
Other Expenses, 5.00
Total Payments, 495.00
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $5.00
JULY 4TH AND FOREFATHERS' DAY
Appropriation, $750.00
Payments,
July 4th—
Base Ball Game Expenses, $100.00
Orchestra, 45.00
Plymouth National Band, 262.00
Other Expenses, 43.00
$450.00
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Forefathers' Day
—
Services of Speaker and
Expenses, $244.84
Music, 50.00
294.84
Total Payments, 744.84
Balance to Ex(^ess and Deficiency, $5.16
MEMORIAL DAY
Appropriation, $550.00
Payments,
Observance of Memorial Day, 548.50
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $1.50
SEXTON
Appropriation, $200.00
Payments,
Salary of Sexton, $200.00
PENSIONS FOR TOWN LABORERS
Appropriation,March 24, $800.00
Appropriation, June 2, 330.00
Transfer from Reserve, 23.50
$1,153.50
Payments,
To four men retired from Highway Department, $1,153.50
MISCELLANEOUS ACCOUNT
Appropriation, $3,200.00
Payments,
Legislative
—
Moderator, $40.00
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Advisory and Finance Committee,
Secretary,
Printing,
Stationery,
All Other,
$50.00
51.25
12.00
11.40
124.65
$164.65
Certifying Notes, 36.00
Printing Town Reports, 1,714.95
Seal Bounty, 6.00
Ringing Bells, 10.00
Town Clock Expenses, 239.58
Flags on Training Green, 130.41
Pilgrim's Progress, 142.37
Eecording, etc., 39,90
Landing Float Expenses, 89.84
Herring Stream Expenses, 103.50
Fire Tower, 6.00
Printing, 27.00
Wiring Band Stand, 7.95
Auctioneer's Expenses, 20.00
Total Payments, 2,738.15
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $461.85
RESERVE ACCOUNT
Transfer from Reserve from Overlay of Taxes, $5,000.00
Transfers to:
Election and Registration, $292.07
Police Department, 250.00
Building Inspection, 10.00
Rifle Range, 2.10
Pensions for Town Laborers, 23.50
Town Clerk's Department, 30.66
Treasury Department, 10.00
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Sealing of Weights and Measures, 29.66
Health Department, 5o.4.'5
Total Transfers,
Balance Returned to Overlay Reserve,
TOWN FOREST
FOR PURCHASE OF LAND
Balance from 1927,
No Payments
TOWN FOREST
REFORESTING AND IMPROVEMENT
Balance from 1927, $1,349.73
Appropriation, 2,000.00
Transfer from Public Welfare Dep't., 100.00
Payments,
Secretary, |50.00
Labor, 1,156.12
Ploughing Fire Belts, 175.00
Fire Tower, 2,033.22
All Other, 34.65
Total Payments, 3,448.99
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, I .74
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WATER DEPARTMENT, MAINTENANCE
Appropriation, |28,000.00
Payments,
Administration
—
Superintendent, $2,000.00
Registrar, * 450.00
Clerks, 1,464.00
Stationery, Printing, Postage, 492.70
Telephones, 238.06
All Other, 501.39
15,146.15
General Expenditures
—
Labor, $8,041.47
Pipe and Fittings, 1,565.51
Hydrants, 291.33
Meters and Fittings, 2,701.43
Freight and Express, 229.29
Equipment and Repairs, 1,606.25
Auto Expense, 734.31
Liability Insurance, 297.93
All Other, 278.93
15,746.45
Service Connection
—
Material, 49.68
Pumping Station
—
Engineers, ^2,940.00
Boilers and Pumps, 83.23
Oil Waste, Packing, 221.45
Coal, 2,444.09
Plymouth Fifteen
—226—
Buildinjr, 73.96
All Other, 4.06
5,766.79
Total Payments, 26,709.07
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, • $1,290.93
WATER DEPARTMENT, CONSTRUCTION
Balance from 1927, $225.52
Appropriation, 5,000.00
$5,225.52
Payments,
Labor, . $3,068.12
Pipe and Fittings, 1,966.17
All Other, 191.23
Total Payments, $5,225.52
WATER DEPARTMENT, CONSTRUCTION
(ADDITIONAL HIGH SERVICE SYSTEM)
Balance from 1927, $34,321.36
Payments,
Labor, $3,284.90
Pipe and Fittings, 2,862.39
Contract for Standpipe, 3,775.08
All Other, 203.42
Total Payments, 10,125.79
Balance Remaining, $24,195.57
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OAK GROVE AND VINE HILLS CEMETERIES
$11,500.00
2,281.09
113,781.09
Appropriation,
Payments,
Salaries and Wages
—
Superintendent, $1,225.80
Labor, 8,519.90
Clerical Assistance, 228.90
Other Expenses
—
Teams, $407.04
Loam and Fertilizer, 304.25
Trees, Shrubs, Grass Seed, 213.25
Tools, Paint, 177.01
Telephone, 30.04
S'tationery and Postage, 101.83
Macadamizing, 2,072.70
Calcium Chloride, 138.00
Pipe and Cement, 194.10
Markers, 95.90
All Other, 71.10
$9,974.60
3,805.22
Total Payments, 13,779.82
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $1.27
BURIAL HILL CEMETERY
Appropriation, $2,000.00
Income from Trust Funds, 59.22
$2,059.22
—228—
Payments,
Salaries and Wages
—
Superintendent, $482.60
Labor, 1,465.90
Clerical Assistance, 17.43
Other Expenses
—
Teams,
^
$15.50
Loam and Fertilizer, 6.75
Tools, Paint, 44.72
All Other, 25.48
$1,965.93
92.45
Total Payments, 2,058.38
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $ .84
CHILTONVILLE, MANOMET, CEDARVILLE
AND SOUTH POND CEMETERIES
Appropriation, $300.00
Income from Trust Funds, 88.80
Payments,
Clerical Assistance, $22.85
Chiltonville—
Labor, $131.00
Repairs, 11.00
Loam, 4.00
146.00
$388.80
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Manomet
—
Labor, $132.00
Team, 1.00
Grass Seed, .80
South Pond-
Labor, $24.00
Truck, 3.00
133.80
27.00
Total Payments, 329.65
Balance to Excess and Deficiency, $59. 15
TOWN DEBT AND INTEREST
Appropriation,
Payments,
Interest
—
Loans in Anticipation of
Taxes, $5,144.14
On Award for Damages, 115.75
Town Hall Lot Loan, 517.50
Town Hall Loan, 9,860.00
Plymouth County Hospital, 918.75
Sewer Loan, 93.75
School Loans, 2,571.25
Public Landing Loan, 3,315.00
Water Loans, 1,777.50
Total Interest,
Town Debt-
Town Hall Lot Loan, $1,000.00
Town Hall Loan, 14,500.00
$82,000.00
$24,313.64
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Plymouth Co. Hospital Loan, 5,000.00
Sewer Loan, 1,000.00
School Loans, 11,000.00
Public Landing Loan, 12,000.00
Water Loans, 10,666.66
Total Town Debt, 55,166.66
Total Payments, 79,480.30
Balancy to Excess and Deficiency, $2,519.70
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SCHEDULE C
ESTIMATED RECEIPTS
Charges, Estimated in Making Tax Warrant.
Income Tax, $72,841.80
Corporation Tax, 101,044.31
Bank Tax, 2,351.09
Licenses and Permits, 4,761.50
Fines, 2,128.66
Special Assessments, 646.35
General Government, 4,727.09
Protection of Persons and Property, 1,120.13
Health and Sanitation, 2,056.94
Highways, 86.55
Charities, 2,900.35
Soldiers' Benefits, 1,509.50
Schools, 2,389.26
Libraries,
Recreation, 1,525.73
Enterprises and Cemeteries
—
Water Department, $38,414.08
Herring Fisheries, 542.50
Town Wharf, 475.00
Cemeteries, 6,911.40
46,342.98
Interest on Deposits,
Interest on Taxes and Assessments, 3,643.11
All Other, 854.54
Credits, Amounts Actually Received.
Income Tax, $91,310.00
Corporation Tax, 99,317.21
Bank Tax, 2,623.88
$250,929.89
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Licenses and Permits, 1,715.50
Fines, 2,028.47
Grants and Gifts, 668.76
Special Assessments, 2,321.25
General Government, 5,000.17
Protection of Persons and Property, 819.36
Health and Sanitation, 1,537.53
Highways, 4.01
Charities,
,
3,493.96
Soldiers' Benefits, 1,346.00
Schools, 983.66
Libraries,
Recreation, 2,55^.34
Enterprises and Cemeteries
—
Water Department, $37,044.30
Herring Fisheries, 1,525.00
Town Wharf, 975.00
Cemeteries, 6,065.99
45,610.29
Interest on Deposits,
Interest on Taxes and Assessments, 3,752.03
All Other, 930.23
^ $266,017.65
Excess of Actual Receipts, $15,087.76
\
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SCHEDULE D
REVENUE ACCOUNT 1928
Charges
—
Appropriations March 24, $748,418-75
Appropriations June 2, 23,460.00
$771,878.75
Less:
Appropriation from Excess and
Deficiency, $30,000.00
Estimated Receipts, 250,929.89
280,929.89
Amount to be Assessed, $490,948.86
Excess Revenue, (To Excess and Deficiency)
,
15,967.50
$506,916.36
Credits
—
Assessors' Warrant, $482,830.86
Poll Tax Warrant, 8,118.00
Additional Warrant (Polls), 182.00
Additional Warrant (Property) 697.74
Total of Assessors' Warrants, $491,828.60
Excess of Estimated Receipts, 15,087.76
$506,916.36
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SCHEDULE E
EXCESS AND DEFICIENCY
Unexpended Balances, Credited
—
Selectmen's Department, $43.65
Accounting- Department, 53.99
Treasury Department, 1.72
Tax Collector's Department, 68.20
Assessors' Department, 393.88
Law Department, 16.77
Engineering Department, 45.59
Town House Maintenance, 767.03
Town Hall Maintenance, 545.18
Police Department, 1.24
Fire Department, 2.56
Inspector of Buildings,, 2.72
Tree Warden's Department,, .42
Forest Warden's Department, 588.16
Inland Fisheries, 17.42
Street Cleaning, 60.76
Public S'anitaries, 96.24
Roads and Bridges,
"
6.63
grading at Town Wharf, 94.80
Snow and Ice Removal, 987.27
Street Sprinkling, 1,453.82
Street Lighting, 303.62
Harbor Master, 50.00
Soldiers' Benefits, 450.86
School Department, 1,592.50
Park Department, 2.02
Public Playgrounds, 6.76
Memorial Day, 1.50
July 4th and Forefathers' Day, 5.16
Band Concerts, 5.00
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Miscellaneous Account, 461.85
Water Department, 1,290.93
0. G. & V. H. Cemeteries, 1.27
Burial Hill Cemetery, .84
C. M. C. & S. P. Cemeteries, 59.15
Town Debt and Interest, 2,519.70
Alden Street Drain, 1,500.00
Robbings Lane Sewer Outlet, 508.81
New Public Sanitary, 32.35
Court, Main and Sandwich Sts., Repairs
and Resurfacing, .17
Stephen's Field Bath House, 306.16
Town Forest, .74
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SCHEDULE H
Itemized Statement of the Funded Indebtedness
January 1, 1929
Town Hall Lot Loan
Four and one-half per cent bonds, dated Mar. 1,
1919, payable |1,000 annually, $11,000 00
Memorial Town Hall Loan
Four per cent bonds, dated Nov. 1, 1924, payable
114,500 annually, 232,000 00
Plymouth County Hospital Loan
Five and one-fourth per cent bonds, dated Apr. 1,
1921, payable $5,000 annually, 15,000 00
Sewer Loan
Three and three-fourths per cent notes, dated
July 1, 1903, payable $1,000 annually, 2,000 00
School Loan
Four and one-fourth per cent bonds, dated Feb. 1,
1924, payable $11,000 annually, 55,000 00
Public Landing Loan
Four and one-fourth per cent bonds, dated May 1,
1924, payable $12,000 annually, 72,000 00
Water Loans
Three and three-fourths per cent
notes, dated July 1, 1903, payable
$666.66 annually.
Four per cent bonds, dated July 1,
1907, payable $1,000 annually.
Four per cent bonds, dated Feb. 15,
1908, payable $1,000 annually.
Four per cent notes, dated Aug. 1,
1926, payable $8,000 annually.
$3,333 30
4,000 00
4,000 00
24,000 00
Total Water, 35,333 30
Total Funded Debt, $422,333 30
Plymouth Sixteen
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SCHEDULE I
TRUST FUNDS
CEMETERY PERPETUAL CARE FUNDS
Deposited in Plymouth Five Cents Savings Bank:
Russell Tomlinson, $204 30
Betsey C. Bagnell, 383 62
Rebecca D. Ryder, 939 90
Lydia W. Chandler, 333 93
Curtis Howard, 518 07
Sarah F. Bagnell, 219 95
A. A. Whiting, 690 72
James Reed, 407 65
William H. Nelson, 691 48
Charles Holmes, 259 91
Louisa S. Jackson, 218 60
Judith S. Jackson, 568 96
John Donley, 100 97
David Drew, 111 30
Mary J. Brown, 50 28
Mary V. Lewis, 363 18
Priscilla L. Hedge, 236 47
Frederick Webber, 102 60
Nancie C. Wood, 1,035 91
Fannie Goodwin Bates, 1,014 69
Joshua Atwood, 117 45
Ichabod Shaw, 615 69
Edwin Morey, 805 33
Waldron and Dunham, 281 81
Timothy T. Eaton, 172 21
Heman Cobb, 243 86
Thomas Sampson, 244 06
Ephraim B. Holmes, 782 01
Lydia E. Jackson, 241 33
Jacob Jackson, 134 10
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Charlotte R. Bearse, 227 56
Washburn portion, lot No. 42, 180 35
Helena B. Rich, 122 64
Winslow B. Rickard, 115 87
John Eddy, 106 62
Helen Covington, 236 24
Freemen E. Wells, 169 94
Eliza Burt, 150 32
David L. Harlow, 112 03
Benjamin Swift, 116 ,28
Ellis Benson, 102 22
James Deacon, 140 24
Ellis and Freeman, 100 16
Ansel F. Fish, 112 99
Taylor and Foss, 102 49
Mary A. Minter, 164 48
William R. Drew, 724 62
Adelaide Reed, 107 80
Elizabeth M. Ward, 278 68
Edward W. Bradford, 216 44
Harvey lot 111 83
Ephraim Churchill, 27 33
Franklin B. Holmes, 122 11
Linus B. Thomas, 50 15
Ephraim S. Morton, 118 20
Merriam lot. 255 31
B 0 Strong 135 85
John C. Cave, 110 95
Winslow B. Standish, 115 42
Calvin S. Damon, 295 40
Finney and Churchill, 110 25
Edward B. Hayden, 174 42
H. N. P. Hubbard, 106 83
Anderson lots, 169 57
Sylvanus Churchill, 51 08
Nancy L. Pratt, 98 82
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Burgess P. Terry, 145 65
William and P. H. Williams, 112 26
Increase Robinson, 460 46
August H. Lucas, 151 19
Edward Morton, 107 55
Benjamin Pierce, 50 03
Alfred P. Arnold, 105 63
Nathaniel H. Morton, 100 05
Charles H. Holmes, 100 00
Daniel Hinchcliffe, 107 48
Samuel Nelson, 113 63
Nathaniel Russell, 212 29
Sumner Leonard, 107 50
Frederick Dittmar, 119 11
Emeline Landy, 105 81
John F. Hoyt, 139 77
Pope lot, 150 00
Nehemiah Savery, 105 33
Thomas A. Holsgrove, 186 79
John C. Ross, 221 56
Archibald McLean, 50 02
George L. Lyon, 191 61
Phineas Pierce lot and Paty Tomb, 297 67
Charles E. Barnes, 111 44
Burgess lot, So. Pond, 277 30
Ezra Harlow, 164 46
Mercy J. Howland, 124 88
Isaac M. Jackson, 1,121 79
Mary McDonald, 111 14
Mary J. Corey, 118 02
Ellis-Ryder, 120 35
Brewster-Bartlett, 387 01
Barnabas Hedge, 150 07
George M. Collins, 138 93
Alexander McLean, 115 13
Charles E. Dow, 108 47
Shaw and Thomas, 209 01
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Atwood and Pratt, 206 72
Prentiss lot, 228 78
Rufus H. Pope, 83 20
Alanson Thomas, 167 40
Albert Whiting, 125 55
Gamaliel Thomas, 105 43
Albert Bramhall, 109 74
Nancy B. Stevens, 104 21
Johnson-Hart, 109 60
Adehne D. Bartlett, 55 01
Coomer-Weston, 237 69
Edward N. H. Vaughn, 297 89
Thomas W. Finney, 108 40
Charles H. Howland, 2nd, 110 23
Davidson lots, 229 55
James Ellis, 129 87
Allen and Franklin M. Holmes, 111 03
Marietta Bumpus, 141 21
Frederick 0. Bradford, 156 46
ercy C. Robbins, 363 34
D. Edson Raymond, 102 29
Martin J. Hunting, 240 16
Watson and Rufus Ellis, 102 57
Herbert Robbins, 119 92
William J. Waterson, 50 03
Belinda B, Clements, 103 64
George D. Bartlett, 558 61
Orrin W. and Lydia A. Bennett, 107 08
John F. Hall, 116 47
Charles P. Morse, 105 71
Barnabas Churchill, 215 95
Stephen and Almira B. Pember, 100 05
Erastus B. Torrance, 109 75
Winslow W. Avery, 224 54
Daniel 0. Churchill, 120 27
Bradford Barnes, 169 17
Zacheus Bartlett, 110 57
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Burgess and Churchill, 52 76
Alexander M. Harrison, 118 84
Hilda Svenson, 123 20
Hiram B. Sears, 210 13
Joseph Taylor, 82 15
Franklin B. Cobb, 100 05
Andrew J. and Sarah E. Bradford, 103 96
John S. Butler, OA80
Chas. H. and Eunice B. Howland, 101 or727
Sylvanus W. King, lUb Ai01
Levi Jr. Morton, i Arr10 / 18
Whitmore-Churchill-Whitmore, lol b /
John Bachelder, loo A o4Z
Kicnard McLean lots. D i
Ziba K. Ellis, 113 86
Charles L. Jones, 4d
Clark Ellis, 19
Chas. E. and Clarence E. Taylor, 105 49
Joshua L. Edes, i Ar710 / 66
Kaymond-Doten, 217 84
John Peck, 110 A A04
Hayden-Bradford, -I oo 45
ADDie JD. Wara, 1 PCQloy OA
Adam and Francis Nicol, 131 48
Charles C. Drew, 290 34
Thomas Hedge, 264 57
Elmer H. Bartlett, 109 04
Scovel-Doten, 278 95
Walter S. Irwin, 128 27
Peter Holmes lot, 283 53
Frank Sheppard, 113 92
Maria A. Rickard, 118 03
Emily H. Cook, 175 16
William and Violet Crozier, 110 63
Frederick Mahler, 106 55
Isaac B. King, 244 04
Catherine Wilhelmy, 104 35
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Emily F. Bartlett, 129 99
William Bradford, 284 60
Chas. and Deborah Hathaway, 202 04
Kate Zahn, 104 30
Lothrop C. King, 165 35
Alpheus 0. Grant, 100 04
Jennette B. Smyth, 106 26
Clark Finney, 106 24
Ichabod Morton, 110 81
Cobb and Burgess, 117 91
William H. Miller, 105 16
Laura A. and Edna M. Larkin, 104 92
George H. Malloy, 116 04
Robert Siebenschu, 104 19
Perkins-Sibley lot. 100 81
Priscilla Perkins, 140 27
Betsey F. Dunham, 111 44
George H. Dunham, 109 13
Burgess-Bennett, 153 66
George and Elizabeth Nichols, 225 90
Harry Kramer, 106 65
Nellie H. Weeks, 101 02
Thomas C. Atwood and Laura
McHenry, 108 35
Chas. C. Barnes and Samuel G.
Broadbent, 108 30
Mary J. Ware, 106 62
William L. Finney, 214 09
Jacob, Jr. and Elizabeth Mahler, 212 62
Nathaniel Bartlett, 115 09
Charles E. Ryder, 115 09
Mary A. Austin, et al., 83 42
Elizabeth A. Kimball, et al.. 42 24
David 0. Harvey, 213 28
John D. and Thomas Churchill, 519 44
Antone Rose, 103 19
John Bodell, 205 19
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J.aiichlin D. McLean, 101 75
Adelbert C. P'inney, 103 00
Ezra J. Huntley lot, 102 25
Jessie Shaw, 150 00
Seth L. Holmes, ' 125 00
Capt. W. W. Baker, 100 00
Total Plymouth Five Cents Savings Bank, $41,604 76
Deposited in Plymouth Savings Bank:
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W^illiam Ross, QQ7 70
Putnam Kimball, 414 7^/ 0
d onn vjroouing, OOl 70
Schuyler Sampson, 265 53
R. B. Hall, 106 16
Fanny Sylvester, 127 73
Geo. E. and Carrie M. Benson, 121 10
E. A. Spooner, 124 63
George Hayward. 398 00
George S. Tolman, 128 82
Elizabeth S. Tinkham, 179 76
Danforth and Thurber, 209 34
William Bartlett, 479 40
Daniel H. Paulding, 344 83
John Morrissey, 266 98
Oliver T. Wood, 117 40
Sarah A. Waldron, 197 10
Sarah V. Kendrick, 62 90
Emma F. Avery, 570 96
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John Smith, 101 80
Amasa Bartlett and Bourne
Spooner, 317 95
Capt. Frederick Bartlett, 120 35
Carohne C. Finney, 111 64
Thomas Cooper, 125 38
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Lorenzo M. Bennett, 185 05
James R. Shaw, 136 27
Ernest L. Sampson, 209 47
Truman Sampson, 136 27
Levi R. Sampson, 136 27
Arthur S. Byrnes, 110 85
Otis W. Lapham, 112 92
Francis M. Robbins, 103 68
Lemuel L. Swift, 181 87
George W. Bradford, 229 14
Grace D. Mooney, 53 90
Amasa C. Sears, 101 96
Mary Pratt, 285 93
Henry W. Torrey, 175 23
Lyndon P. Hubbard, 113 43
Stephen Doten, 113 16
Ellen D. Howard, 80 65
Bramhall Fund, 178 43
Thomas Jackson, 109 87
Emma S. Hall, 113 94
Douglas-Hodges, 129 50
Churchill-Harlow, 170 30
Benjamin and Bessie Weston, 57 60
George Finney, 107 73
Horace C. Whitten, 102 06
Edward L. Robbins, 220 11
Henry Buhman, 114 29
John Krins, 116 83
Addie E. Douglas, 114 98
Frederick M. Atwood, 172 64
Ellis Whiting, 108 25
Charles Rogers, 79 60
Helen F. Hedge, 220 25
Robert H. and Rebecca Barnes, 150 28
Charles S. Purinton, 343 46
Isaac H. Valler, 123 05
Esther Hollis, 467 83
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Edward W. Baker, 194 87
Elizabeth A. Howland, 233 06
TT • > T~1 H /r T^ 1 1
Harriet E. McFall, 162 14
George E. Randall, 161 01
T TT T T T~l </^T T 1 iJames H. and James E. Clark lots, 220 88
Eliza G. Hall, 222 62
Emma W. Hedge, 215 04
John Fratus, 161 57
Mary E. Fuller, 106 35
Thomas Pierce, 155 11
Alfred L. Bartlett, 213 47
Martna o. iirewster, 108 lo
Henry E. Maynard, 108 17
TTl T 1 TT miEdward H. Thompson, 106 05
Benjamin Drew, 165 55
Mary McLeod, 223 14
Catherine B. Morrison, 109 25
Lucy C. Nelson, 221 47
Philip Rudolph, 104 81
Eugenia Lothrop, 107 01
Lucia S. Griffin, 103 22
Anna B. Humphrey, 101 80
It /r * T^ T% /rMercie F. Morse, 107 12
Anna M. Shepard, 319 41
Martha A. Morton, 103 07
TVT n • T71 li T /^l 1
Nellie E. McCloskey, 216 85
Johnson Davee, May and
Simmons, 214 57
J. Sumner Wood, 107 42
Frank Quartz, 214 95
Clarence W. Burgess, 165 11
Emma F. Caldwell, 266 05
Aaron Sampson, 107 46
Robert Thom, 103 08
Ella Bugbee Lee, 104 98
Sophia P. Mawbey, 103 52
Nathan S. Torrance, 106 85
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Anthony Atwood, 210 48
Thelma Weston, 210 22
Robert and Mary McKinnon, 102 78
Chas. G. Burgess, 410 22
Sarah A. Bartlett, 100 16
Elizabeth S. McHenry, 102 26
Anna V. Robbins, 100 00
Job Churchill, 202 10
Job Churchill (Burial Hill) 203 90
Abner H. Harlow, 250 24
Rufus Sampson, 101 50
Phineas Wells, 101 50
William B. Taylor, 200 00
John F. Raymond, 100 00
Oliver S. Holmes, 150 00
William Sykes, 100 00
Henry Armstrong, 100 00
Allen T. Bagnell, 200 00
Frank Rogers, 100 00
William Hodgkins, 150 00
Mary B. Shepard, 150 00
Alexander A. Robbins, 100 00
Chandler Holmes, 100 00
Albert Ludgren, 100 00
Ignatius F. Pierce, 150 00
Lucy L. Hoxie, 66 00
Harriet A. Shaw, 100 00
Frank Ellis, 150 00
Harriet A. Corey, 125 00
Total Plymouth Savings Bank, $30,808 67
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ST. JOSEPH'S CEMETERY FUND
Deposited in Plymouth Savings Bank, SI 17 82
DEPOSITED WITH STATE TREASURER
Phoebe R. CHfford Fund, 200 00
Total Cemetery Perpetual Care Funds, $72,731 25
NATHANIEL MORTON PARK FUND
Plymouth Savings Bank, S2,000 00
IVCURDOCK POOR AND SCHOOL FUND
Plymouth Savings Bank, $730 00
FRANCIS LEBARON POOR FUND
Plymouth Five Cents Savings Bank, $675 00
Plymouth Savings Bank, 675 00
CHARLES HOLMES POOR FUND
Plymouth Five Cents Savings Bank, $500 00
JULIA P. ROBINSON POOR FUND
Plymouth Five Cents Savings Bank, $300 00
WARREN BURIAL HILL CEMETERY FUND
Plymouth Savings Bank, $1,501 09
Plymouth Five Cents Savings Bank, 168 25
MARCIA E. JACKSON GATES PUBLIC LIBRARY
FUND
Plymouth Savings Bank, |1,000 00
Plymouth Five Cents Savings Bank, 1,000 00
OLD COLONY NATIONAL BANK STOCK
INVESTMENT FUND
Old Colony National Bank Stock, $5,000 00
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SCHEDULE J
Valuation for 1926 less abatements on $125,950, $25,746,475
Valuation for 1927 less abatements on 290,000, 26,447,375
Valuation for 1928 less abatements on 85,775, 25,266,550
Total, $77,460,400
Average, 25,820,133
3%, 774,600
Total Debt incurred and outstanding, $422,333
Less
:
Plym. County Hospital Loan
(Acts 1916, Chap. 266), $15,000
Water Loans, 35,333
Total Debt outside limit, 50,333
Total outstanding within debt limit, 372,000
Borrowing Capacity, January 1, 1929, $402,600
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APPROPRIATIONS ON WARRANT FOR
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
MARCH 23, 1929
Selectmen's Department, $3,250 00
Accounting Department, 2,550 00
Treasury Department, 2,050 00
Tax Collector's Department, 3,200 00
Assessors' Department, 7,000 00
Assessors' Plans,
Law Department, 1,200 00
Town Clerk's Department, 1,700 00
Engineering Department, 1,000 00
Planning Board,
Election and Registration, 800 00
Maintenance of Town House, 3,000 00
Maintenance of Town Hall, 7,000 00
Relaying Main Floor in Town Hall, 4,000 00
Police Department, 31,500 00
Fire Department, 36,054 00
Sealing Weights and Measures, 2,700 00
Moth Suppression, 5,000 00
Tree Warden's Department, 2,500 00
Forest Warden's Department, 4,000 00
Inland Fisheries, 300 00
Plymouth County Hospital Maintenance, 8,947 81
Public Sanitaries, 4,000 00
Sewers, 6,000 .00
Street Cleaning, 5,000 00
Roads and Bridges, 40,000 00
Hard-Surfacing Streets, 7,500 00
Land and Property Damages on State Highway
from Jabez Corner to Manomet, 6,000 00
Gurnet Bridge Tax, 977 70
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Sidewalks, 7,000 00
Sidewalks: Graiioliihic, 6,000 00
Health Department, 18,000 00
Snow and Ice Removal, 5,000 00
Street Sprinkling, 6,000 00
Street Lighting, 19,000 00
Harbor Master, 450 00
Pensions for Town Laborers, 1,325 00
Public Welfare, Including Mothers' Aid, 32,000 00
Public Welfare, for 1928 Bills, 3,554 51
Soldiers' Benefits, 8,500 00
School Department, 252,000 00
School Department, for Travelling Expenses
Outside the Commonwealth, for the Year
1930, 250 00
Sexton, 200 00
Miscellaneous Account, 3,200 00
Water Department, Maintenance, 28,000 00
Water Department, Construction, 5,000 00
Oak Grove and Vine Hills Cemeteries, 11,500 00
Oak Grove and Vine Hills Cemeteries, for
Surfacing Drives and Paths, 1,500 00
Burial Hill Cemetery, 2,000 00
Chiltonville, Manomet, Cedarville and South
Pond Cemeteries, 300 00
Town Debt and Interest, 78,000 00
Total for Article 5, $686,009 02
Art. 6. Plymouth Public Library, 9,000 00
Art. 7. Manomet Public Library, 750 00
Art. 8. Park Department, for Parks,
Training Green and Public Camp-
ing Place, 10,100 00
Art. 9. Park Department, for Playgrounds, 6,700 00
Art. 10. New Bleachers and Bandstand
for Stephens Field Playground, 2,700 00
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Art. 11. New Public Sanitary at White
Horse, 2,000 00
Art. 12. Smallpox expense, 1928, 353 23
Art. 13. Fire Alarm System, 10,000 00
Art. 15. Inspection of Buildings, 1,000 00
Art. 16. Plymouth County Aid to Agricul-
ture, 300 00
Art. 17. Rifle Range Expenses, 200 00
Art. 18. Town Forest, 2,000 00
Art. 19. New High School Building, 40,000 00
Art. 20 Acquiring Land on Union Street,
lor School Purposes, 7,500 00
Art. 21. Acquiring Land on Bradford Street,
for School Purposes, 1,200 00
Art. 22. Acquiring all the Property of the
Plymouth Mills, 10,000 00
Art. 23. New Roller and Truck for High-
way Department, 6,050 00
Art. 24. Repairs and Resurfacing on Court,
Main and Sandwich Streets, 1928, 8,323.30
Art. 25. Resurfacing Court Street, from
Chilton 'to Samoset Streets, 2,500 00
Art. 26. Brookside Avenue, Surfacing and
Improvement, 2,500 00
Art. 27. Relocation of Westerly Line of
Main St., Land Damage and Ex-
pense, 1,850 00
Art. 28. Manomet Avenue, Construction
and Surface, 1,000 00
Art. 29. McKinley Road, Walnut Street
and Harding Avenue, Construc-
tion and Surfacing, 2,000 00
Art. 31. Shore Road, Hard-Surfacing, 2,500 00
Art. 32. Surfacing Road from Bourne-
Plymouth Line, to Red Brook Bridge, 3,500 00
Art. 38. Head of the Bay Road, 1,500 00
Art. 34. Hard-Surfacing at Chiltonville, 7,000 00
Plymouth Seventeen
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Art. 39. Survey for Water System at
HIT ^ i.Manomet, 1,500 00
Art. 41. Water Tanks at Manomet, 500 00
Art. 43. Additional Ma-nomet, Chiltonville
and Cedarville Cemeteries, 600 00
Art. 45. Memorial Day Observance, 550 00
Art. 46. July Fourth and Forefathers' Day, 2,400 00
Art. 47. Band Concerts, 500 00
Total Appropriations on 1929 Warrant, $834,585 55
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SCHOOL CALENDAR, 1929
Winter Term,
Begins Wednesday, Jan. 2—ends Friday, April 26
Recess—Friday, Feb. 22, thru Friday March 1
Holiday
:
Friday, April 19
Spring Term,
Begins Monday, May 6—ends Wednesday, June 26
Holiday
:
Thursday, May 30
Fall Term,
Begins Wednesday, Sept. 4—ends Friday, Dec. 20
Holidays
:
Monday, Nov. 11—Armistice Day
Thanksgiving Recess—Nov. 27-29 inclusive
Teachers' Convention
Visiting Day
NO SCHOOL SIGNAL
2—2 On Fire Alarm Code
At 7.15—for Junior and Senior High Schools.
At 8.15—^for Grades I-VI—no school for morning ses-
sion.
At 11.15—One session, Grade Schools closing at 12.30.
At 12.15—for Grades I to VI—no school for afternoon
session.
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SCHOOL DIRECTORY
SCHOOL COMMITTEE
Term Expires
Frederick D. Bartlett, Chairman, 1931
Fannie T. Rowell, Secretary, 1930
Edward R. Belcher, 1929
Dr. Harold E. Donovan, 1930
Albert L. Mellor, 1929
A. Perry Richards, 1931
The regular meetings of the School Committee are
held on the first and third Tuesdays of each month.
Superintendent of Schools,
Anson B. Handy
Office hours of the Superintendent of Schools, 8.00 to
9.00 a. m., and 4.00 to 5.00 p. m. every school day, except
as special duties may prevent. Special appointments
may be made at other times.
Office Secretary,
Alice M. Murphy
Office open from 8.30 to 12 a. m. and 1.15 to 5.00 p. m.
every school day. Saturdays, 10-12 a. m. Every Mon-
day, 7.00 to 7.30 p. m.
Supervisor of Attendance,
John Armstrong
—
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REPORT OF THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE
In accordance with last year's report there was pre-
sented to the Town at the 1928 Annual Town Meeting, a
plan for an addition to the Junior High School building
to relieve the congested conditions at both the Junior
and Senior High Schools.
This plan provided additional class rooms, lunch room,
assembly hall, gymnasium, and a central heating plant
capable of taking care of both High Schools. It con-
templated the continued use of the present Senior High
School building for the three upper classes, with some
rearrangement of room and improved ventilating facili-
ties, the assembly hall, gymnasium and lunch room to be
used by both schools.
The Town did not approve the project and it has,
therefore, been necessary to operate the two schools with
the limited facilities available.
The enrollment at the Senior High School, beginning
with the current school years, is much larger than the
capacity of the building, and prohibits operation in the
usual way, viz., a single session from 8 to 1 for all four
classes.
This has obliged having the freshman class attend in
the afternoon from 12.45 to 4.30, the other three classes
attending from 8 to 12.30.
Under these conditions the freshmen are losing more
than 25% of what has been the normal time in school,
and the other three classes 10%.
By overcrowding (some rooms having 45 or more
pupils) the Junior High School has been operated as
heretofore, from 8 to 1, but that condition is unsatisfac-
tory, and not conducive to good results.
The situation at the Senior High School makes neces-
sary some addition to the teaching staff, more or less
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overtime for other teachers, additional expense for heat,
light, transportation, and janitor service, and is general-
ly detrimental, those who can least afford it, the scholars,
being the chief sufferers.
The details of the situation at those two schools will
be found in the reports of the Superintendent and prin-
cipals.
The Committee believes that existing conditions are
detrimental to the best interests of the Town and should
be remedied at the earliest practicable time.
With this in mind, conferences have been had with Mr.
Cooper and Mr. Stebbins of the Frank Irving Cooper
Corporation, Architects, and Professor Jesse B. Davis,
the authors of last year's plan, and they are now work-
ing on a plan to provide necessary relief and some al-
lowance for growth.
There is no appropriation available to cover cost of
plans and specifications in such detail as had last year,
but sketches with approximate costs will be presented at
the Annual Town Meeting, March 23rd, 1929, and it is
the hope of the Committee that the Town will authorize
it to construct the building.
The preparation of the sketches and estimates involve
no expense.
At this time the plan is not far enough advanced to
allow detailed description. It is, however, a modifica-
tion of last year's plan, enlarged to accomodate both
High Schools under one roof and thereby overcomie the
disadvantage due to the necessity of Senior High School
pupils crossing the street to use such facilities as the
assembly hall, gymnasium and lunch room, and allows a
six year High School unit under one administrative head
if and when found desirable.
Mr. William H. Raymond, janitor at the Mt. Pleasant
School, after many years of very efficient service, re-
signed on account of poor health and was succeeded by
Mr. Nelson Cushing. Mr. Raymond has since died.
Mr. Nelson Pero, janitor at the Cold Spring and Alden
St. Schools met with a fatal accident. Mr. John F. Mc-
Ardle was appointed in his place.
Due to double sessions at the Senior High School, Mr.
Fred J. Smith, assistant janitor, was relieved of the care
of the South St. and Lincoln St. Schools, and Mr. A. Busi
appointed as janitor.
A new band saw and a universal saw have been in-
stalled in the manual training room at the Junior High
School, cost about |600.00.
The playgrounds at the larger, lower grade schools, the
Mt. Pleasant, Cornish and Burton, Knapp and Hedge,
have been in a most unsatisfactory condition for a long
time. Some experimental work has been done this year
on the Cornish and Burton grounds, to give a surface
adapted to such games as can be practised on the limited
area available. The expense was about |700.00.
This work was done in accordance with the advice of
Mr. Ernst Hermann, Superintendent of Playgrounds of
the City of Newton, and under the direction of Mr. John
B. Finney.
The new surface is a distinct improvement, and while
its lasting quality can only be determined by time and
use, it appears to offer a solution of some of the problems
inherent in dirt playgrounds.
The major items of maintenance and repairs with ap-
proximate cost are as follows:
PAINTING
Hedge—All outside woodwork
painted one coat, and en-
trances two coats. |285 00
Mt. Pleasant—Three classrooms
renovated on second floor, 225
245
00
00High—Assembly Hall renovated.
South Street— Entire second
floor renovated, 165
175
00
00Material for above items,
^1,095 00
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ROOF REPAIRS
Knapp—South side of El in
rear covered with asphalt
shingles, $129 50
Oak Street—85% of roof cov-
ered with asphalt shingles, 350 00
Burton—65% of roof covered
with asphalt shingles, 390 00
High—30% of roof covered
with asbestos shingles, 685 00
GROUNDS
Knapp—Hard surfaced drive-
way from Court Street, |205 20
Oak Street—Grading playground, 202 53
Cornish—Hard surfaced play-
ground, 717 63
FENCING
Hedge—180 ft. on South side
5 ft. high, 1238 00
Oak >S^.—110 ft. on South side
5 ft. high, 163 00
High—2m ft. in rear 5 ft. high, 347 00
Wellingsley—123 ft. on street
side 4 ft. high, 146 00
$1,554 50
$1,125 36
Total, 679 feet, $894 00
PLUMBING
Cornish—New 6 inch cast iron
sewer pipe from building to
street sewer
Replacing Akron pipe which
bothered about roots, 400 00 400 00
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High—A 2" brass supply pipe
to fixtures in one half of
building, replacing galvanized
iron pipe, stopped up with
scale. Two new sinks in low-
er corridor and one in Room
27 used as laboratory, 387 11 387 11
South 5^^ree^—Teachers' toilet, 50 00 50 00
RESURFACING BLACKBOARDS
6252 sq. ft. of Blackboard resurfaced at the
Knapp, Oak Street, Cornish, Cold Spring,
Lincoln Street, Burton, and Mt. Pleasant
Schools, $903 72
MISCELLANEOUS
High—BQtiQY Lighting facilities, $100 00
Hedge—New concrete steps, 50 00
New Flagpole (steel) 100 00
Knapp—Radiators installed in
two ante-rooms for use of Doctor and
nurses, 116 00
CEDARVILLE
An addition 7'x22' added to rear of building
to accommodate Kaustine toilets and coal
and wood and four large steel sash in-
stalled in west wall, 1,000 00
Total, 17,775 69
Respectfully submitted,
FREDERICK D. BARTLETT,
A. PERRY RICHARDS,
ALBERT L. MELLOR,
E. HAROLD DONOVAN,
EDWARD R. BELCHER,
FANNIE T. ROWELL,
School Committee.
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FINANCIAL REPORT
RECEIPTS
Appropriation March, |249,000 00
Income from Trust Fund, 22 21
1249,022 21
PAYMENTS
General Expenses, S7,958 67
Teachers' Salaries, 156,666 04
Text Books & Supplies, 13,165 83
Transportation, 16,897 78
Janitor Service, 12,494 50
Fuel, 11,368 02
Repairs and Maintenance, 16,568 24
Equipment, 3,730 26
Medical Inspection, 7,300 61
Tuition, 1,279 76
Total, 1247,429 71
Unexpended Balance, |1,592 50
REIMBURSEMENTS
From the State for
—
Teachers' Salaries, |18,290 00
Americanization, 648 25
Tuition, 695 00
Miscellaneous, 288 66
Total, $19,921 91
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT BUDGET FOR 1929
General Expenses
—
Superintendent's Salary, |4,500 00
Secretary, 1,500 00
Supervisor of Attendance, 300 00
Station, Postage & Print., 500 00
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Telephone, 150 00
Traveling Expense, 250 00
Automobile Expense, 500 00
Freight and Express, 200 00
Schools Census, 250 00
All Other, 300 00
Teachers' Salaries
—
Day, $160,000 00
Evening, 2,000 00
Summer, 450 00
18,450 00
162,450 00
Text Books and Supplies
—
Text and Reference Books, $6,000 00
Paper, Blank Books, etc., 4,000 00
Manual Train. Supplies, 800 00
Domestic Science, 500 00
Athletic Supplies, 250 00
All Other, 400 00
11,950 00
Tuition and Transportation, 2,000 00
Transportation, 18,500 00
Janitors' Services
—
Day, $13,000 00
Evening, 200 00
Watchmxen, July 4th, 100 00
13,300 00
Fuel and Light
—
Coal and Wood, $11,500 00
Gas and Electricity, 1,500 00
13,000 00
Maintenance
—
Salary of Building Supervisor, $2,600 00
General Repairs, 8,000 00
Flags and Flagstaffs, 150 00
Janitors' Supplies, 600 00
Telephones, 350 00
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Ashes, etc., removed, 500 00
AH Other (Labor and ma-
terial on grounds), 500 00
12,700 00
Furniture and Furnishings
—
Desks and Chairs 1
Manual Training Equipment I $1,000 00
All Other
J
Typewriters, 600 00
1,600 00
Rent,
^
400 00
Diplom.as and Graduation, 150 00
Medical Inspection
—
Physician, $1,800 00
Nurse and Assistant, 2,500 00
Dental Nurse, 1,400 00
Dental Clinic, 900 00
All Other, 900 00
7,500 00
Total, $252,000 00
School Department Traveling Expenses out-
side of Massachusetts for year 1930, $250 00
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REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT OF
SCHOOLS
To the School Committee:
I herewith submit to you my third annual report as
Superintendent of Schools. It consists to a large extent
of extracts from the reports submitted to me by the prin-
cipals and supervisors, and is an attempt to show, first
the serious conditions in the junior and senior high
schools, secondly, some results of tests in the fundamental
studies, and thirdly, some of the newer and special phases
of activities carried on in the schools.
The most serious problem confronting not only the
Plymouth schools, but all the schools of the United States
is the developing of a program of education fitted to
meet the diverse needs of all the children of all the peo-
ple. It touches upon every phase of school activity ; the
buildings and their equipment, the extent of the funda-
mentals, the breadth of the curricula, the type of subject
matter and the rate of progress.
CONDITIONS IN JUNIOR AND SENIOR
HIGH SCHOOLS
During the past two years many of the over-age pupils
have been advanced from the fifth and sixth grades to
the junior high school and from the latter to the senior
high. Many of these have neither mastered the difficul-
ties of technical grammar, nor the complicated mathe-
matical problems and yet they know the fundamentals
of these studies in so far as their lives will ever be af-
fected. The problem of the senior high in part is to offer
worthwhile subjects to meet the varied interests and then
to adapt the subject matter to the abilities of the pupils.
The town must furnish the rooms and apparatus, the
teaching force must organize the subject matter.
The exceedingly serious situation in the junior and
senior high schools was discussed fully in the reports
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of last year and definite recommendations made. It is
impossible to maintain the high standard of the Plym-
outh schools under the present conditions.
Miss Katharine A. O'Brien, Principal of the Junior
High School, states,
"In my report of last year I emphasized the fact that
there were more pupils than the school building could
properly accommodate. This year with an enrollment of
four hundred eight-one, provision had to be made for
another classroom. To make this, the sewing room dur-
ing the summer, was equipped with desks and chairs as a
classroom, thus giving some relief, and a room in Lincoln
Street School formerly used for drawing, is now used as
the regular sewing room. The following distribution of
pupils in the seventh grades, gives some idea of the
crowded conditions in classrooms where the seating ca-
pacity was originally planned for thirty-six pupils. At
present there are in: 7A1-46, 7A2-47, 7B1-47, 7B2-47,
7C-45, instead of the usual 36, which is considered the
maximum for efficiency.
'Tupils go to classes in three outside buildings; the
High School for drawing, the Lincoln Street School for
woodworking. It would be real economy to have these
special classes housed in one building, as the time con-
sumed going to and from these places shortens the
especially during the winter months when it is necessary
to wear outdoor garments."
The lack of adequate facilities, such as the gymnasium,
auditorium and lunch room, were explained fully last
year. With classes of 42-47 pupils it is absolutely impos-
sible for each individual to receive attention to his indiv-
idual needs. The strain also upon the teacher is excessive.
Of the 202 pupils who graduated in June from the
eighth grade, or were passed on probation, over 190 ap-
plied for admission to High School. This brought the
high school enrollment to 490, an increase of 65 over the
previous year. With conditions existing as described in
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the several reports of last year, it was absolutely impos-
sible to accommodate 65 more pupils. A double session
was the only possible solution.
The upper three classes go from 8 a. m. to 12.30 p. m.,
and the freshmen from 12.45 to 4.30 p. m. In the morn-
ing the periods had to be shortened several minutes, net-
ting a total loss of 10 to 12 per cent, of the actual class
time, while the freshman lost one full period besides
shortened periods, netting a loss of over 25% of class
time. This plan had some advantages for some parents
and some children, but for the school as a whole it meant
a decided loss in efficiency.
The disadvantages are these : —
1. The upper three classes are losing one-tenth of their
actual class time.
2. The freshmen class are losing over one quarter of
their actual class time.
3. The morning group do some more home study than
on the old plan and the freshmen at least an hour a
day more, but in many cases home conditions do not
permit profitable home study.
4. There is little opportunity to give individual help
after school hours as all the rooms are in use most
of the day. This is a serious handicap.
5. Instead of coming to school alert mentally and phys-
ically, the freshmen have lost much of their energy.
6. In many classes pupils work with the rooms lighted
by electricity, especially during the winter months.
7. Ten teachers have classes partly in the forenoon and
partly in the afternoon. This is a severe strain
upon some of them.
8. Assemblies and other activities such as music and
physical education have been curtailed.
9. Transportation costs have increased because of ex-
tra trips involved from Manomet, Russell Mills, and
Darby, while one pupil from Half-Way Pond has to
be boarded in town. This total cost is S2,000 a year
at present, and is apt to increase next year.
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10. Janitor service was necessarily increased. This
amounts to $540 a year.
11. Heating and lighting costs increased materially. A
close estimate is $750 a year.
With the exception of new biology equipment and some
additional room for typewriting, there is a lack of edu-
cational facilities as stated in the reports of last year.
Mr. Wayne M. Shipman, Principal of the Senior High
School rei)orts as follows
:
''There is every prospect of a larger enrollment next
year. Next year's Sophomore and Junior classes will
doubtless be larger, while the Freshmen group will prob-
ably be about the size of the present class. This will
mean crowded conditions again during the morning ses-
sion, especially. Practically every room is now used every
period. The two rooms not used all the time are two spec-
ial rooms not adapted to regular class work. It will be
hard to provide for the additional classes which will have
to be formed. Again, as a year ago, may I express my
earnest hope that the townspeople will see their way clear
to provide adequate facilities for the proper education of
the boys and girls of Plymouth."
The whole situation is exceedingly poor from an edu-
cational point of view and needs immediate attention.
No solution should be accepted unless it provides adequate
facilities for all the children of the junior and senior
high schools.
**Our school system is based on ideals of democracy.
The elementary school has been established on this ideal.
But let us not forget that this was not accomplished
without a bitter battle. The same forces in the main
which are so alarmed over the growth of our high schools
fought the establishment of the first free tax supported
elementary school. It has always been so. Our profes-
sion should lead the battle for ever better educational op-
portunities for all the people."
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CHANGES IN STUDIES IN THE JUNIOR AND
SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS'
Two chang-es in studies have been made in the Junior
High School in accordance with recommendations sub-
mitted in the report of Professor Jesse B. Davis. Type-
writing has been advanced to the Senior High School and
emphasis put upon an introductory study of the com-
mercial field. French as a separate study has been elimin-
ated and in its place a General Language course is of-
fered. The course consists of a study of Latin, French
and Spanish or German as contributing factors to the
English language. It gives children an insight into the
construction of a foreign language. It shows whether a
child has a<n interest in and an aptitude for languages
before reaching high school. *Tt gives a real exploration
of their interests and abilities before specialization,'^
says Professor Brewer of Harvard, while W. B. Snow,
Assistant Superintendent of Boston, states ''From the
evidence at hand, it seems probable that an introductory
course of this kind would have real value for all children,
and that children selected on the basis of such a course
to go on with serious formal study of a foreign language
would show a large measure of success and make more
rapid progress than is customary without such an explor-
atory course."
In the Senior High School a few changes have been
made as reported by the principal, 'Trench is no longer
offered to Freshmen. Instead, the study of French is
begun in the Sophomore year. This plan makes practica-
ble the completion of the usual three years of French in
the Senior year. A new course in Office Practice is of-
fered to Senior Commercial students. A new^ course in
World History is now required of a certain group of
Sophomores. For Freshmen boys, who take the general
curriculum, an excellent course in woodworking com-
bined with mechanical drawing is given, while the girls
have ten periods a week of Household Arts combining
School Two
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this with instruction in home decorating. The work
done in the Home Economics division throughout the
school has been very much broadened and now includes
all phases of home planning and management."
*'In making up the classes for this year, the pupils were
first divided according to the curricula which they were
taking. That is, as far as possible, pupils taking Com-
mercial work were put together, likewise those taking
the Preparatory Curriculum and the General Curriculum
were segregated. Again, the pupils were divided accord-
ing to their ability as revealed by their school records.
This makes it possible to adapt the teaching to the inter-
ests and needs of the pupils better than previously."
''Our marking system has been changed slightly. We
now use a D to denote that a pupil is below passing but
is not so far below that he cannot improve by making
extra effort. We also are rating pupils in manner, relia-
bility, and spirit of cooperation because we realize that
the development of these traits is essential to success
and happiness. The marks appearing on the report cards
represent the combined opinions of all the teachers with
whom the pupils come in contact."
INCREASE IN SUPERVISION
During this year the Principals and Superintendent
have spent more time in actual supervision of the class-
room instruction. In October, every principal spent
approximately an hour a week with each teacher, so that
at the end of a month each principal had visited nearly
a full day's work of each teacher. Since then the pro-
gram has been varied to meet the needs of the different
schools. Frequently the principal follows through the
same subject with the same teacher for a week. Confer-
ences are held with the teacher and helpful criticism
^iven. The response on the part of the teachers has been
excellent.
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FUNDAMENTALS IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
Frequently the question is asked— Do the schools
still emphasize the fundamentals of arithmetic, reading,
language and writing and are the results satisfactory?
In order to answer this question tests have been given in
three of these subjects. Samples of the tests and the
results are shown on the following pages.
First, there is the Wilson General Survey Test in
Arithmetic, given under the direction of Professor G. M.
Wilson of Boston University. For the past three years
about two hundred New England cities and towns have
made a special drive for one hundred per cent accuracy
in the four fundamental operations, addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division. Plymouth emphasized this
only during the one year 1927-1928.
Secondly, there is the Providence Inventory Test in
Reading Comprehension, given in Providence, Rhode
Island, to test the ability to read with understanding.
Thirdly, there is the Providence Inventory Test in Lan-
guage Usage, given also in Providence, to test the ability
to use correct grammatical forms.
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1. RESULTS' OF WILSON SURVEY TEST IN ARITH-
METIC
On the opposite page is given part of the Wilson Survey
Test in Arithmetic dealing with examples in the four
fundamental operations, addition, subtraction, multipli-
cation and division. Each test has a possible score of 100.
Plymouth took a similar test in 1927 and ranked highly in
it. Since then the schools have been working for greater
accuracy without spending any more than the allotted
time. The following results show the gain made.
A THE AVERAGE SCORE
Add. Sub. Mult. Div.
Grade 5, 1927 93.7 90 75.6 78.6
1928 96.4 92 83.3
_
84.4
An average gain of 4.5 points
Grade 6, 1927 96.1 94.2 83.6 97.8
1928 97 95.4 89.6 94.1
An average gain of one point
B THE PERCENT OF PUPILS HAVING PERFECT SCORES
Grade 5, 1927 43.7 46.6 19.7 31.5
1928 71.7 51.9 39 39.2
An average gain of 42% in the number of
pupils with perfect scores
Grade 6, 1927 58 58 25 46.2
1928 82.9 63.3 57.2 66.9
An average gain of 44% in the number of
pupils with perfect scores
C COMPARISON WITH STATE RESULTS
AVERAGE SCORES
Add. Sub. Mult. Div. Total
Grade 4, Plymouth 97.3 90.2 79.4 . . 266.9
State 95.6 92 80.4 .. 268
Grade 5, Plymouth 96.4 92.1 83.3 84.4 356.2
State 96 92 80.6 85 353
Grade 6, Plymouth 97 95.4 89.6 94.1 376.1
State 97.2 96 87.2 92.6 373
PERCENT PERFECT SCORES
Add. Sub. Mult. Div. Ave.
Grade 4, Plymouth 69.7 55 37.8 .. 54.2
State 64.8 58 31.1 .. 51.3
Grade 5, Plymouth 71.7 51.9 39 39.2 50.5
State 68.8 60 33.3 44.1 51.6
Grade 6, Plymouth 82.9 63.3 57 66.9 67.5
State 76 66.5 40.4 60 60.7
The above show clearly that a splendid gain in accuracy
was made with almost 50% more pupils doing 100%
work in 1928 than in 1927. In comparison with the
results of those towns taking the test and many of them
making a special drive on arithmetic for three years,
Plymouth's average stands somewhat higher than their
average.
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2. RESULTS IN READING COMPREHENSION TEST.
On the opposite page is a part of the test in Reading.
Thirty minutes are allowed to read forty seven para-
graphs and discover the one word that spoils the mean-
ing. These paragraphs are graded according to difficulty
so that the average fourth grade child can read with
understanding only a limited number, the fifth grade a
few more and so on. Providence has used this type of
test for three or four years while Plymouth pupils tried
it for the first time in January. The results are sum-
marized below.
NUMBER OF PARAGRAPHS READ CORRECTLY
Grades 4 5 6 7 8
Upper 10% , 31+ 37+ 39+ 41+ 42+
Upper 20% . . 27+ 34+ 37+ 38+ 41+
Upper 50% , , , 22+ 29+ 32+ 35+ 38+
Lower 20% , , , 15- 22- 25- 30- 34—
Lower 10% , . 12- 19- 21- 28- 32—
Note:—The plus indicates "or more", and, the minus sign
"or less". E. G.—31+ means 31 or more, 15— means 15 or less.
The above results show a larger gain between the
fourth and fifth grades than between the others. There
is, however, a uniform gain throughout from grade to
grade. The results compare very favorable with those
of the Providence Schools, in many cases being somewhat
higher.
In some towns and cities the slow pupils are placed in
pre-vocational schools. The results in tests are based
upon those pupils doing regular class work and do not
include those in these special schools. The results in
the Plymouth grades include those of the slow groups
in the grades and the special groups at the Junior High
School.
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PROVIDENCE INVENTORY TEST IN READING
COMPREHENSION
Cross out the one word in each paragraph that spoils
the meaning.
Illustration (Word in parenthesis is incorrect) : In
crossing a street with other children, lock (carelessly)
before you cross and keep close together.
Nine out of forty-seven paragraphs are given below.
1. '*0 dandelion as yellow as silver, what do you do all
day?"
4. Fred awoke and found it had been snowing hard all
night. The rain lay twelve inches deep over the
garden and all over the paths around the house.
10. For many weeks during the long, cold winter, the
little brown Eskimo does not see the sun at all. Ice
and snow lie thickly upon the sky and it is very cold.
19. One very hot day last summer, Mary's mother baked
a chocolate cake and two dozen molasses cookies.
When her work was done she was so hot she went
out of doors and sat in the sun to get cool.
25. Betsy Ross, when asked to make a flag from a rough
design, deftly folded a scrap of paper and, with a
single clip of her thimble, displayed a true, symmet-
rical, five pointed star.
29. A very brave knight, whose name was Sir George,
lived in the land. He was not only more cowardly
than the rest, but he was so noble and good that the
people came to call him Saint George.
39. Times grew worse and worse for Rip Van Winkle as
years of matrimony rolled on. A tart temper never
mellows with age and a sharp tongue is the only
edged tool that grows duller with constant use.
42. Luther Burbank grew plums without stones, a can-
ning cherry which thoughfully leaves its stones on
the tree, a quince with the flavor of a pineapple and
mellow enough to be eaten raw, and corn which has
many eyes instead of one or two on a stalk.
47. Many idealists are taking the justified position that
the best way to bring unethical groups under ethical
control is for individuals to dissociate themselves
clearly from the ethical conduct of the group at
whatever cost.
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3. RESULTS IN LANGUAGE USAGE TESTS
The sentences in the test on the opposite pag-e contain
language errors, some of which are simple enough for
the fourth grade pupils, while others would trouble many
of the seniors in the high school. Both errors in a sen-
tence must be corrected before a score is made. There
were forty sentences to be corrected. The time limit
was 15 minutes. The scores obtained are as follows:
Grades 4 5 6 7 8
Upper lOVr 24+ 27+ 28+ 29+ 31 +
Upped 20'/r 22+ 24+ 28+ 28+ 29+
Upper 50% 17+ 20+ 23+ 25+ 26+
Lower 20% 12— 16— 19— 21— 22—
Lower 10% 10— 14— 18— 18— 21—
Note: + indicates "or better" e, g;. 24+ means 24 or more.
— indicates *'or less" e. g. 12— means 12 or less.
The results show a uniform gain from grade to grade.
These results compare very favorably with those of Provi-
dence and indicate a high standard of achievement.
4. CONCLUSION IN REGARD TO RESULTS IN TESTS
These results unquestionably indicate that the work
of the Plymouth schools in the fundamentals of reading,
language and arithmetic is equal to or above the average
of the better educational systems. Other tests given but
not reported also indicate this same high standard.
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PROVIDENCE INVENTORY TEST IN LANGUAGE USAGE
Correct the errors in the following sentences by crossing out the
wrong word in the parenthesis. Both errors in a sentence must be
•corrected in order to score.
Illustration. We (ran run) to school very fast and (were was) on time.
1, My friends and (me I) (saw seen) Lindbergh when he came to Provi-
dence.
(
3. It was not (him he) who lost the book. It was (me I.)
5, For (who whom) is this package and from (whom who) did it come?
7. The composition was neatly (written Vv^rote) on large white paper, John
always (done did) excellent work,
9, If I (were was) a bird I (should would) fly away.
11. At (two to too) o'clock I started (too to two) go down town but it was
(too to two) hot.
13, Experience (teaches learns) us that plants will die (without unless) they
have sun and water,
15. (Its It's) getting very late. (Who's Whose) ready to go home?
17, If you hold your pen (as like) I told you to hold it, you will be able to
write (as like) your brother.
19. No one knows except (we us) that the estate will be divided between
(him he) and (me I.)
23. The song of the thrush sounded (sweetly sweet) in the distance. Then it
died away (suddenly sudden) as our canoe rounded the elbow of the
stream.
27, Half of the boys (have has) lost (there their) pencils.
31, As our work is (almost most) finished let us divide the profits (among
between) the two of us,
35. Which nation of Europe has the (greatest greater) population and which
is the (wealthiest wealthier) nation?
38. They cannot find the paper (any place anywhere) but I am sure it is
(some place somewhere) in my desk,
40, As the tramp jumped (of off) of the train he saw a sign which read,
"Keep (of off) of the grass".
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NEWER AND SPECIAL ACTIVITIES
In every progressive educa'tional system are found
many devices for creating and maintaining the interests
of the pupils, while others are means of discovering and
developing the natural abilities of the pupils. Many of
these activities are illustrated on the following pages
:
1. Pre-School Mental Tests
The pre-school mental examination is given in August
to those children who are five years of age or over and
who have not reached the required age of five years and
eight months on September first. The records for two
years show that nearly three-fourths of the children do
better than average work in grades one and two. Thus
those who have demonstrated their ability save a year.
The per cent failure is small and is due to lack of physical
stamina. To overcome this no child can now take the
examination without a physician's statement of physical
fitness.
2. Character Training
One of the educational problems which is being much
discussed is the problem of character training. Some
criticise the schools for not teaching this subject, little
realizing what is being done. Character training is also
a problem of the home and of the church. ''Character is
caught and not taught,'' is a half truth. What the church
is, what the teacers are in their daily lives, what the spir-
it of the school is, are all contributing factors in the devel-
oping of a character and any one may be the dominating
factor in the case of an individual. As far as the school
is concerned it must furnish teachers of unblemished
character, whose influence both in school and outside is
unquestionable. The spirit of the school should be sym-
pathetic and recognize high ideals. The school may and
should present opportunities for constructive develop-
ment of character according to standards of right living.
Thus there are student organizations of various types to
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develop initiative, pupil responsibility and right ideals.
In the grades are citizenship clubs, safety patrols and
reading clubs. In the Junior High are clubs in debating,
in science, in literature, in manual arts, in household
arts, and the like. In the Senior High School are the
Student council, the Girls' club, the Press club, the Span-
ish club, the Latin club and the like. Games develop the
spirit of fair play and leadership. In the Junior High
School four groups put into the savings bank over $1,600
in four months an excellent lesson in thrift.
Many future life problems are not touched upon aind
many school problems are not discussed by the pupils as
fully as they should. There should be a definite organiza-
tion of material along this line in order that all types
of problems within the understanding of the pupils
should be presented and the fundamental principles dis-
covered. This is a new phase of the work and is being
carefully worked out.
3. Educational and Vocational Guidance
One of the main functions of the Junior and Senior
High Schools is to give by experience and study some
insight into the various fields ahead, such as the com-
mercial, the agricultural, the mechanical or industrial,
and the academic or professional. Each pupil must find
in which direction his interests and abilities lie. He must
study the courses open to him in the high school in order
that he may choose wisely after consultation with par-
ents and teachers. He should also have a sympathetic
understanding of the problems of those in activities
other than his own. Each pupil should study problems
similar to the following
:
How will a high school education help me to be a better
citizen ?
What are my special interests and abilities ?
What types of work are open to me?
What type am I best fitted for?
What are the qualities of a worthy citizen ?
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There should be one teacher who is held accountable for
the organization and direction of the work, but all teach-
ers should realize that they have a real responsibility in
the working out of the general plan. Such a teacher
should have special training and a special aptitude for
the work.
The above work has been started in the Junior High
School. It should be continued in the Senior High.
4. The Summer School
The aim and the procedure of the work during this last
session were like those of the previous year — to give
the pupil individual instruction in some phase of a sub-
ject which has given trouble during the regular session.
The summer school teachers believe that such an inten-
sive course is of benefit to a summer school pupil if he
is deficient in only a few phases of a subject rather than
in the whole subject, and if the pupil approaches his work
with the right idea of the summer session. In most cases
the pupils were eager and willing to learn; in some
cases this was not true. The regular classroom teacher
can influence the work of the pupil in summer session
by helping him to approach this opportunity with the
correct attitude.
Teachers in summer school tried especially this last
year to encourage regular attendance, a pride in work,
a willingness to cooperate, efficient methods. There were
82 pupils enrolled in grades IV, V, VI and VII. ( At least
90 per cent were saved from repeating a grade.
5. Creative Activities in Primary Grades. (See picture
page 33.)
The aim of Creative Education is to discover and en-
courage original talents. Talents are inborn in the
human mind and soul, and may be discovered by educa-
tion or by opportunity. Today girls and boys are encour-
aged to satisfy their creative instinct.
Young children are more creative than older persons
and the child in the first years of school, if given the
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opportunity and properly directed, may produce surpris-
ing results. The idea that they have accomplished
something which perhaps others cannot do, has a strong
appeal, especially to boys.
Much creative work has been done in the primary
grades. In their leisure time, before and after 'school,
or in free periods during school hours, with the use of
simple materials such as wax, clay, paper, jigsaws and
wood, children give expression to their thoughts and
ideas.
In one second grade a great deal of successful work has
been done with wax. The children visited some of the
historical places in town, and after discussing their trip,
modeled many things which they had seen, such as Plym-
outh Rock and the Forefathers' Monument. After seeing
a circus, they made all of the animals, and had an excel-
lent circus parade. It is needless to say that by such
*'follow-up" work many lasting impressions were made.
A teacher of a small school, located near two stores,
noticed that many of her pupils were daily spending
money for cheap candy w^hich was eaten at recess. Health
lessons were given emphasizing the dangers of too much
candy, with the result that the children wanted to save
their pennies. They made a bank from an egg crate,
started individual accounts, and appointed a banker.
Pennies were deposited, and at Christmas time, the chil-
dren decided to buy some books which the entire class
could enjoy.
Throughout the town, pupils have been encouraged in
making toys, games, doll houses and furnishings, book
covers, mats, posters which tell a story or are an incen-
tive to do better work in a particular lesson,—in fact
a-nything that is of interest to them and for which they
have found a need.
The results are two-fold — first, the child's goal is
reached when he has constructed something which ex-
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presses his idea, secondly, the primary teacher both
discovers talented children and sees other worth while
attainments, such as
1. A vital interest in school work
2. A correlation of all school subjects
3. Co-operation
4. Fair play in use of materials and tools
5. Regard for the rights of others
6. Lack of disciplinary cases
6. Classes in Instrumental Music. (See picture page 34.)
During the past few years, the development of instru-
mental classes has become an important phase of public
school music work. It is now recognized that instrument-
al instruction is one of the outstanding contributions
made by the school to the musical life of the commun-
ity. In many cities and towns throughout the country
this class work has become an integral part of the school
system, furnishing recruits to the school orchestras in
almost unbelievable numbers until these organizations
have assumed symphonic proportions.
The instrumental work in the schools of Plymouth is
still in its infancy. Classes have been organized and the
response and enthusiasm manifested are most gratifying.
At present there are fifty children in the elementary
schools receiving instruction under a most competent
teacher, Mr. Herbert Clarke. The progress that is appar-
ent proves a source of inspiration to all who are connected
with the work. Recently a cornet class has been organ-
ized. This is also under an excellent instructor, Mr. Copp
of Duxbury High School. As in the violin classes, the
pupils enrolled are most enthusiastic.
From a recent survey made in grades four, five and
six the following interesting information was obtained
and it may well be said that '^somewhere along the path-
way of life there is a musical instrument for every child."
200 children wish to study Violin
50
40
35
30
20
35
Cornet
Saxophone
Clarinet
Flute
Trombone
Drums
Would that it were possible to furnish each one of the
above children with instruments and instruction imme-
diately !
Plymouth offers unlimited opportunities for the de-
velopment of instrumentalists but the progress of the
work requires the cooperation of parents and all who
are anxious to give to the children of Plymouth what is
rightfully theirs — enrichment of life through the devel-
opment of social, emotional and vocational powers.
7. Art Work in Grades. (See picture, page 34)
The octagonal tiles illustrated were part of the draw-
ing course outlined for pupils in the sixth grades of Plym-
outh. This problem gave such excellent opportunity for
apphcation of color-study and design in very inexpensive
material that circular tiles were used by the seventh-year
classes at the Junior High School. From this school,
also, are the examples of lettering. One class of eighth
grade boys increased their knowledge of the forms of
the Roman Alphabet when they made two thirty-foot
signs with eight-inch letters to be used as holiday decor-
ations.
Although the making of a good poster takes consid-
erable time it gives the pupils valuable training in color,
composition, drawing and careful use of materials.
In the elementary grades we are trying to develop
illustrative drawing with sense of perspective. Our new
outline places more emphasis on color.
The drawing in the Junior High School is handicapped
by insufficient time, the difficulties arising from lack of
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one class-room where the teacher can meet her classes,
and no proper space for storage of drawing supplies.
The work in the Senior High School is largely individ-
ual and cannot be easily illustrated. The cover design
of this report is, however, one showing originality.
8. Practical Arts in the Junior High School.
Manual Arts. (See picture page 35.)
The set-model method of teaching manual arts is no
longer used. A most interesting group of projects has
been carefully planned and each pupil is allowed to choose
the project from this group which has the strongest ap-
peal to him. The most popular projects thus far are
Colonial pedestal tables, Empire foot stools, table lamps,
Chiippendale mirrors, split-column mirrors, and banjo
clocks. In the seventh grade, however, group work is
proving the better method. Much time is needed for in-
structing the boys in the use and care of tools, the
materials used, and in the general care of the shop, so
that this class is held to one project in which there is
a variety of experiences.
Some classes are given more time in the shop than oth-
ers. For this group a variety of experiences is planned,
hoping that through them the pupil will find the work
by which he will later earn his living. It is for this
group that the course in electricity, sheet metal, woodfin-
ishing, and home repairs, is given. The wiring of door
bells and lighting fixtures, the refinishing of furniture,
soldering kitchen utensils, repairing a broken window,
patching an inner tube, lacing a belt, and tightening a
window shade are but a few of the fifty jobs in w^hich
these boys are given first-hand experience. This work
is known as the General Shop plan as it puts each boy
through a large number of try-out experiences in a
short time. This gives him an insight into many trades
instead of holding him to one in which he may or may
not be adapted.
Continued on page 41

Posters— Tea Tiles — Original Designs — Grade 6
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Practical Arts at the Junior High School
We need a wide variety of educational systems in order that
all avenues of potential ability may be kept open.
President Angell of Yale.
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Hand Training in Grade 6
Organized Games at Recess at the Cornish School
—40—
Physical Activities at the Junioi- U\u;h School
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Drafting as a part of the department was first tried
out this year. The first year draftsman is not taught
so much the art and technique of drafting as he is to
think accurately and clearly, to read working drawings^
and to understand the language of the building trades.
The woodworking classes are called upon to make
many projects for use in the schools. Such school pro-
jects as classroom tables, cabinets, doll houses, bulletin
boards, and costumers are made by the pupils whenever
such work does not interfere with the class instruction.
In this way a pupil is taught the lesson of service to
others. The installation of a band saw and circular saw
helps to carry through jobs of greater size, and teaches
the boys to meet the conditions which they will meet in
the outside mechanical world. The pupils above the
seventh grade are taught to operate these machines with
the permission and supervision of the instructor.
Shop talks, lectures and demonstrations, which often
give rise to discussions of real worth, supplement the
handwork of the pupils. The course of study covers as
much as the average boy can be expected to get and re-
tain in the short time that he is in the shop.
This course is made as interesting as possible through
the selection of worthwhile projects. However, the com-
pleted project is not the measure of the boy's ability and
success in the shop. His ability to work shoulder to
shoulder with his boy companions, to do his share of the
cleaning up, and to control himself when his excitement
is keen, are all factors which made for good sportsman-
ship and good citizenship, and are never overlooked in
the shop training.
Household Arts. (See picture page 35)
1. The programs of two groups of girls in the seventh
and eighth grades allow additional time for Home Eco-
nomics course, which aim to familiarize them with home-
making problems of today. Their work in sewing has
been carried on from the standpoint of economy and at-
tractiveness. The family meal has been the basis of the
work in Foods. This includes the planning, preparation,
and serving- of well-balanced breakfasts and luncheons.
All the eighth grade girls have planned, prepared, and
served a luncheon, and the seventh grade girls, a break-
fast.
2. After several lessons in learning how to run and
care for a sewing machine, the seventh grade girls made
gymnasium bloomers, for use during the physical train-
ing period. As a Christmas project, various embroidery
stitches were taught and applied in the making of indi-
vidual Christmas presents.
3. The eighth grade girls began the year by making
their graduation outfits, starting with the slip, followed
by a simple white dress. They also had several lessons
before Christmas in learning various embroidery stitches.
This work was followed by a short unit on planning a
simple clothing budget.
9. The Individual School. (See picture page 36.)
The Individual School has just completed its fourteenth
year in Plymouth.
The fact that 90% of the pupils who have availed
themselves of the opportunities offered in this school
have been abjle to take their proper places in the com-
munity at large, would seem to confirm the worth of
this educational experiment on the part of the school
department.
Educators, who have made a specialty of special class
work, are agreed that the training of these children pre-
sents a problem that cannot be worked out in the regu-
lar class room.
Exceptional children, must be drilled each day on:
—
1. A long array of facts that regular grade children
generally acquire for themselves.
2. Definite emphasis must be placed on items of gen-
eral information.
3. Skills must be outlined in detail.
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4. There must be constant drill and dramatization to
bring about desirable habit formation.
5. Attitudes for satisfactory living- conditions must
be instilled since it is known that to a considerable
degree, success in life is as much dependent upon
proper attitudes and habits as it is on intelligence
an,d intellectual ability.
During the past school year, the customary policy of
presenting every lesson on the level of the understand-
ing of the child, has been followed.
Children have been returned to the regular grades
when their school progress has warranted it. Unfortun-
ately some of these children, upon, being transferred to
the regular and larger class, have been unable to keep up
to the standard required. Therefore, it would seem that
some intermediate class grouping should be organized to
care for those children who are slower of comprehension
in some studies but who present no general retardation.-
One hour each week, the boys have been, instructed in
woodworking. This has been done under the direction
of a regular teacher of manual training. At this same
period, the girls have been taught dressmaking. As in
the past, handicraft has been a part of the daily program.
When the school opened in September 1928, a one ses-
sion plan was adopted, thus eliminating the need of sd
teacher during the lunch period. TTie school day begins
at 8.45 a. m. and closes at 1.45 p. m. This new schedule
makes it possible to give individual tutoring after school
hours, to children in need of it.
At lunch, the children are assigned to places at tables
and are encouraged to eat proper food. Instruction is
given in table manners, and mastication of food, is in-
sisted upon. Close supervision attends the preparation
and serving of lunch. The clearing of tables, dish wash-
ing, sweeping rooms and a general cleaning up after
lunch form an elementary lesson in housekeeping.
Attention to health problems has reduced the number
of our underweights to a minimum. Defects in posture
have been, corrected as much as possible. Oral hygiene
and daily toothbrush drill have resulted in a diminishing
of carious teeth and in better mouth conditions in gen-
eral. During Education Week an evening session was
held at the school. A program given by the classes dem-
onstrated the capability of the children. Vocal and in-
strumental music, recitations and dramatization made up
the program for the evening. Much favorable comment
was received from the parents and other visitors. Their
courtesy and encouragement were appreciated.
10. Americanization and Evening S'chool Classes. (See
picture page 37.)
The Americanization and Evening School Classes are
in session for a period of twenty weeks on Mondays,
Tuesdays, and Thursdays. Classes this year meet in
Harris Hall at the Plymouth Cordage Company's plant
at five o'clock, at the Knapp and Cornish School Build-
ings at seven fifteen.
The Americanization Classes are composed of adults,
who wish to learn the English language or to study in
order that they may fit themselves better to become
citizens of this country. The state reimburses the town
Cine half of all money paid in salaries and supplies used
by men and women of these classes.
The classes grade as follows:
Beginners
Here the Gouin Theme and Direct Method are used.
The aim is to get the pupil to talk in simple English
about every-day experiences and practical subjects.
Intermediate
These continue work of the Beginners but with wider
range of subject matter. More reading and writing are
used, short letters are written and something of our
history and government are taught.
Citizenship
The Citizenship Classes follow the course outlined by
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the State Department. They are taught much of the
history and civics of our country. How our democracy
works out its problems and serves its people; its social,
political, and industrial problems.
Advanced
The Advanced Class is composed of those who, though
able to read, write, and have good understanding of Eng-
lish, wish to carry on their study farther.
Another type of class is the illiterate minor. They are
required to attend regular evening classes similar to
those of the day sessions until they have completed work
of the sixth grade. At that time they are excused from
further attendance if they so desire.
The work of the various classes is excellent. Those
who attend are appreciative of the opportunities provid-
ed for them and the fact that they will come to classes
three evenings a week, after a day's work, shows that
they believe they are getting something worth while.
Plymouth is fortunate in having a splendid corps of
teachers for all these classes. Nearly all have state cer-
tificates representing special preparation and training
alon,g this line. They are deeply interested and appre-
ciative of the difficulties of a foreign speaking people.
KNAPP SCHOOL LIBRARY CLUB
(See picture, pa»ge 38)
To promote the reading of good books our sixth grades
formed a Library Club. A meeting was held, officers
elected, and librarians chosen. The members pay dues
and this money is used for the purchase of new books.
The club now owns one hundred seventy-five books,
a desk, and several sections of bookcases which they
have purchased with money raised by themselves.
A complete card record is kept for each book and
pupil. When purchasing new books the pupils corres-
pond with different book stores and order the same. This
correlates with the language work, giving practical use
for the business letters.
How well this work promotes reading- is shown by the
fact that all but five pupils in the two sixth grades at the
present time have the State Honor Certificate. This
means that twenty books have been read from the list
furnished by the state, five of which are non-fiction.
HAND TRAINING (See picture, page 38)
The aimg of the hand training work in the sixth grade
are as follows:
1. To give skill in handling materials
2. To train in accuracy and neatness
3'. To train in business methods and thrift
It is brought into close relationship with other .school
subjects. The pupils write letters ordering materials
and, after working out the cost make payment for the
projects made. This trains in business methods and also
makes them very careful regarding waste.
Emphasis is laid upon increasing accuracy, care of
materials, proper technique of simple working drawings,
neatness, good construction, and accuracy of measure-
ment.
It is planned to have every project take some useful
form which the pupil really desires to complete to the
best of his ability.
The following are among the things made: Calendar
pads, loose leaf note books in different sizes, desk blotter
holders, sewed note books, clipping files of different sizes,
folios, writing cases, and bound pamphlets. All of these
require much planning, careful workmanship, and train
not only the hands but the thinking power of the pupils
as well.
11. Physical Activities in the Grades. (See picture
page 39.)
The elementary physical education activities are car-
ried on regularly indoors and out, providing the right
kind of exercise through play interest.
One of the greatest assets to the work is the organized
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recess period, which results in every child having proper
space and opportunities for exercise under pupil leader-
ship. Recess must mean
:
a. Thorough relaxation
b. Wholesome play
c. Recreation of the nervous reservoir
d. Throwing off waste products of sedentary work
e. Fresh air
The present recess period accomplishes this in the
most satisfactory manner. The children select their
game, organize their group, and carry through their play
with little adult interference. This will develop their abil-
ity to supervise their own play activities away from the
school yard, and to recognize leadership in home and
neighborhood groups.
The formal work, necessary for every child because of
long sitting positions, is given in gen,eral stretching exer-
cises. The fundamental standing position is emphasized,
fostering an habitual good poise among the average chil-
dren.
Other indoor activities are utilized in the playrooms,
which all schools have, excepting a few of the smaller
buildings. The rhythm, beauty, and joyful feeling in
every child is cultivated through folk dances. Although,
perhaps, more adapted to the girls, there is an excellent
opportunity for training in courtesy toward the other sex
in group dances such as the "Virginia Reel". The most
popular type of game in the grades is the relay race;
and rightly so, since it gives countless opportunities for
the teaching of fundamen,tal skills. During the fall
months all varieties of kicking games are used, in the
winter a combination of throws and passes suggestive of
basketball, and in the spring skills which will train the
future baseball player.
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12. Physical Activities in Junior and Senior High
Schools. (See picture page 40.)
Whenever the weather is suitable, setting-up drills
take place outdoors. The picture on opposite page shows
the kind of drills that the boys and girls take every day
from 9.45 to 10 o'clock. The pupils enjoy these outdoor
drills which give them a chance to relax. Far different
is it on stormy days, or days too cold for exercising in
the open, when the drills must take place indoors in corri-
dors. The air here soon becomes vitiated as over two
hundred boys and the same number of girls, are crowded
in these narrow spaces. There is no other place in the
school, however, in which these can be taken.
Other indoor activities for the Junior High School girls
have been carried on in the upper hall. Newspapers
have been spread on the floor and corrective postural
exercises have been taught in the prone position. Sus-
pension bars for further work on physical defects will
be installed at convenient places in the halls. Folk danc-
ing with victrola accompaniment has been very suc-
cessful.
Much emphasis has been given to organized games so
that a large number of pupils receive the benefits of the
:game. In the Fall in soccer, an eight team league was
formed in the seventh grade and a six team league in
the eighth, involving about 140 boys. Fourteen basket-
l3all teams, enrolling 75 boys, were organized and played
at Memorial Hall. In the spring baseball and track have
many participants.
The freshmen have had squads in football and basket-
ball. Regular weekly games have kept the interest of
the boys and developed their skill and improved their
physical condition.
In the Senior High School, the football team had a
season without defeats. The basketball, the tennis and
the track team maintained an excellent standard, win-
ning their respective championships. Baseball has also
been maintained on a sound basis.
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Through the leadership of the Brockton Y. M. C. A.
indoor track and swimming has been added this winter
to the hst of activities, and additional boys have been
able to take part.
The girls have had field hockey and basketball teams,
which have been of a high standard.
All the teams have an excellent reputation for clean
playing and good sportmanship. This is far more essen-
tial than winning of games. This spirit is due to the
splendid attitude of those in charge of the various sports.
Regular physical examinations for the boys and girls
have been conducted. Proper follow up work in the
form of corrective work has had to be neglected because
of the congested schedule and lack of facilities.
HEALTH EDUCATION
No school system is complete without a well organized
and effective health program closely correlated with that
of physical education. The instruction in organized play,
in correct posture, and in remedying physical defects,
together with that in the care of teeth, in proper food
and sleep, and in other health habits is very essential, if
each child is to have a strong healthy body. The fol-
lowing report of Dr. J. H. Shaw, the school pihysician,
shows that splendid results are accomplished by his de-
partment. The state has heartily endorsed the whole
health program.
1. Correction of Physical Defects, (See picture page 57.)
The figures show that 2,233 physical examinations
have been made by the school physician and as these are
the foundation of all health work in the schools every
effort is made to interest the children and their teachers
in them.
The 100% plan for Health and Hygiene begun last
year continues to be the most successful method of
arousing interest and securing the correction of defects.
It has been found worth while after examining the
pupils in each room to have a personal interview with
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the teacher reporting to her and announcing? to the pupils
the number of children in the room found to be 100%
in Health and Hygiene. Also the names of those who
are 100 7^ with the exception of defective teeth, the most
common defect, are read.
The teachers employ many original methods for stimu-
lating interest in the plan.
In June 1927 bronze medals bearing the legend ''Health
and Hygiene 100%" were awarded to all children who
met certain physical requirements and whose school work
was satisfactory. There were one hundred and forty
-
five of the medals awarded at that time. In June 1928
two hundred and ninety-two children received the award
or more than twice as many.
2. Nutrition
The figures indicating the percentage of pupils ten
per cent or more underweight in the grade schools as
obtained by the school nurse are as follows
:
PERCENTAGE OF GRADE PUP'ILS TEN PER CENT OR
MORE UNDERWEIGHT
Spring Fall Dec.
Mt. Pleasant, 10% 14% 9%
Knapp, 5% 10% 6%
Hedge, 4% 4% 4%
Cornish and Burton, 11% 14% 8%
Nine 1 and 2 room schools. 9% 12% 9%
Average, 7.8% 10.8% 7.2%
The figures show a marked increase in the percentage
of underweight in the fall over the spring weighing but
in the final check up in December there is a marked im-
provement. On the whole the percentage of underweight
pupils has been higher this year than last, due probably
to the epidemic of measles which began early in the
year and reached its peak in the week of March twenty-
fifth when eighty-two new cases were reported, offset to
a considerable extent the attempts of the nurse and
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teachers to overcome malnutrition in the schools.
We know that many children lost weight as a result
of an attack of measles. We could have shown a much
lower figure than 7.2% in the December check-up had
it not been for the epidemic.
This also undoubtedly affected the results obtained at
the State Re-examination Clinic held April 9th, when of
the eighteen children re-examined twelve were reported
as improved and six as unimproved.
The record of the Hedge school which has maintained
a uniformly low average of underweight of four per cent
throughout the year is sufficiently striking under the
conditions to which attention has been called to merit
special comment. Mention should also be made of the
Russell Mills school which has an enrollment of twenty
pupils and has had no underweight pupils since the spring
weighing.
The underweight problem at the Junior High school is
more serious than elsewhere as is always the case. There
were nineteen per cent of the school ten per cent or more
underweight at the spring weighing and fourteen per
cent in December. A solution of the problem here would
be an adequate rest room.
At the National Health Day exercises "Tags" for satis-
factory weight, posture and teeth were supplied by the
State Department of Health; 1753 children received
weight tags.
3. Fresh-Air School
In June, five of the twelve pupils in this school were
recommended for transfer as follows:
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Of the seven pupils remaining in the school September,
1928, one, T. G., although he was very much underweight,
was allowed to go to the Hedge School as he was very
unhappy because there were no pupils of his age left in
the school. Arrangements were made so that he could
have a rest period lying down at the Hedge school and
he has been doing very well.
I. M., age 12, Her record since September, 1927,
grade V, left was as follows
:
town. Gain in height 3l^ inches
Expected gain in weight 114 oz.
Actual gain in weight 9 lbs. = 144 oz.
or 126%
Teeth put in satisfactory condition at
Dental Clinic
Nervousness improved
One pupil, B. A., will be transferred to grade I at the
Cornish school after the Christmas recess. He has gained
six pounds or 96 oz. in weight since September 14th. His
expected gain for that period would be about 24 oz. so
that he has made an actual gain of 400% of his expected
gain. His nervousness which was quite marked a year
ago has improved. His teeth have been taken care of at
the dental clinic and he is now 100% physically.
Two pupils who joined the school late in September
have made the following gains:
E. H., age 10, Gain in height since entering about
grade IV. September 21st 1/2 inch
Expected gain in weight 24 oz.
Actual gain in weight 2 lbs. = 32 oz.
or 133%
L. B., age 7, Gain in height since entering about
grade I. October 1st 1/2 inch
Expected gain in weight 18 oz.
Actual gain in weight 5 lbs. = 80 oz.
or 444%
The F'rcsh-Air-School teacher, Miss Carpenter, now
has a small group of children the oldest being thirteen
years of age, so that she is able to get very satisfactory
results from the teaching point of view.
4. Rest and Nutrition Class. (See picture page 58.)
Through the interest and cooperation of the principal
of the Cornish school district, Miss Jessie L. Boyd, it has
been possible to organize a class for underweight children
of the Cornish-Burton group which has some unusual
features. Miss Niland, Master of the U. S. Grant School
at East Boston, who has a ''Rest and Nutrition Class"
which has proved to be very successful in dealing with
the undernourished child problem, was good enough to
come to Plymouth and tell our teachers about her class.
Our class which is similar to the one at East Boston
began on October eighth with twelve pupils selected after
examination by the School physician. These pupils carry
on their school work in their own rooms as usual but when
the other pupils go out at recess they go to the Fresh-
Air-Room in the Cornish building where they have a half
hours rest lying quietly on cots with windows open.
Blankets are provided. After resting and drinking a
half pint of milk they go back to their own rooms and
take up their work again. At noon instead of going home
they remain at the school and have another rest of an
hour lying down followed by a hot noon lunch. They
then go back to their rooms to work until school is dis-
missed when they again go to the Fresh-Air-Room where
they receive wholesome food of some sort to be eaten as
they go home, a slice of bread and butter, a ripe banana
or whatever can be most conveniently offered them on
that day. This method has the advantage of allowing the
pupils to carry on their work with their own teachers
uninterruptedly and at the same time assures them a
nourishing meal with plenty of time in which to eat it and
a maximum amount of rest under hygienic conditions.
The class began on October eighth and at the end of the
month the thirteen children then in the class had made an
aggregate total of forty-four and a half pounds in indi-
vidual gains running from I14 lbs. up to 6% lbs. Only
when you know that the expected gain of children of this
age group is about a half lb. a month does the spectacular
nature of these gains become apparent.
For the month of November the aggregate gain was
twenty-six pounds in individual gains all the way from
14 lb. up to 5% lbs.
December made the poorest showing. One girl who
gained 5l^ lbs. in November lost % lb. and two others
neither gained nor lost. However the aggregate for the
fifteen m^embers of the class for three weeks' of December
was seventeen and three-quarters pounds. Taking into
consideration the short school month the aggregate gain
of 1714 lbs. was not bad.
The expected gain for the group for this period would
not be over 6 lbs. From October eighth to December 21st
this group of from 12 to 15 pupils has made a total gain
in weight of 87% lbs.
The school principal, Miss Boyd, says : "During Thanks-
giving week the parents in the district sent in a very gen-
erous supply of food which has helped keep down the cost
of feeding this group."
The improvement in the children is noticeable to par-
ents, teachers and (perhaps best of all) to the children
themselves. They are much more alert to do their school
work. Their eyes are brighter, their color is better, the
posture is improved and they are less nervous. The hour
and a half rest each day relieves the strain and fatigue of
the school day. In every case there is decided improve-
ment. Each child has gained more than the normal ex-
pected gain.
Each child is weighed on Friday and a report of the
gain sent home to the parents. Parents report that chil-
dren show, more willingness to eat all kinds of food,
less nervousness and a desire to go to bed earlier than
usual. As soon as a child reaches normal weight he is
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graduated thus making room for another child. Several
parents have asked to have their children remain in the
class after they have reached normal w^eight.
One of the most gratifying phases is the enthusiasm of
the children. The importance of rest has been so stressed
that the children relax better than at first. They are a
very happy group at meal time and learn to eat whatever
is served. Their appetites are improved in the social
atmosphere. The children are continually telling how
long they sleep, how many helpings they had and com-
paring weight gains. They watch their weight charts
and express joy at gains or probe for reasons for unex-
pected losses:
Many devices are used to keep the children interested
in following the habits which will help them gain in
weight. Much praise is due the director, Miss Carolvn
Carpenter for her work with this group."
Each pupil in the class is assessed seventy-five cents a
week for the purchase of food but it would have been
difficult if not impossible to provide nourishing food on
this amount had not the local chapter of the American
Red Cross generously contributed sufficient funds to pay
for the milk taken by the class for some time. A card
party arranged by the Cornish and Burton teachers
yielded sufficient money to purchase necessary supplies
for the start.
5. Oral Hygiene and Dental Clinic
In the fall of 1927 the school dentists examined 1,563
children and 1,508 were found to need dental attention.
June 15, 1928, 418 of these children had had their teeth
all repaired and received certificates from their family
dentist and 775 children had had some of their work done.
As a part of the National Health Day exercises in
June 479 ''tags" were awarded to children who held dental
certificates from their family dentist showing that all
r ecessary dental work had been done.
On Friday, September 7th, 1928, a conference on dental
work was held at the clinic rooms in the Governor Brad-
A Group in Oral Hygiene
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CHART OF MEMBER OF REST AND NUTRITION CLASS
The above chart is an enlargement of the one shown in the
picture of the "Rest and Nutrition Class" on page 58 and shows
at the left a graph of the gain in weight of a girl for 10 months
before joining the class. At the right is a graph showing the gain
in weight of the same girl after joining the "Rest and Nutrition
Class." The straight line with the stars in it, slanting up from
left to right across the chart, represents the expected gain of a
normal girl of her age and height over the whole period indicated
by both graphs.
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ford building. Those present were Dr. Curtin and Mr.
Maxwell of the Board of Health ; Mr. Handy, superintend-
ent of schools; Dr. Shaw, school physician; the clinic
dentists, Drs. Donovan and Dyer; Mrs. Wood (former
dental hygienist), and Miss Jane Bradford, the newly
appointed dental hygienist.
At this meeting it was agreed in view of the above
satisfactory results following the examination of the first
six grades to include the Junior High school and the fol-
lowing program was endorsed.
1. Dentists to examine pupils of the first six grades
and the Junior High school and report findings to
parents.
2. Concentrate repair work on early grades begin-
ning with the first except that pupils of any grade
referred by the Poor Department are to be treated
gratis.
3. Repair work and extractions to be restricted to
those unable to go to family dentist.
4. Do no "root canal treatments."
5. Extract all teeth not amenable to simple filling.
6. Charge for all work at the clinic to remain ten
cents for each visit.
7. Encourage children in schools to work for dental
certificates.
8. Teaching program in the schools by the dental
hygienist.
9. Offer dental prophylaxis to all pupils who do not
go to family dentist for it for ''contact" and edu-
cational value.
A comparison of the results of the 1927 examination
with that of 1928 in the grades is interesting showing as
it does a very striking improvement in the occurrence of
carious teeth and more pupils with sound teeth. The 1928
examination shows seventeen percent, less of defective
permanent teeth and fifteen percent, less of defective
temporary teeth while there are 119 pupils with sound
teeth against 55 in 1927.
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Four hundred and sixty-five pupils were examined for
the first time at the Junior High school, forty-one of
whom were found to be free from dental caries. The
number of defective permanent teeth among these pupils
was found to be 2,287, and the number of defective tem-
porary teeth 162.
The Plymouth schools have been pioneers in teach-
ing oral hygiene as the records will show and much of
our success in this innovation has been due to the enthusi-
asm and originality of Miss White (now Mrs. Colburn
Wood. (See picture on page 57.) In May Mrs. Wood
took a class of twelve pupils from the Burton school to
a meeting of the Mass. Dental Hygienist Association at
the Hotel Statler, Boston, where she demonstrated her
method of teaching oral hygiene with the school condi-
tions reproduced on the stage.
6. Statistical Report of Teacher of Oral Hygiene
No. of children having teeth cleaned 1,008
No. of Oral Hygiene lessons taught in schools . . 292
Amount of money taken in for cleanings $78.55
DENTAL CLINIC
Number of examinations 2,344
Number of fillings 217
Number of first teeth extracted 187
Number of second teeth extracted 31
Number of tooth-ache treatments 20
Number of patients treated at clinic 150
Number of children finished at clinic 64
Amount of money taken in for filling $16.00
Amount of money taken in for sale of tooth-
brushes $27.91
7. State School Hygiene Survey
In February Dr. Fredrika Moore made a School Hy-
giene Survey of our schools for the Division of Hygiene
of the State Department of Health. The report is vol-
uminous, taking up each school in detail but a few quo-
tations might be permissible here.
"For a town with a school population of only 2,564,
eighteen is a disproportionately large number of school
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buildings. In a consolidated school far better drinking,
washing and toilet facilities can be maintained at less or
no greater cost than in several scattered small buildings/'
"The greatest problem at the moment from a sanitary
standpoint is presented by the High, Junior High and
Cornish and Burton schools."
'The Junior High lacks certain facilities desirable
from the standpoint of health such as an adequate lunch
room and gymnasium. The washing and toilet facilities
are not sufficient. There is no health service room. The
building is over crowded and there is some cross lighting."
'The High school is overcrowded and is a fire hazard.
The lunch room is poorly ventilated and inadequate. The
coat rooms are crowded, the boys' is dark and near the
coal bin. There is no health service room. The lighting
in the assembly hall, which is also used as a study room,
is poor. The ventilating system is antiquated. In some
of the rooms there is cross lighting. Toilet facilities are
unsatisfactory and washing facilities inadequate."
''Burton school— the playground, which is shared with
the Cornish school, is too limited for active games. The
building is old ; the stairs are dangerous, being steep and
worn. The toilets are poorly lighted and ventilated.
There is cross lighting in the school rooms."
"Cornish school — one of the worst buildings from a
sanitary point of view. The stairways are hazardous,
indeed the building itself is a fire hazard. The toilets
are dark and not well ventilated. The booths are old
and wooden. There is cross lighting in the school rooms
;
windows high above floor in some rooms."
"The Ccfrnish and Burton schools are decidedly undesir-
able from a health standpoint and from that standpoint
should be the next buildings to claim attention. It is
difficult to see how anything but a new building is going
to adequately solve the problem here."
Dr. Moore spoke to the teachers Monday afternoon,
March 26th, at the High school auditorium on Health
Education, the platform being filled with material illus-
trating her talk.
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As a result of her recommendations three books con-
taining material and suggestions for health teaching were
placed in the schools.
Dr. Moore gives us credit in her report for an organ-
ized health education program with correlation of health
education with other subjects and characterizes the work
we are doing as excellent. A notable project is the pub-
lication of a monthly health bulletin by the pupils.
8. The Health Crusade. (See picture page 59.)
The nurse is doing excellent work with the Health
Crusade which when properly conducted is a valuable
health education procedure.
In the third grade the children keep a very simple but
attractive score card which the nurse has devised. This
serves as a sort of apprentice-ship to the regular Crusade
to be taken up in the fourth grade.
When the pupils are ready to enroll in the Crusade a
letter is sent home to the parents notifying them of
the beginning of the Crusade, so that they may under-
stand about it and help the children in their effort to keep
good scores which will bring promotion. It is our ex-
perience that the Health Crusade cannot be successfully
used without this sort of preparation.
In January eight hundred pupils of the fourth, fifth
and sixth grades enrolled in the Crusade of whom about
seven hundred received honors.
9. Statistical Report of School Nurse
It would not be possible to enumerate here all the
varied duties which devolve upon the nurse during the
year but the following figures tell a part of the story.
Number of inspections of children in school .... 6,086
Number of inspections of children at home 200
Number of treatments given at schools 966
Number of schools visited 668
Number of homes visited 503
Chicken-pox 2
Conjunctivitis 3
Scabies 4
Ring-worm 2
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Impetigo 55
Scarlet-fever 1
Measles 24
Mumps 2
Contagious diseases found in schools 93
Measles 46
Whooping-cough 4
Chicken-pox 3
Impetigo 2
Scarlet-fever 2
Contagious diseases found in homes 57
Number of exclusions of children 239
Number of children taken to hospital and clinic 51
Number of children operated for T. & A 37
Number of children referred to physicians .... 41
Number of children vy^eighed and measured .... 6,532
10. Pre-School Physical Examinations
In May parents were notified through the children in
school and the local press that the school physician would
be ready at certain specified times and places to examine
children who would enter school in September, for physi-
cal defects which might handicap them if not corrected.
The result of these examinations were as follows
:
Number of children examined
:
Cornish and Burton 24
Knapp 39
Hedge 39
Mt. Pleasant . 7
Manomet 7
Russell Mills 4
Cedarville 2
Cliff Street 8
Total number examined 130
Summary of defects found
:
Nutrition 12
Posture 21
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Scalp 1
Skin 3
Teeth 99
Nose and Throat 55
Glands 6
Nervous System 2
Feet and spine 5
Eyes 7
Ears 19
11. Motion Pictures
A program of motion pictures for health has been put
on at the larger school centers and at Manomet monthly
throughout the school year as follows
:
January — "The Priceless Gift of Health,'*
February— ''The Knowing Gnome"— shows how to
win health by obeying the "Rules of the Game."
March— "Tommy Tucker's Tooth."
April — "Prevention of Disease" — Science of Life
series.
May— "Hints on Healthful Living"— Science of Life
series.
June — "Big Gains for Little Bodies" — a story of the
Health Camps for undernourished children.
September — "Posture Clinics" — shows how to cor-
rect faulty posture.
October— "Clara Cleans Her Teeth" and "Red Head.''
About the care of teeth and hair.
November— "The Kid Comes Through"— Very pop-
ular, shows how good habits make for strength.
December — "Tommy's Trouble" — Teaches that it
pays to take care of the teeth.
12. Conferences of School Physician
At the monthly conferences held during the school year
the school physician has met the teachers to discuss health
matters of interest. Dr. Moore spoke at the March con-
ference.
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The subjects follow:
January— "Signs of Physical Health in Childhood."
February — ''Sings of Mental Health in Childhood."
March — "Health Teaching" by Dr. Fredrika Moore of
the State Health Department.
April — "The Early Diagnosis Campaign Against Tu-
berculosis."
May — "Worry and Aids to Mental Poise."
September — "Things to Remember at the Beginning
(of the Year."
October — "The Relation of School Furniture to Spinal
Curvature and Near Sight."
November — "The Common Cold — Symptons and
Cause."
December — "The Common Cold — Complications."
13. Examinations by School Physician
Number of inspections of children 1,238
Number of examinations of children 2,233
Number of notices of defects sent to parents .... 882
Eye 32 Skin 5
Ear 56 Tonsils & Adenoids . 444
Lung 9 Nervous System ... 29
Heart 2 Unclassified 14
Spine & Feet 291
Number of children referred to nurse 82
Number of permits admitting children 1,444
Number of exclusions of children 88
A WORD TO THE PARENTS
The schools appreciate your hearty support as evi-
denced by the hundreds that attended the graduation ex-
ercises of the junior and senior high schools and the even-
ing sessions of the grade schools. More parents than
usual visited the Junior High School during the day time
this year. Miss O'Brien, the Principal, states "We have
been encouraged by the faithfulness on the part of the
pupils in doing home lessons and we attribute this to the
supervision and interest of the parents. Such a spirit
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encourages us to aim for higher and better results."
Parents are welcome at all times at all the schools. It
is natural that some mistakes are made and sometimes of
a serious nature. Teachers are but human beings. The
mistakes are largely errors in judgment. I know of no
case where the teacher is not doing her best to give a fair
decision and is willing to rectify any injustice. Teachers,
principals and the superintendent welcome any sugges-
tions given in the right spirit and the opportunity to cor-
rect any misunderstandings.
CONCLUSION
The report as given in the preceding pages clearly indi-
cates that the schools are putting a strong emphasis upon
the individual child, correcting his defects, leading him
to develop according to his interest and capacity, and at
the same time securing a mastery of the fundamentals of
arithmetic, reading and language. This program calls
for a well trained conscientious teacher who gives of her-
self unstintingly. Too much praise cannot be given to
the Plymouth principals, supervisors and teachers for
their splendid spirit and for the excellent results obtained
by their efforts.
Credit must also be given to the taxpayers who are
giving generously to the support of the schools. To the
members of the School Committee who have given more
liours to the study of school problems than many citizens
realize, a word of appreciation is due. It is by their sym-
pathetic understanding and hearty support that the
schools succeed.
The School Department appreciates the splendid co-
operation of the Health Department in carrying out the
dental hygiene program. I also wish to thank the other
town departments for the assistance so readily given to
this department.
Respectfully submitted
ANSON B. HANDY,
Superintendent of Schools.
School enrollment
The Number of Pupils in Each School and Grade as of Dec. 31, 192&
Grade
School 1 2
1
3 4 5 6 7 8
i
9 10 11112 Total
High
! i 1
187|113|86|81
i
467
Junior High
|
|
•
1 1
|259 214
!
47a
Hedge 38
37
42! 37
41 30
1
38
28
41
40
38
33
1 1
1
1 1 443
Knapp 34
22
33 1 37 41 33 24
24 j 256
Cornish 38 34 42
42
35
31 j 222
Burton 7 37
18
33
26 j 121
Mt. Pleasant 44 1 32 38 42| 43| 40|
1
1 1
239
Cold Spring 20 25
1
1
45
Oak St. 1 15 19 16 14|
1 i
1
64
Lincoln St.
| 20| 17
1 1 1 Ml
Manomet 8| 11 4| 7 14 5|
1 1 1 1 1 1
49
Wellingsley 7 10
^1
1 1 1 1
1
20
Cliff St. 2 3j 3| 2 4
j
14
Russell Mills 4| 3 9 4j
1 1 1 1 1 1
1
20
Cedarville 4 4| 3| 4| 4
1 1 ! 1 1 1
1
^9
Alden St. | 25 1 1
1 j
25
Fresh-Air | 3 12 1
1 1 !
^
Total :501j284i261|241|264!230|259|214|187|113|86| 81| 2,521
South Street—Ungraded 28
Grand Total 2,549
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EMPLOYMENT OF MINORS
1926 1927 1928
Certificates to Minors 14 to 16, 157 142 125
Certificates to Minors 16 to 21, 353 514 265
There were 142 minors between fourteen and sixteen
years of age who within the calendar year 1928, were em-
ployed while schools were in session.
SCHOOL CENSUS
Males Females Total
Persons 5 to 7 years. 227 223 450
Persons 7 to 14 years. 752 801 1,553
Persons 14 to 16 years. 233 208 441
Total, 1,212 1,232 2,444
REPORT OF SUPERVISOR OF ATTENDANCE
Dear Sir :
—
I respectfully submit the following report of school
absentees from January 1, 1928, to January 1, 1929.
Absentees Sickness Truancy Total
Cornish School, 4 1 2 7
Hedge School, 24 7 4 35
High School, 4 0 0 4
Knapp School, 4 1 0 5
Mt. Pleasant School, 3 0 2 5
Nathaniel Morton School, 88 113 18 219
Russell Mills School, 2 0 0 2
South Street School, 11 11 1 23
Wellingsley School, 2 0 0 2
142 133 27 302
Investigated for Superintendent's Office, 7
Employment Certificates investigated, 33
Investigated for night school, 7
Number of homes visited, 349
Visits to schools, 15
Children found on street and taken to school, 2
Total number of investigations, 366
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SCHOOL DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEES
C") New teachers employed in 1928
Office
Anson B. Handy Supt. of Schools 5 Bay View Avenue
Alice Murphy Secretary 167 Court Street
High School
Wayne M, Shipman Principal 156a Sandwich Street
Edgar J. Mongan
Assistant Principal Math,, Adv. 220 Sandwich Street
*Charles R. Consodine J-Xiou*, \j±\i.y^ijy j^y^yjiLt 17 Pleasant Street
Ruth E. Cummings 11 Sever Street
Mary E. Driscoll B Tr Bookne- Tvne 13 Whiting Street
Frank E. Fash 11 Mt. Pleasant Street
Paulyle W. Flavell
(Leave of absence) French 8 Park Avenue
Dorothy A. Goodenough History, Civics 17 Pleasant Street
*Barbara Howes Spanish, English 13 Whiting Street
Louise B. Humphrey English 13 Whiting Street
Helen C. Johnson Type., Bookkpg. 13 Whiting Street
*Betsey H. Morton Sten., Type., 0. Pr. 15 Clyfton Street
*Amy Rafter Civics, Com. Law 13 Whiting Street
Miriam J. Raymond English 7 Whiting Street
*Dora Ries Civics, Com. Law 41 So. Spooner Street
Richard Smiley Biology, Science 236 Sandwich Street
Helen F. Swift Dean of Girls, English 14 Clyfton Street
*Doris Traver French 7 Stephens Street
Margie E. Wllber Latin Brookside Avenue
Edwin B, Young Gen. Science, Agri. 4 Maple P'lace
Junior High School
Katharine A. O'Brien Principal 23 Nelson Street
Mary M. Dolan,
Assistant Principal Mathematics, Pen. 11 Lothrop Street
Sadie H. Barrett English 35 Mayflower Street
M. Agnes Burke English 11 Lothrop Street
Esther M. Chandler English, Math. 13 Whiting Street
Gladys M. Cobb Gen. Lang., Eng. 17 Alvin Road
T, Beatrice Curran Math., Hygiene 78 Sandwich Street
Ellen M. Downey Social Stud., Music 19 Oak Street
Deane E. Eldridge Woodwork, Sheet Metal 4 Park Avenue
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Margaret K. Elliott
Amy Hammond (L.)
Una Kelleher
Bertha E. McNaught
* Gladys E. Morehouse
Edith S. Newton
Frances Smith
*Kenneth Walton
Elizabeth H. Sampson
Hazel Bates
Estella Butland
Florence B. Corey
Jessie M. Davies
Lulu M. Hoyt
Cora M. Irwin
Edith C. M. Johnson
Evelyn L. Peck
Barbara R. Perrier
Helen F. Perrier
Susan M. Quinn
Ethel D. Tolman
William I. Whitney
Annie S. Burgess
Margaret L. Christie
Lydia E. Holmes
Maude H. Lormond
Lucy E. Rae
*Della Tuttle
Flora C, Stevens
Jessie L. Boyd
Carolyn L. Carpenter
Helen F. Holmes
Flora A. Keene
Charlotte E, Lovering
Mary E. Robbins
Anne P. Wilson
Dorothy E. Wilbur
Math., Guidance 4 Cushman Street
Domestic Science 15 Allerton Street
Social Stud., Gen. Sci. 35 Mayflower Street
Eng. Math. Social Stud. 33 Russell Street
Math., Eng. 23 Vernon Street
Jr. Bus. Training 13 Whiting Street
Domestic Science 13 Whiting Street
Manual Training 4 Park Avenue
Hedge School
Principal Clifford Road
Grade I Clifford Road
Grade II 4 Massasoit Street
Grade VI 133 Court Street
Grade V 12 Washington Street
Grade III 13 W^hiting Street
Grade I 11 Sever Street
Grade II 13 Whiting Street
Grade IV 280 Court Street
Grade V 12 Washington Street
Grade IV 12 Washington Street
Grade VI 146 Main St., Kingston
Grade III 93 Court Street
Knapp School
Principal 70 Sandwich Street
Grade III 37 Union Street
Grade II 401 Court Street
Grade V 261 Court Street
Grade VI 79 Court Street
Grade I 280 Court Street
Grade IV 29 Samoset Street
Grade I 29 Samoset Street
Cornish School
Principal 101 Court Street
Fresh-Air Room 6 Mt. Pleasant St.
Grade V 28 Chilton Street
Grade II 4 Sever Street
Grade VI 21 Vernon Street
Grade VI 102 Allerton Street
Grade V 17 Sever Street
Grade I 15 Allerton Street
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'''Helen Given
Dorothy A. Judkins
Teresa A. Rogan
Ruth H. Tolman
Mora Norton
Clementine L. Ortolani
Mildred R. Randall
Gertrude C, Bennett
Mabel F. Douglas
Grace R. Moor
Helen H. Linnell
Helena L. Anderson
Gladys L. Brownell
=^Esther A. Cotti
Elsie C. Muir
A. Ruth Toombs
Emma Raymond
Mary L. Jackson, Prin.
^Marjorie Frost
Gertrude W. Zahn
Ethel P. Haire
Burton School
Grades II-III
Grade III
Grade IV
Grade IV
Alden Street School
Grades I and II
Oak Street School
Grades I and II
Grades III and IV
Cold Spring School
Grade II
Grade III
Lincoln Street Primary
Grades I and II
Mt. Pleasant School
Principal—Grade VI
Grade III
Grade I
Grade IV
Grade V
Grade II
Wellingsley School
Grades I-IV
Individual School
Ungraded
Ungraded
Cliff Street School
Grades I-V
Russell Mills School
Grades I-IV
25 Stafford Street
11 Allerton Street
Newliolds Street
Rockland, Mass.,
R. F. D.
101 Court Street
8 Cherry Street
79 Court Street
12 Stafford Street
Nelson Street
11 Sandwich Street
72 Warren Avenue
11 Jefferson Street
5 Stephens Street
25 Smith's Lane
11 Whiting Street
14 Jefferson Street
23 Mt. Pleasant Street
9 Sever Street
320 Court Street
6 Mt. Pleasant Street
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Manomet School
Elouise E. Ellis Grades IV-VI Manomet
Marie R. Freeman Grades I-III Manomet
Oradpq T-VT T?nn T*n pH n 1p TVTeisic:
R. F. D.
Special Teachers
O LlJ^t/X V J-OUX UX OtJWlll^ "\A7'q yvPTi AT^pmiPvv £3,1 X cil -rVVCllLlt;
U. CX V lOV J KJJl IVXLliiSJV- T.inpnlTi .^^T•PP'^X-JllH^UlXl Ol/Xt-CU
Beatrice E. Garvin Supv. of Phy. Ed.-Ele. 45 Pleasant Street
Ruth L. Hazelwood Drawing—Jr. & Sr. High 11 Sever Street
*Catherine O'Neil Mt. Pleas. & Knapp~VI 13 Whiting Street
John H. Smith Supv. of Phys. Ed. 1 Sagamore Street
Paith C. Stalker Supervisor of Drawing 133 Court Street
General Substitutes
"^Leella F, Leonard Hedge and Knapp, I-VI 49 Pleasant Street
Jennie E. Taylor Cornish and Mt. Pleasant 33 Mayflower Street
IVT *kfl 1 r» SI 1 Hpinnyfm ATif
. XXUIILIIUUIV (OlldW '±o
1
1
J. L
n c 1 o IVT *a r> r1 r^n ci 1 i*1O Uiblt; IVXctCU-UlldlU. School Nurse Highland Place
iTiciy IIU W ci OLlCtrL
Janitors
Charles Coates High 237 Sandwich Street
John R. Yates Junior High 17 Mt. Pleasant Street
Nelson Gushing Mt. Pleasant Robinson Street
Peter A. Dries, Jr. Cornish-Burton 1 Royal Street
Sebastian Riedel Knapp 23 Atlantic Street
Leo Callahan Hedge 24 Hall Street
Nelson Pero Alden St., Cold Spring Standish Avenue
John McArdle Alden St., Cold Spring Davis Street
George F. Merrill Oak Street Oak Street
Ered J. Smith Asst. J. H. S. and S. H. S. Pleasant Street
Andrea Busi South St. and Lincoln St. Lincoln Street
"Winslow Rickard Wellingsley 223 Sandwich Street
Joseph Lawrence Russell Mills Russell Mills
W. Cleveland Manomet Manomet
John S. Dunn Cedarville Cedarville
Elliott F. Swift Cliff Street Sandwich Road
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